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Abstract
For axially symmetric flows of granular materials, the velocity equations un­
couple from the stress equations in certain plastic regimes, and assuming either 
a plastic potential or dilatant double shearing, a set of three first order partial 
differential equations are obtained. These equations turn out to be deceptive, be­
cause although they have simple mathematical forms, the determination of simple 
exact solutions is non-trivial. In this thesis, we apply Lie symmetry methods and 
other recent developments, namely potential and non-classical symmetry methods 
to these velocity equations. All the known functional forms of existing solutions 
are shown to arise systematically by consideration of the “optimal system” of 
the one-parameter symmetries which are admitted. For one particular family of 
solutions we obtain a simple and straight forward asymptotic expansion for the 
stress angle, and show that under certain circumstances, these expansions pro­
vide accurate solutions of the highly nonlinear ordinary differential equation. In 
addition, for the same family of solutions we show that a special case permits one 
integration which enables the velocity components to be given explicitly in terms 
of the stress angle. Another special case admits a full integration and a number 
of new exact simple solutions are determined. A detailed numerical comparison 
is made for various parameter values of the asymptotic expansion, the full nu­
merical solution and with the new exact analytical solutions. The application of 
potential symmetry methods to the velocity equations leads to some “equivalent 
potential systems” and these systems are investigated. Finally, the non-classical 
symmetry method is applied to the velocity equation, which has not been done 
previously. A number of new nonclassical symmetries are determined, which will 
be fully investigated for future studies on the velocity equations.
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Chapter 1
Background and basic equations
1.1 Introduction
Granular materials are used in many industrial and practical contexts and they 
genuinely impinge on almost every aspect of human life. This ranges from our 
daily life at home and at work to the forefront of science and technology. Granular 
materials have attracted much attention from mathematicians, physicists and en­
gineers, due to their numerous applications in industries and the unusual phenom­
ena they exhibit. Some of these applications are fluidized beds and combustion 
of particles in chemical industries, structure and stability of soil in construction 
industries and bulk solids handling and pneumatic conveying in agricultural and 
mining industries [2, 61]. Some of the unusual phenomena include density waves 
in the outflow of hoppers [3], heap formation of fine particles through void space 
[74], formation of convection cells under vibration [24] and of course better known 
phenomena such as landslides and avalanches.
In general, granular materials consist of two components or phases, which are 
usually solid particles immersed in a fluid environment and depending upon the 
relative proportions of the two components, the fluid aspects may or may not 
be significant. That is, the behaviour of a granular material varies from fluid 
behaviour, for a small number of solid particles, to granular-solid-like behaviour 
for closely packed arrangements of solid particles. If p denotes the bulk density
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(mass of solid particles per unit volume) then for some critical value pc, fluid­
like behaviour occurs when p < pc and granular-solid-like behaviour occurs when 
p > pc. Unusual phenomena arises when density fluctuations occur, because 
granular materials exhibit a complex rheology in the presence of density gradi­
ents. In examining a given flow behaviour we need to ask whether it is the fluid 
environment or the solid particles which dominates the problem.
The void ratio can be shown to be determined by the equation
Void ratio = 1  — —, (1.1)
Pm
where pm is the density of the material of which the solid particles comprise. In 
this thesis we assume that the void ratio of the granular material lies between 
0.43 and 0.65. Such materials have considerable strength in compression and little 
or no strength in tension. Their static behaviour is dominated by inter-particle 
friction while their dynamic (flow) behaviour hinges on their capacity to expand 
the void space, that is to dilate. Granular materials cannot flow without dilation 
and consequent decrease in the bulk density p. The pressure (force per unit area) 
beneath a granular material does not increase with depth in contrast to that in 
a fluid. The reason for this is that the weight of a granular particle is taken up 
by inter-particle friction and by the particle-wall friction, so that the forces per 
unit area beneath a high column of granular material are frequently so small as 
to be effectively negligible. For this reason huge hoppers readily block up at the 
outlet, because the weight of the material above has little or no effect.
One of the pioneers to study the behaviour of granular materials was Coulomb 
[16], who in 1773 provided the failure hypothesis, which provides a basis for the 
determination of the stress in a granular material. Coulomb proposed that the 
two physical processes that resist failure in the granular material are the cohesive 
strength and the inter-particle friction, which are commonly represented by c and 
p =  tan 8 respectively where 8 is the angle of internal friction. Coulomb postulates 
that slip occurs when the shear stress is equal to the combined resistance arising 
from these two physical effects. Subsequent to Coulomb’s work, many theories 
have been proposed to determine the flow and deformation of a granular material
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but none have received general acceptance, because of the complex and variable 
behaviour of granular materials. The physical characteristics of real granular 
materials such as shape, particle size, porosity and flow behaviour are so complex 
and variable that a single model is unlikely to explain all the behaviour of all 
granular materials under all practical or experimental conditions.
Schofield and Wrath [62], Lee et al [37] and Drescher [21] have carried out 
experiments to determine the flow of granular materials, using either real or ar­
tificial granular materials under various conditions, but their results do not fully 
explain the mechanics of the processes which take place in a deforming granular 
material. Theoretically, there are three main approaches, computer simulation, 
statistical or probabilistic physics, and the continuum mechanical approach. The 
computer simulation approach involves the numerical solution to the theoretical 
formulation which cannot be solved analytically. This approach effectively un­
dertakes computational experiments and one such study is Hill and Zheng [33]
. The second approach is based on the discrete nature of granular materials. 
Granular materials are treated as a collection of discrete particles, see for ex­
ample the work of Edwards et al [22]. The third approach is the continuum 
mechanics model which treats the granular material as a continuum, see for ex­
ample Mandel [46], de Josselin de Jong [18, 20], Spencer [68, 69, 70], Hill and Wu 
[29, 30, 31, 32], Lippmann [44, 45], Shield [65, 66] and Zagainov [76]. These work­
ers have contributed to the extension of the plane deformation theory to include 
three-dimensional deformations and states of stress, with particular applications 
to axially symmetric flows of granular materials. The continuum theory assumes 
all the usual postulates of rational continuum mechanics, along with the assump­
tion that the material flows when a certain relationship between the normal and 
the shear stress is realized, namely a yield condition is assumed.
In this thesis, we have based our investigation on a particular continuum 
mechanical granular theory, termed the double-shearing theory which has evolved 
from the work of Spencer [68]. This theory is based on the Coulomb-Mohr yield 
condition and assumes that the deformation of granular materials is by shear
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on surfaces on which the critical shear traction is mobilised and that the shear 
direction coincides with that of the shear traction. A detailed description of 
the evolution of the double-shearing theory and its comparison to some of the 
existing theories is discussed in Spencer [70]. Initially, the application of this 
theory was restricted to incompressible materials but experimental results of Fatt 
[23], Halldin et al [25] and Randall [57] have shown that in general, granular 
materials are compressible, such that their density is a function of the applied 
pressure. This leads to the modification of the double-shearing notion for material 
compressibility and is based on an idea of Butterfield and Harkness [10]. The 
double-shearing theory has been further extended to include dilatant granular 
materials by Mehrabadi and Cowin [48].
1.2 Coulomb-Mohr yield function
The Coulomb-Mohr theory states that slip occurs on the surface element with 
unit normal n when the magnitude of the shear component of traction r  attains 
the critical value
\t\ =  c — a tan <5, (1.2)
where a denotes the normal component of compressive traction which here is 
taken to be positive in tension. The parameters c and 6 are the cohesion and the 
angle of internal friction respectively, and both are assumed to be constants. The 
case 6 =  0 corresponds to a frictionless or purely cohesive material and leads to 
the well known Tresca yield condition of metal plasticity. In examining equation 
(1.2) two features are apparent and worth mentioning. Firstly, (1.2) shows that 
for a material in compression (namely a negative) more shear is necessary for the 
material to yield as would be expected. Secondly, it is also apparent from (1.2) 
that granular materials have limited tensile strength since a < c cot <5. For most 
granular materials c cot 6 is a small number and a cohesionless material (c =  0) 
is sometimes referred to as a “free-flowing” material, that is one which has no 
unconfined strength at any level of compaction.
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The continuum hypothesis of granular materials assumes that we may intro­
duce a stress tensor a^ from which all the forces in the material may be generated 
in the conventional manner in continuum theories. Of particular importance are 
the principal stresses which are the eigenvalues of the stress tensor. Assuming 
that the maximum, intermediate and minimum principal stresses are 07, an  and 
<jiij respectively so that,
>  au  > aHI. (1.3)
The Mohr diagram is given by Figure 1.1 and it can be shown that the shaded 
region indicates allowable (<7, r) values. By solving (1.2) and
^ ) \  <u>
such that the straight lines are tangential as shown in the Figure 1.1, this produces 
the yield function,
2 / 07 +  07 uT +  cr--------- -------
&I — &iii — 2ccos 8 — (<j/ +  am ) sin <5, (1.5)
which is evidently independent of the intermediate principal stress. If 07,(77 and 
cr3 designate arbitrary values of 07, 07/ and am  respectively then in principal 
stress space (07, 07, as) the yield surface (1.5) is a right hexagonal pyramid (Figure 
1.2) equally inclined to the three axes with its vertex at the point 07 =  07 =  
as =  ccot<5. Points inside the pyramid VABCDEF (Figure 1.2) corresponds to 
stress states below yield while surface points represent all possible stress states 
satisfying the yield condition. This condition was formulated by Shield [67] and 
is also described by Hill [27], Hill and Wu [30], Cox et al [17] and Spencer [70].
The associated plastic flow model that Cox et al [17] have formulated is based 
on the Coulomb-Mohr yield function (1.5) and the assumption that the compo­
nents of the rate-of-deformation tensor are obtained as derivatives of the yield 
function. The components of the rate-of-deformation tensor are given by the fol­
lowing flow rule where ai:j represents the stress tensor and f {a i:j) =  0 describes
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T
Figure 1.1: Mohr diagram
Figure 1.2: Yield surface in principal stress space (01, 02, 03)
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Figure 1.3: Yield hexagon for axially symmetric deformations
the yield condition such that for stress states below yield, /(<jy) < 0,
; d f
dij — d(?ij
i f /  =  /  =  0,
if either /  < 0 or if /  =  0 and f  < 0,
(1 .6)
where i , j  =  1, 2 and 3 and A is a non-negative scalar flow-rate parameter which 
is a function of both position and time and the “dot” denotes convective differ­
entiation with respect to time, that is differentiation following the motion of a 
particle.
Cox et al [17] discussed in detail the axially symmetric flows of a granular 
material with Coulomb-Mohr yield condition (1.5) and obeying the associated 
flow rule (1.6) and the seven plastic regimes given in Table 1.1 under the following 
four groups:
(I) B and E, (II) AB and EF, (III) A and F, (IV) AF.
These letters refer to the vertices and sides of the stress hexagon in Figure 1.3. 
This hexagon is a cross-section of the pyramid in Figure 1.2 and it is an irregular
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Table 1.1: Plastic regimes for axially symmetric deformations
Plastic regime Stress state Yield function
B ai =  a2 > % (1 +  sin 6) cq =  2 c cos (5 +  (1 -  sin<S) a
E %  > =  2̂ (1 +  sin 6) =  2 c cos <5 +  (1 -  sin (5) o2
AB ai > a2 > (1 +  sin <5) cq =  2 c cos <5 +  (1 -  sin<$) (j
EF > 02 (1 +  sin <5) c^ =  2 ccos<5 +  (1 — sin 6) o2
A (Ti> a2 = (1 +  sin 6) ai =  2 c cos 8 +  (1 — sin 6)
F %  ~  > a2 (1 +  sin <5) c^ =  2 c cos 8 +  (1 — sin<5) o2
AF °\ > %  >  °2 (1 +  sin 8) cq =  2 c cos 8 +  (1 — sin 6) o2
hexagon because yield function in compression differs from that in tension. In 
this thesis we focus on group (II) which are the plastic regimes AB and EF. In 
these regimes, the velocity field is kinematically determined because the velocity 
equations uncouple from the stress equations. In regimes A and F, the stress 
field is statically determined in the sense that the stress fields may be obtained 
without consideration of the velocity field. These regimes A and F are discussed 
in detail by Hill and Wu [30].
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1.3 The basic field equations for axially sym­
metric flows
In this section, the basic field equations for axially symmetric flows are given 
both in cylindrical and spherical polar coordinate systems which are (r, </>, z) and 
0) respectively. It can be shown that the hoop stress g^  (see Figure 1.3) 
is one of the principal stress components in axially symmetric flows and the 
other two are designated by G\ and cr2 such that g\ > g2. The appropriate 
yield functions corresponding to the various plastic regimes are shown in Table 
1.1. The deformation-rate tensor and the spin tensor are denoted by di;j and i r ­
respectively.
The non-zero components of the rate-of-deformation tensor in cylindrical polar 
coordinates (r, </>, z) are given by
du _  u _  dv 1 /  du dv
d(fxf) ? GZz V ? drz =  — I — I ——r dz 2 \dz dr<9r ’ _  ¿u ’ ™rz — o l 1 I ’ i1-7)
where u(r, z) and u(r, z) denote the components of velocity in the r and 2 direc­
tions respectively. If the direction of the maximum principal stress Gi makes an 
angle ^  with the radial direction (2 =  0 plane), the remaining non-zero compo­
nents of the stress tensor can be shown to be given by
1 , . 1 . .
Grr =  ^ 1 + G2) +  ~ { G 1 -  G2) C ° S 2 ^ Ì
1 , , 1 , ,°zz =  -(o-i +  cr2) - -(ai -  U2)cos2'0,
Grz =  ^(cti -  a2) sin 2^.
(1 .8)
In addition, the standard equilibrium equations incorporating gravity for axially 
symmetry are given by
da.rr d G rz Grr G ^
1— —̂ I--------------- — U,d r dz r
dG T7. dGzz dG.
dr + dz + dr =  P9• (1.9)
We remark here that, although this is not an issue relevant to the thesis, that 
the usual procedures is to ignore the effect of changes in the density p in the
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stress equations (1.9) and (1.12), even though dilatancy and compressibility are 
accomodated in the constitutive equations for the velocities.
The non-zero components of the rate-of-deformation tensor in spherical polar 





d<p<f> =  — {U +  V cot 6) ,ri
, 1 (d V  IT\
dee- R  +
, _  1 /1  dU dV V
Re ~  2 [ R dd +  dR R (1.10)
where U(R, 6) and V(R, 6) denote the components of velocity in the R and 6 
directions respectively. If the direction of the maximum principal stress cq makes 
an angle x  with the radial direction, the remaining non-zero components of the 
stress tensor are given by
0RR
96
l ,  , 1 , .
-(cri +  (j2) +  -  (a1 - (72) cos2y,
1 , . 1 , ,
-(a i +  (j2) -  -(<7! -<t2) cos2y,
®RQ =  -  a2) sin 2y,
(1.11)
where x-t-V , =  7r/2  — 0 which are shown in Figure 1.4 along with the velocity
components (u, v) or (U,V) associated with a typical point P. In spherical polar
coordinates the equilibrium equations incorporating gravity are
daRR 1 doR, 1 . . ^
^ R + R ~ d f  +  R {2^ - ^ - ^ ] =  PS cosO,
do 1 do 1 . . 3 oRB , . .
Hr  + r  H e + R ^  ~ a>«)cc,te + =  ~P9S m&- (I--12)
In the following sections we present the basic equations that are applicable 
to the plastic regimes AB and EF and we also give details of the known exact 
solutions in these regimes.
1.4 The velocity equations for kinematically de­
termined plastic regimes
In this section we derive the velocity equations for the kinematically determined 
plastic regimes AB and EF. Further details of this derivation can be obtained
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from Hill and Wu [29, 30], where the Coulomb-Mohr yield function is used as a 
plastic potential together with the Butterfield and Harkness [10] modification of 
the double-shearing notion. Prom the yield function given in Table 1.1 and the 
flow rule (1.6) we obtain the following equations for the plastic regime AB:
d i2 =  0, di =  A(1 +  sin <5), d2 =  0, =  — A(1 — sin<5), (1-13)
where di, d2 and denote the eigenvalues of the rate-of-deformation tensor and 
dl2 =  0 signifies the orthogonality of the eigendirections. On elimination of A 
(1.13) can be simplified to yield
d\2 — 0) d\ -+- k dfj)̂  =  0, d2 — 0, (1-14)
where k is a positive constant which has the values
k
1 +  sin 6
k =
cos (6 — 7) +  sin 7
(1.15)1 — sin 6 ’ cos(<5 — 7 ) — sin 7 ’
which arise respectively from assuming a Coulomb-Mohr plastic potential and 
dilatant double-shearing. The angles of internal friction 8 and dilatancy 7 are
3 0009 0 3 204 564  8
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assumed to be constants. We observe that for the dilatant double-shearing theory 
the case 7 =  6 yields the plastic-potential theory while the case 7 =  0 gives the 
value k =  1 which corresponds to incompressible double-shearing.
In a similar way to the derivation of (1.14) for the plastic regime AB we obtain 
the following for the plastic regime EF,
du — 0, <̂2 H— -jp- =  0, d\ =  0. (1.16)
Equation (1.14) shows that the principal stress and deformation-rate coincide 
and therefore from the corresponding relations to (1.7) for the rate-of-deformation 
tensor and (1.14) we obtain the following equations in cylindrical polar coordi­
nates (r, (j), z ),
k
drr +  k d^  cos2?/; =  0, dzz +  k d^ sin2ip =  0, drz +  -  d^  sin 2ip = 0 , (1.17)
¿A
while from (1.16) we obtain
drr +  - 7̂  sin2ip =  0, d2 k +  - 7̂  cos 2ip =  0, k
drz +  ^  sin 2ip =  0. (1.18)
Then by the substitution of (1.7) into (1.17) we obtain the well known kinemat­
ically determined velocity equations for the plastic regime AB, namely
du 7u o .  ̂ dv 7 u . 9 , du dv u . . ^
—— \- k -  cos ip =  0, —  +  k—smip =  0i —  +  —  +  k— sin 2 ;̂ =  0, 
or r dz r dz dr r
(1.19)
where u(r, z) and v(r, z) denote components of velocity in the r and z directions 
and ip(r, z) denotes the angle the maximum principal stress makes with the z =  0 
plane and A; is a constant which given by (1.15) and can also be expressed as,
k =  tan2 I ^ +  j
7 /<5 T t \  (  6  7Tfc= tan  _ + -  c°t - + ï - 7 (1.20)
This implies that A: is a positive constant for 6 and 7 in the range of physical inter­
est, namely 0 < 7 <  6 <  7r /2, noting that these physically motivated inequalities 
imply 7 <  6/2 +  1:14:. The fact that A; is a positive constant turns out to be 
a major restriction in the determination of simple exact solutions in the sense 
that the velocity equations admit numerous solutions for k negative but these are
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not meaningful within the present physical context and are not discussed further. 
The velocity equations for the plastic regime EF can be derived in a similar way 
to that of the regime AB and in doing so we obtain a similar set of equations to 
(1.19) except that ip{jr, z) and k are replaced by 'ijjir, z )+  7t/2 and 1/k respectively. 
These velocity equations (1.19) are the main concern of this thesis and they will 
be investigated in later chapters.
In spherical polar coordinates {R,Q,<j)) equations (1.14) and (1.16) become 
respectively
dRR +  k dH cos2x =  0, doe +  k d ^  sin2x =  0, dRe +  -  sin 2x =  0, (1.21)
dRR +  sin2x =  0, dee +  ^  cos2x =  0, dm -  ^  sin2x =  0, (1.22)
and by the substitution of (1.10) into (1.21) we obtain
dU , 
dR +  k
u
R
1 dV U 1 (U  n V\ . 2 n 
+  — +  k +  cot 9 — J sm2x =  0,+  c o t 0 - ) c o S2x =  O, Rge . r
1 dU dV V fU  n V\ . n n 
+ d R - R  +  k { R +COtdR ) Sm2x =  ° ’R de
(1.23)
which is the equivalent of the velocity equations (1.19) for the regime AB. The 
velocity equations for regime EF in spherical polar coordinates can be easily 
obtained from (1.23) by replacing x  an<3 k with x +  tt/ 2 and 1/k respectively.
In the following section we present the known exact solutions of the kinemati­
cally determined velocity equations (either (1.19) or (1.23)). The case k — 1 cor­
responds to the incompressible double-shearing theory and applies to the axially- 
symmetric plastic flows of metals and granular materials ([29],[44],[71],[72]). On 
the other hand the case k ^  1 corresponds to the flow of compressible granular 
materials [30].
1.5 Known solutions for axially-symmetric flows 
of granular materials
In this section we present the known solutions of the kinematically determined 
velocity equations (either (1.19) or (1.23)). Although these equations have a
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simple mathematical form, they are surprisingly difficult to solve analytically 
and only a few exact solutions are known which, for k =  1, are:
u =  (a -  (3z)/r, v =  ¡3 log r +  7 , '0 =  0, (1-24)
u =  — az(r2 +  2:2) 1̂ 2/r , v =  a(r2 +  z2)1/2, tan ip =  —r/z, (1.25)
u =  f { r ), v = az +  g(r)i 0  =  h(r), (1.26)
u =  a(r2 +  z2)1/2/r, v =  —a In z +  (r2 +  z2)1/2 
r
+ /?, tan^ =  — r/z, (1.27)
u =  —
OLZ
9 r
9r2 +  z2 
r2 +  z2 8 log(r2 +  z2) — 7 log r +
r2 — 7z2 
r2 +  z2 +  /?,
-0 =  — +  tan ------tan - ,  (1.28)
Zd 07° Z
where a, (3 and 7 denote arbitrary constants and f (r) ,g(r)  and h(r) are simple 
known functions of r. The first three families of solutions (1.24)-(1.26) were found 
by Lippmann([44],[45]). The solution (1.24) can be used to describe the plastic 
deformation of a tube loaded by internal pressure while the second solution (1.25) 
describes the flow between concentric spherical surfaces. The third solution (1.26) 
describes the extension, radial contraction and telescopic shear of a tube. Solu­
tions (1.25) (1.26) were analyzed in detail by Spencer [71] in the context of the 
double-shearing theory. The fourth family of exact solutions was found by both 
Lippmann [44] and Spencer [72] and it describes the plastic flow past a smooth 
cone. The last family of solutions was obtained by Hill and Wu [29] and it also 
applies to a plastic flow of a granular material past a smooth cone. The extension 
of the families of solutions (1.24) —(1.28) to include the flow of compressible gran­
ular materials k ^  1 has not been previously investigated with the exception of 
the third family of solutions (1.26) which has already been done by Hill and Wu 
[30]. The extension of the other four families of solutions to include k ^  1 and 
some other new solutions will be discussed in detail in later chapters. Within the 
context of modeling the flow behaviour of granular materials, which is a highly
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controversial area, simple exact solutions are important because potentially, by 





The methods we have used in this thesis were originally studied by Lie [39, 40, 
41, 42] in the late nineteenth century. Lie investigated the solvable features of 
a differential equation and consequently developed an algorithm which yields 
symmetries admitted by the equation. A symmetry of a differential equation is a 
transformation which maps one solution to another solution of the equation. Lie’s 
work on ordinary differential equations systematically explains and relates various 
topics such as integrating factor, separable equation, variation of parameters for 
linear equations and some others (for further details see the discussion by Bluman 
and Kumei [7]). The work of Lie [42, 43] also includes contact transformations 
and a proof that solutions to a partial differential equation in two independent 
variables, which are invariant under a one-parameter symmetry group, can all 
be obtained from solving of an ordinary differential equation. The extension 
of this proof to include generalized systems of partial differential equations and 
multi-parameter groups was also included in Lie’s work. According to Olver and 
Rosenau [50], this part of Lie’s work has appeared frequently in the literature on 
the subject, but Lie’s name has never been acknowledged!
Although Lie symmetry methods have been introduced for more than a cen­
tury, they have not appeared as often in the literature as in the last three decades.
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Studies on Lie symmetry methods in the last three decades include those by 
Bluman and Cole [5], Bluman and Kumei [7], Hill [28], Olver [49], Ovsiannikov 
[52, 53], Stephani [73] and many others, for which some of their work provide a 
basis for the methods used in this thesis. In the past, such methods were not 
popular because of the large amount of algebraic calculations involved but now, 
mathematical computer programs like MACSYMA [56], MAPLE [12], REDUCE 
[58] and muMATH [75] are used to undertake most of the calculations. In addi­
tion to this, the availability of symbolic manipulation programmes like DIMSYM 
[64], DIFFGROB2 [47] and LIE [26] which are designed to calculate symmetries 
of differential equations have made the calculation much easier.
The classical Lie symmetry methods have been extended to include two dif­
ferent types of symmetries, which are Lie-Backlund symmetries [7, 49, 73] and 
non-local symmetries, which are also known as potential symmetries [4, 7]. The 
construction of Lie-Backlund symmetries is explained by Bluman and Kumei [7] 
and a discussion of the historical background of these symmetries is discussed 
by Olver [49]. The Lie-Backlund symmetries are the generalization of contact 
symmetries that were proposed by Lie [42, 43]. For a contact symmetry, its in­
finitesimal generators are acting on a space which includes all the first derivatives 
of the dependent variables but if the derivatives of the dependent variables are 
greater than one, then it becomes a Lie-Backlund symmetry. For the potential 
symmetries, their construction and application are discussed in detail by Bluman 
in [4] and with Kumei in [7]. Generally, the main difference between a potential 
symmetry and any of the two previously mentioned, contact and Lie-Backlund 
symmetries, is that the infinitesimal generators of a potential symmetry are acting 
on a space which includes integrals of the dependent variables.
A further generalization of the classical methods are now in the literature 
and they are generally known as the non-classical symmetry methods. The non­
classical methods were introduced by Bluman and Cole [5] and at about the same 
time these methods were also used by Ames [1], but he did not use the word non­
classical. Olver and Rosenau [50, 51] have further generalized the non-classical
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methods to also obtain what they referred to as a weak symmetry group, but in 
doing so their methods become too general and hard to implement in practice. 
However, non-classical methods are generally harder and more complicated than 
classical methods but recently many authors, for example Ames [1], Bluman and 
Cole [5], Levi and Winternitz [38] and Olver and Rosenau [50, 51] use non-classical 
methods because they lead to new exact solutions of differential equations in 
addition to those found previously by using classical methods.
In this thesis, we will also develop a method from the one introduced by Clark­
son [13] which he refers to as the direct method . This method is actually easier to 
apply than the non-classical methods, but its application to some well known and 
physically significant partial differential equations, like Boussinesq , Schrodinger, 
Zabolotskaya-Khokhlov and Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations [13], has led to some 
new exact solutions of those equations. The results obtained by Clarkson [13] 
from the direct method to the Boussinesq equation were later shown by Levi and 
Winternitz [38] to be obtained through non-classical symmetry methods, and this 
shows a novel characteristic of the direct method. That is, the direct method in­
volves no group theory and yet it gives rise to solutions that are invariant under 
Lie group theories. In addition, in some cases, it is a successful method to use 
which is easier to apply than the non-classical Lie-symmetry methods, as shown 
by Clarkson et dl, [13, 14, 15].
In the following sections, we will introduce some of the concepts of Lie group 
transformations which are applicable to later chapters. These concepts include Lie 
group theories, infinitesimal generators which characterize transformations that 
leave differential equations invariant, invariant functions and surfaces, canonical 
coordinates and prolongation of infinitesimal generators and their transforma­
tions. For details relating to the material in the following sections, especially 
theorems, their proofs and the corresponding concepts used, the reader is re­
ferred to Bluman and Kumei [7], Hill [28], Olver [49] and Stephani [73].
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2.2 One-parameter Lie group transformations
In this section we present all the properties of a one-parameter Lie group trans­
formation. This transformation satisfies all the properties of both groups and 
transformation groups. The properties of both groups and transformation groups 
are presented first and then secondly, those of one-parameter Lie group trans­
formations. In this order, we may easily deduce how a one-parameter Lie group 
transformation evolves from both groups and transformation groups.
Now, let us firstly discuss the properties of a group by considering a set of 
elements D C with a law of composition 0 between elements. This set forms a 
group if the following properties hold:
(i) Closure property: For any elements e and 8 of D, 0(e, 8) is also in D.
(ii) Associative property: For any elements e, 8 and 7 of D ,
« ( f l9 ( i ,7 ) ) = 9 ( i ( f ,S ),7 ).
(iii) Identity element: There exists a unique identity element e of D such that 
any element e of D,
0(e, e) =  0(e, e) =  e.
(iv) Inverse element: For any element e of D there exists a unique inverse ele­
ment e-1 of D:
0(e, e“ 1) =  0(e- 1,e) =  e.
Secondly, let us discuss the properties of a transformation group by considering 
a set of transformations
x  =  X (x ;e ), (2.1)
where x  =  (aq, £2, •••, xn) he in region H C and e is a parameter in set D C 
This set (2.1) forms a transformation group on H with the identity parameter e 
if it satisfies the following properties:
(i) The set of parameters in D with the law of composition 9 forms a group as 
previously shown in this section.
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(ii) For each parameter e in set D , the set of transformations (2.1) maps one- 
to-one and onto H.
(iii) The set of transformations x  =  X (x ; e) is the identity transformation, that 
is X  (x; e) =  x  for any x  in H.
(iv) For any parameters e, 6 and 7 in D and any set of transformations x, x  and 
x  in H ,
x  =  X (x ;e ) ,x  =  X(x;<S),
then
x =  X (x ; 0(e, 6)).
Finally, let us consider the set of transformations (2.1). This set forms a one- 
parameter Lie group transformation if it satisfies all the properties of a trans­
formation group which has already been discussed in this section and also the 
following:
(i) X (x ; e) is analytic for all x  in H and for all e in D.
(ii) 0(e, 6) is infinitely differentiable with respect to e and 6 in D.
(iii) D is an interval in that is, for any e, 6 in D and e <  7 <  6 then 7 must 
also be in D.
(iv) Without loss of generality, the identity element e is characterized by e =  0.
2.3 Infinitesimal generators and their prolon­
gations
Let
rr =  /(x ,y ;e ) , y = g(x,y\e), (2.2)
be a one-parameter Lie group transformation in 5?2. This implies that transfor­
mation (2.2) satisfies all the properties in section 2.2 and as a result, a Taylor
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series expansion can be found about e =  0:
Let
then

















+  . . .
e=0
<9e






£  =  x  +  e f ( x , 3 / )  +  . . .  =  x + exx + wfX(xx) + -,
e2
ÿ = y + m x ,y ) + ■■ =  y + txv + ~x(xy) +  - , (2.6)
where
t( \ & ( \ &x  =  i ( x , y ) - ^ . + y ( x ,y)-^, (2.7)
which is the infinitesimal generator of the group (2.2). The functions f(x,  y\ e) and 
g(x , y\ e) are the global form of the group (2.2) and its infinitesimal transformation 
is given by:
x =  x +  e£(x, y ) +  0 (e2), y =  y +  eq(x, y) +  0 (e2), (2.8)
where 0 (e 2) represents terms involving two or higher powers of e. One of the im­
portant characteristics of one-parameter Lie groups of transformations is that 
given either the infinitesimal generator or infinitesimal transformation of the 
group we can calculate the global form of that group. There are two methods of 
obtaining the global form of a one-parameter Lie group of transformations from 
its infinitesimal generators. The first one is by integrating the following system 
of differential equations,
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with the initial values x =  x, y =  y when e =  0. The second method used to get 
the global form is by exponentiation, using the exponential forms of expressions 
(2.6) which are given below,
x
y (2.10)
In classical Lie symmetry methods, differential equations are reduced in their 
order or in most cases solved by using the symmetries or Lie group transfor­
mations they admitted. In general, the algorithm for finding these symmetries 
starts with the application of an extended infinitesimal generator to the differ­
ential equations considered. An infinitesimal generator is extended to include 
infinitesimals of all derivatives which appear within the differential equation. For 
example, the extended infinitesimal generator which is suitable for this ordinary 
differential equation,
F(x,y,y' ,y", . . . . ,y{n)) =  0, (2.11)
where y' =  y" =  ,..., y ^  =  of order n is a prolongation of the infinites­
imal generator (2.7) to the nth derivative of y. That is,
d d d
x* =  Z(x<y)fa + v(x,y)-  ̂+ 'nm(x,y,y')-Q-7 +




y { x , y ) - Ç { x , y ) ^ ] + Ç ( x , y ) ^ f ,  (2.13)
and m =  1,2,3, ... ,n. Note that 77̂ (x, y, y\ ..., y ^ )  is the nth infinitesimal of 
(2.12) but not the nth derivative of rj.
This prolongation of (2.7) to include all the infinitesimals of derivatives of y up 
to the nth order is shown by the infinitesimal generator (2.12) and the calculation 
involved is given below.
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The first step to do is to extend the one-parameter Lie groups of transforma­
tions (2.2), to include the nth derivatives of the dependent variables y. Define,
y’ = dA
dx












y (n) =  d d̂~ =  hn(x,y ,y ',y",...,y i-n'>;e), 
then by Taylor series expansion of transformations (2.2) and (2.14), 
x =  x +  ei;(x,y) +  ... =  x +  ey*x +  ..., 
y =  y +  ei](x,y) +  ... =  y +  ex*y +  ..., 
y‘ =  y '+  ei)m (x ,y ,y ’ ) +  ... = y ’ +  ex*y’ +  ■■■, 
y" =  y" +  ey(2\x, y, y1, y") +  ... =  y" +  ex*«/" +
(2.14)
y(n) =  y ^ + € r i (-n)(x,y ,y ',...,y {n)) + ... =  y{n)+  ex*y{n) +  ■■■, (2.15)
where £(x,y), y(x,y)  and y* are given by (2.4), (2.5) and (2.12) respectively, and
, m =  1, 2,..., 77.. (2.16)rfm) =
dh7
de e=0
The derivation of the equation (2.13) for can be easily done by the substi­
tution of the expressions (2.15) into (2.14). That is,
_  dy _ d y  +  edy +  ...
 ̂ dx dx +  +  ... ’
=  y’ +  tjhx +  y'r)y +  •••)
i +  e(€x +  y'€y +  •••) ’
— W  +  efe +  y'hy +  •••)] [1 — e(£x +  y'^y +  •••)] 5
=  y' + e [hx +  y'rjy -  y'{Zx +  y'£y)] +  • • •,
* *  = y ' ^ ( ^ - y f x ^ + -
y (n) = « /n) +  e V(n)_4dx £ +  •••, (2.17)
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where rfm̂ for m =  1 , 2 , n, can be read off:
( i )  d / d cT } =  — r] — y — £, ax ax
^  =  i / n- 1]- yin)T J ’ (2.18)
then by induction, we obtain the equation for the infinitesimals of the derivatives 
of y up to nth order,
n ^ (x ,  y, y\ .... »<"*>) =  ^  („(*, y) -  f(x, y) +?(*, y ) £ ^ ,  m = 1 , 2 , n,
which is the equation (2.13).
So far, we have been considering equations in (x, y) — space and their prolon­
gations, but many physically significant equations are partial differential equa­
tions and some are systems of partial differential equations in three or more 
dimensions. For example, the system of velocity equations (1.19) that are in­
vestigated in this research has two independent variables and three dependent 
variables. Therefore, this leads us to extend transformations from (x, y) — space 
to (xi, x2, x n, u1, u2, ..., um) — space, that is, n independent variables and m 
dependent variables but firstly, let us consider the case of a transformation with 
one dependent variable and n independent variables.
Consider a one parameter Lie group of transformations,
Xi =  P*(x,u;e), 
ü =  Q(x,u;e), z =  1, 2,..., n, (2.19)
with n independent variables x  =  (x15 x2, ..., xn) and one dependent variable u(x). 
In the application of the prolongation method that was previously applied in this 
section, we obtain the Ith prolongation of transformations (2.19) which is given 
by,
Xi =  P (x, U]e) =  Xi +  e^(x,u) +  0 (e 2),
~ =  Q(x,it; e) =  u +  e^(x, u) +  0 (e 2),u
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ui =  Si(x,u ,u^]e) =  Ui +  e77i(x, u) +  0 (e2),
eViiia..Al(x ,u ,uil\...1u{l)) +  0(e*)1 (2.20)
where im =  l ,2 ,... ,n  for m =  1 ,2 ,...,/ with l =  1,2,... . Note that denote a 
set of coordinates corresponding to all the partial derivatives of order j  of u with 
respect to Xi, x2, ..., xn. That is, a coordinate in is denoted by,
dju . .
Uilh- ii ~  dx~dx~Idx~  2̂'21^
with ij =  1,2, ...,n and j  =  1 ,2 ,...,/. The Ith extended infinitesimal generator 
for transformations (2.19) is given by,
x<i) = ^ u)i c v{x,u)t + v '1){̂ u’ u{,))i i i  + ^
d
JrT̂ io2-H~oI. » / — 1,2,... (2.22)
UUji\i2---il
where the extended infinitesimals (r](p\p =  1, 2 ,...,/) are defined by,
Vi1] =  IV / -  (D^j)uj, ¿ =  1,2, ...,n;
Viii2...ii ~  ~  ̂ (2.23)









That is, for a given differential function F (x, u, u^\ ... ,u ^ )  we have:
dFD¿F(x, w, iz(l), ...., zz(fc)) =  ^  +  ^
dui +  ••• +  % i»a...ifc o > (2.25)u a i1i2...ik
i j  =  1,2, ... ,n.
As an example, let consider a one parameter Lie group transformation in 3ft3
with two independent variables r and z and one dependent variable u(r, z) such
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that transformations (2.19) become,
f  =  Pi{r,z,u(r,z)\e),
z =  P2(r,z,u(r,z)]e),
u =  Q(r, z, u(r, z); e), (2.26)
and from equation (2.22), its corresponding extended infinitesimal generator is:
X(2) =  R(r, z , u ) ^  +  Z {r ,z ,u )^ - +dr
r)(r, z ,u )-~  +  ^ ( r ,  z,u,ur,uz) 2 -  +  (r, z, u,ur,uz) ^ ~  +
du dur du.
r ® i ? -  +  r ® d h + r ®  9dlLr du7 du. (2.27)
with 6 (r,z,u) =  R{r,z,u),&(r,z,u) =  Z(r,z,u) and r)$ =  V21 ■ The second 
extended infinitesimals 77̂ , 77̂  and V22 are all functions of r, z, u, ¿̂r, uz, urr, urz 
and uzz, and we can obtain the extended infinitesimals of the infinitesimal gen­
erator (2.27) in terms of the partial derivatives of u(r, z), R(r, z, u)and Z(r, z, u) 
from equation (2.23):
771 77r “I- 77̂ 77̂  (77f  H- Ruur) ur (Zr Zuur) uzj
T)2 Vz "h VuUz (Rz "f~ RuUz) Ur (Zz -(- ZuUz) UZJ
' d w  77y y  H~ ( 2 lT ] y u  R ^ y y ^ j U y  Z y y U Z  H-  (?7 1 1  2 R s y ^ J U y y  2 Z y U y z  -)“
(77U U  2 R y u ) 7l y  ‘2 R y u U y U Z  R U U U y  Z U U U r U Z  3 R U U z U y y
Zuurruz — 2Zuururz, etc. (2.28)
The rest of the extended infinitesimals can be easily obtained using (2.23). The 
extended infinitesimals for a specific system of equations with two independent 
variables and three dependent variables are given in Appendix A, as a part of a 
calculation to find classical symmetries of the velocity equations (1.19).
The infinitesimal generators we have already discussed are (2.12) and (2.22). 
The first one (2.12) applies to differential equations in (x, y)—space and the second 
one (2.22) applies to differential equations with n independent variables, x  =  
(xx, x2, ..., xn) G 3£n, and one dependent variable u(x). A further generalization
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of the infinitesimal generators (2.22) leads to (x, u, u ^ , u ^ )  — space, where 
x  =  (x1}a;2, ...,xn) are the independent variables, u =  (u1, ¿̂2,..., um) are the 
dependent variables and denote a set of coordinates corresponding to all the 
partial derivatives of order l of id, a2, ..., um with respect to xi, x2, ..., xn 
Consider a one-parameter Lie group of transformations in (x, u ) —space:
Xi =  P»(x,u;e) =  Xi +  e&(x, u) +  0 (e2),
ua =  Qa(x, u; e) =  ua +  epa(x, u) +  0 (e 2), (2.29)
where i — 1,2,..., n and a =  1,2,..., m, then the l th prolongation of transforma­
tions (2.29) is:
xi =  Xi +  e6 (x ,u ) +  0 (e 2), 
ua — ua +  er/^x, u) +  0 (e 2), 
uf =  uf +  €i?i1)a(x, u, u(l)) +  0 (e 2),
u.a 71« . . +
u. u(1), ....Uw) +  0 (e2),,(>) (O' (2.30)
where a =  1, 2,..., m and =  1, 2,..., n for p =  1,2,..., I with Z =  1,2,... . The 
extended infinitesimals,^“ are given by,
'lll2 ...%l
Djij“  -  (Di£j)u“ ,
D i . o T X ,  - -U-d1
l — 2,3,... , j  — 1,2,..., n .
(2.31)
The corresponding l th extended infinitesimal generator is:
x (0 =  &(x UJsi




where ia =  1, 2,..., n for a — 1,2,..., I with l — 1,2, 3,... and ol 1,2,..., m. Note
that the case a — l will give rise to the previous case of n independent variables
and one dependent variable (2.22).
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The representations used in this section will be assumed throughout this the­
sis, like the summation over repeated index as shown by equation (2.24) and also 
ix^(x) denoting a set of coordinates corresponding to all the partial derivatives 
of order l of u with respect to x.
2.4 An invariant criterion for a system of par­
tial differential equations
Consider a system of m partial differential equations with n independent variables 
x  — (aq, x2, xn) and m dependent variables u =  (u1, u2, um):
. Ga(x ,u ,u (l),u (2), ...,u (0) =  0, (2.33)
where a =  1,2, ...,ra. This system (2.33) is said to be invariant under the one- 
parameter Lie group of transformations (2.29) if and only if the Ith prolongation 
(2.29) leaves the surfaces in (x, u, u (l), ..., u^)-space  defined by equation (2.33) 
invariant, Bluman and Kumei [7]. This invariant criterion can be proved by the 
application of the extended infinitesimal generator (2.32) on the system of partial 
differential equations (2.33). That is, if and only if for each a =  1, 2, ...,m,
X(l)Gc,(x ,u ,u «,u<2),.. ,u “)) = 0 1 (2.34)
when
Ga(x ,u ,u (l),u (2),...,u (z)) =  0,
where x ^ is given by (2.32), then the system of partial differential equations 
(2.33) is invariant under the transformations (2.29).
2.5 Construction of classical and non-classical 
symmetries
The classical methods of finding symmetries admitted by differential equations is
based on Lie group method of infinitesimal transformations [5, 7, 28, 50, 73] and
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there are many symbolic manipulation programmes [11, 26, 47, 59, 60, 63, 64] 
available to do most of the calculations involved. A discussion of strengths and 
applications of these computer programs are given in [11]. The algorithms used by 
these computer programs for the constructions of classical symmetries admitted 
by a system of differential equations are similar. The following algorithm shows 
the important steps in finding classical symmetries of differential equations.
Consider the system of partial differential equations (2.33),
Ga(x, u, u (l), u(l), ..., u (/)) =  0,
then the following algorithm can be used to find the classical point symmetries 
it admits.
(i) Equate each partial differential equation in the system Ga =  0 as
uhh-ika -  3a (x ,u ,u ,u (l),...,u (,)) =  0, (2.35)
a =  i , 2,..., m,
in terms of some kath order partial derivative of uUa for some va =  1, 2,..., m 
where pa(x, u, u ^ , ..., u ^ ) does not depend explicitly on any of Wq*i2_ ifc , 
a =  1,2, ...,m. These solved forms can be used to eliminate m distinct 
higher order derivatives of u .
(ii) Operate using the infinitesimal generator (2.32) on each equation in step 
(i). That is, the invariant criterion (2.34) must be satisfied by each partial 
differential equations in step (i).
(iii) Use the expressions (2.32) to substitute for all extended infinitesimals in 
step (ii).
(iv) Equate each coefficient of those derivatives of u that are not eliminated 
in step (iii) to zero because infinitesimals &(x, u), i =  1, 2, ...,n, and 
77a(x, u), a =  1, 2, . . . , r a  are independent of any derivatives of u . This 
will give an over determined linear system of partial differential equations 
of the infinitesimals which is known as the determining equations.
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(v) Solve the determining equations in step (iv) to obtain the infinitesimals 
£t(x, u) and rja(x, u) thereby obtaining the classical point symmetries or 
invariant point transformations (2.29) that are admitted by the system of 
partial differential equations (2.33).
The algorithm for the construction of Lie-Backlund symmetries is the same 
as the previous one on classical point symmetries. The only difference in the 
calculation of these symmetries is that the infinitesimals, & and r}a, used in the 
calculation of classical point symmetries depend on x  =  (x1,x 2, ... ,x n) and 
u =  (w1,^ 2, ... ,um) as given by the expression (2.29), whereas in Lie-Backlund 
symmetries, their infinitesimals depend on x, u, ...., u ^ . That is, partial
derivatives of order l of u with respect to x  are included. The contact symmetries 
are a special case of Lie-Backlund symmetries with 1 =  1. In fact, point symme­
tries are also a subset of Lie-Backlund symmetries because when l =  0 we have 
our point symmetries. A proper Lie-Backlund symmetry is a symmetry which is 
neither a point nor a contact symmetry.
The first step in the construction of potential symmetries is slightly different 
from the first step in the previous algorithm because a new dependent variable is 
introduced into the system of partial differential equations such that the new de­
pendent variable depends on at least one integral of the old dependent variables. 
As a result, symmetries involving integrals of the old dependent variables or po­
tential symmetries, also known as non-local symmetries, will be obtained. These 
symmetries have been used to get new exact solutions and also to linearize some 
non-linear partial differential equations. See [4, 7] for details on the construction 
and application of potential symmetries.
Finally, we comment on the construction of non-classical symmetries. These 
symmetries are constructed in the same way as the classical symmetries except 
that in the first step of the algorithm previously discussed, the system of partial 




7f(x , u) = 0, (2.36)
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where a =  1, 2, ...,m. This will lead to a nonlinear system of determining equa­
tions involving a reduced number of equations. In many cases this system is very 
difficult to solve, but as we have previously mentioned, many people still try these 
methods because new solutions of many significant partial differential equations 
have been obtained in this manner. See [5] and [38] for a detailed discussion on 
non-classical symmetries.
Chapter 3
Classical Lie symmetry methods
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss the application of the classical Lie symmetry (group 
transformation) methods to the velocity equations (1.19). We show that all the 
known functional forms of existing solutions also arise systematically by consider­
ation of the “optimal system” of one-parameter subgroups of the one-parameter 
Lie group of transformations (symmetries) that the velocity equations (1.19) ad­
mits. An optimal system of one-parameter subgroups of a one-parameter Lie 
group is a list of one-parameter subgroups where each one-parameter subgroup 
' in the list is a conjugacy inequivalent member and any other one-parameter sub­
group of the Lie group that are not included in the list is conjugated to precisely 
one subgroup in the list (Olver [49]).
These velocity equations (1.19)
9u , U 2 / n —  +  k— cos ip =  0, 
or r
dv , u . o .  ̂ du dv u . _
—- +  k— sin2 ip =  0, —— h - — b k— sm 2ip — 0.
Oz r oz Or r
have a simple mathematical form but are surprisingly difficult to solve analyt­
ically and there exists very few simple closed form expressions for the velocity 
components. Within the context of modelling the flow behaviour of granular ma­
terials, which is a highly controversial area, simple exact solutions are important 
because potentially, by devising appropriate experiments, they provide a basis for
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an exact test of the underlying theory.
We present in this chapter a special case of one of the known families of so­
lutions which admits a particularly simple closed form expression, which has not 
been previously given in the literature. For this particular special case the inte­
gral curves (streamlines) can be readily obtained as well as a simple analytical 
“approximation” for the particle paths. The streamlines and the validity of the 
analytical approximation are shown graphically. We also examine in detail one 
of the known families of solutions, and show in a restricted range, that a simple 
asymptotic series for the stress angle ^ provides an accurate solution of the highly 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Finally, a detailed numerical compari­
son is made for various parameter values of the asymptotic expansion, the full 
numerical solution and known exact analytical solutions.
3.2 Classical symmetries admitted by the ve­
locity equations
In this section we calculate the symmetries admitted by the velocity equations
(1.19) using the algorithm in Section 2.5. In later chapters we will use a sym­
bolic manipulation computer programme called DIMSYM [64] to do this type 
of calculation but here we present the following calculation to illustrate the final 
part of the algorithm in Section 2.5. In Appendix A, we present a small computer 
program written in Maple V [12] to do most of the algebraic calculation in finding 
of classical symmetries admitted by the velocity equations (1.19).
By the application of steps (i) to (v) of the algorithm in Section 2.5 to the sys­
tem of velocity equations (1.19) we obtain the following set of determining equa­
tions for infinitesimals R(r, z, u, v, Z(r, z, u, v ^ ) ,U (r, 2, u, v ^ ) , V (r, 2, u, v, ^)
and T(r, 2, it, u,?/>).
Ru — Ry — Rip Zu Zv Z\p V* Uip 0,
Uv T  Zr — 0 Zz Vy ~~ Uu ~ Rr — 0, Rz +  Vu — 0,
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r2
cosV  [uR — rU +  ru (Uu — Rr)] +  ru sin 20 (4/ +  C4)------ Ur =  0,
8
o
sin20  [iti? — r f/ +  ru (Vv — Zz)] — ru sin 2*0 (T +  i 4 ) ------ 14 =  0,
8
r2 (Uz +  Vr) + ru  cos20  (i?z +  24/ — 14) +  rw sin20  (Zr — 24/ — C/v)
+  sin 20 [r it {Rr -  Vv) +  rU — uR] =  0, (3.1)
with subscripts representing partial derivatives and in the notations of equations 
(2.32) and (2.32) we have X\ =  r, x2 =  z,ux =  u,u2 =  v,u3 =  0 ,£ i — i2, £2 =  
Z, rj1 =  U,r]2 =  V and 77s =  4/. The solution for the set of determining equations 
(3.1) is a four-dimensional symmetry algebra
X = Ci ( r L  +  z f )  +  C2| -  +  Cs ( « 4  +  t A )  +  CtL  (3.2)\  or oz) Oz \  Ou ov J ov
where C\, C2, C3 and C4 denote arbitrary constants. Physically this symme­
try algebra corresponds to merely invariance of the governing equations (1.19) 
under translations in z and v (C2 and C4 respectively) and invariance under si­
multaneous stretchings of r and z and u and v (C\ and C3 respectively). The 
infinitesimals of r, z, u, v and 0  are respectively given by
R =  Cir, Z =  C1z +  C2, U = C3u, V = C3v +  C4, T =  0.
In the following section we note that all the presently known solution types 
of the set of equations (1.19) can be systematically determined by consideration 
of the “optimal system” of one-parameter of Lie symmetries admitted by these 
equations (1.19). A list of one-parameter subalgebras forms an “optimal system” 
of a Lie algebra if each member in the list is unique under adjoint representation 
and any other one-parameter subalgebra of the Lie algebra that is not included 
in the list must be equivalent to a unique member of the list under some element 
of the adjoint representation [49]. Roughly speaking, the optimal systems are 
the totality of similarity solutions that can be obtained from a given Lie algebra. 
The four-dimensional symmetry algebra (3.2) can be classified into equivalence 
classes according to the commutation relations of the individual operators and it 
is these eqivalence classes which give rise to the so-called optimal systems.
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3.3 Known functional forms and optimal sys­
tems
All known solutions of (1.19) can be classified under one of the following four 
functional forms (see for example Hill and Wu [30] and Hill [27]):
(i) u =  eazf(r), v =  eazg(r), ip =  h(r) ,
(ii) u =  f(r), v =  (3z +  g(r), ip =  h(r),
(iii) u =  rpf(r/z ), v =  rpg(r/z), ip =  h(r/z),
(iv) u =  f(r/z), v =  7 logr + g(r/z), ip =  h(r/z),
where in each case a denotes an arbitrary constant and / ,  g and h denote ar­
bitrary functions of the indicated argument. These functions are determined as 
solutions of highly nonlinear ordinary differential equations on substitution of 
the functional forms into (1.19). We observe that r and r/z are the only known 
similarity variables and that some re-arrangement of the known simple solutions 
of (1.19) may be necessary to identify the appropriate family.
For example two simple solutions given in [30] and arising respectively from 
the assumptions ip =  0 and taxi ip — —r/z are
Cnr l ~k
u =  (Ci +  C2z)r~k , v =  7± — r + C3 , ( M l )  (3-3)
(k ~  1)
and
u =  (Ci +  C22:)(cosec#)fc, v — C\k J (cosec9)kd6 — C2r(cosec0)k +  C3, (3.4)
where in both cases C2 and C3 denote three arbitrary real constants and 9 is 
the spherical polar angle defined by tan# = r/z. Noting that both z and v admit 
arbitrary constant translations the solution (3.3) can be seen to arise as a special 
case of family (iii) with p =  1 — k. On the other hand the solution (3.4) can be 
viewed as a linear superposition of two members of family (iii) with p =  0 and 
p =  1, since each has the same ip value, namely tan^ =  —r/z.
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The questions arise as to whether the velocity equations (1.19) admit further 
functional forms and whether or not there is some systematic procedure to deduce 
the existing known solution types. In the previous Section 3.2 we have calculated 
the symmetries admitted by the set of velocity equations (1.19) and we have 
found that it admits a four-dimensional symmetry algebra (3.2) which is
X =  Cx
d d
r ----- 1- z—
dr dz +  C*2 o— b Cs dz
' d d
ud^ +  vd i +  C4
d
dv'
The functional forms of the solution are obtained by solving the first order partial 
differential equations









+  C2— — — C3U, 
dz
o
+  = ~  (^3^ +  C4) , (3.6)
which are straightforward linear partial differential equations for which it is not 
difficult to show that the above four functional forms arise as follows:
(i) Cl =  C4 =  0 ,  C3/C2 =  - a  ,
(ii) C\ — C3 — 0 , C4/C2 =  ~/3 ,
(hi) C2 = C4 =  0 1 C3/C 1 -  - v  ,
(iv) C2 =  C3 =  0 , C4/C 1 =  - 7  •
The question arises however, as to whether there exist further functional forms 
originating from the four-dimensional symmetry algebra, perhaps by retaining 
more non-zero constants. Patera and Winternitz [55] have classified all the Lie 
subalgebras arising from all four-dimensional real Lie algebras. The Lie algebras 
are classified into equivalence classes according to their commutation relations 
and these give rise to the so-called “optimal systems” which are the totality
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of similarity solutions which can be obtained from a given Lie algebra. If we 
introduce the operators
d d d




then the only non-zero commutators are [ei, e2] =  — e2 and [e3, e4] =  — e4 so 
in the notation of Patera and Winternitz [55] this particular four-dimensional 
symmetry algebra is designated 2A2 and from the tables given in [55] we may 
read off the optimal system:
W  , {e3} , {e4} , {e\ -  ae3},
{e\ — ae4} , {e2 — 0:63} , {e2 — <ae4}, (3.8)
where a denotes an arbitrary constant. The first three represent trivial conse­
quences of the equations (1.19) while the last four correspond respectively to 
families (iii), (iv), (i) and (ii) with appropriate identification of the constant a. 
The Lie symmetry (3.2) is the “classical” invariance of the governing equations
(1.19) (see for example Hill [28]) and the above result indicates that there are no 
further solution types which can be generated from the classical symmetries. Any 
new families of solutions can only arise from the so-called “non-classical” symme­
tries, the determination of which is discussed in Chapter 5 and it is considerably 
more complicated.
In the next section we do a symmetry reduction on the set of velocity equations
(1.19) using family (iii) of known exact solutions, namely
U =  rpf(C), v =  rpg(£), =  ip(0, (3.9)
where £ =  r/z, first proposed by Spencer [72]. Prom this reduction, we obtain 
the governing ordinary differential equation for -0(0 (3.13). It happens that for 
p =  0 the governing ordinary differential equation (3.13) coincides with that for 
family (iv), namely
^ =  /(£ ), u =  p (£ )+ 7 lo g r , ^ =  ^ (0  (3-10)
so much of the ensuing analysis actually applies to both families (iii) and (iv).
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3.4 Governing system of ordinary differential 
equations
On substitution of the functional form (3.9) into the three equations (1.19) we 
may readily deduce the following system of ordinary differential equations for 
/ ( 0 > 9(0  and ^ (0 >
W  + f(p  +  k cos2 ip) =  0, (■V  =  k f  sin2 ip,
U  ~ 0 f + p g  +  k f  sin 2^ =  0 (3.11)
where here and throughout primes denote differentiation with respect to f . It is 
apparent from the differential equations (3.11) that / ( f )  and g (f) can be either 
odd or even but they must have opposite parity. On eliminating f  and g' from 
these equations we may deduce the relation
p f ( f /  + g) +  k f  (sin ip +  £ cos ip)2 =  0 (3.12)
which implies that knowing ip(£) is equivalent to knowing the ratio /  (0 /0 (0 -  On 
dividing (3.12) by f  and differentiating the resulting equation we may eventually 
deduce
k (sin ip +  f  cos ip) | 2 £ip'(cosip -  f  sin ip) +  (p -  l)(sin?/ -  f  cosip)
— (p +  k cos2 ip) (sin ip +  f  cos ip) J =  p(p — l ) f  2 (3.13)
which is the governing ordinary differential equation for the determination of 
ip(£). In deriving (3.13) we have utilized both (3.l l ) i  and (3.11)2 to eliminate f  
and g' respectively.
Clearly, the special cases p =  0 and p =  1 give rise to significantly simplified 
equations, namely
2£ip'(cos ip -  f  sin ip) =  (sin ip — f  cos ip) +  k cos2 ^(sin ip +  f  cos ip) , (p =  0),
(3.14)
2£ip'(cosip -  f  sin?/) =  (1 +  kcos2 ip)(smip +  f  cosip), (p =  1), (3.15)
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and as we have previously noted it happens that equation (3.14) is also the 
governing differential equation for family (iv), namely the axially symmetric flow 
given by (3.10). In the following section we summarize existing known solutions 
of (3.13). This is most easily achieved in terms of A =  tan?/’ and equation (3.13) 
becomes
fc (A + i){2eA '(l-A 0 + (p -l)(A -0 (l+ A 2)-(p+fc+pA2) (A + 0 }= p (p - l ) ? 2(l+A2)2,
(3.16)
with special cases p =  0 and p =  1 given respectively by
2£A'(1 — A£) =  (A — £)(1 +  A2) +  k(X +  f) , (p =  0), (3-17)
2 £ A '(1 -A 0  =  (fc +  1 +  A2)(A +  £), (p =  1). (3.18)
3.5 Known exact solutions for -0(£)
There are very few known exact solutions of equation (3.13). We first summa­
rize the simplest known results and since the associated velocity components are 
presented in detail elsewhere, we only cite ?/>(£). The four simplest known results 
are as follows:
(i) -0 =  0, p — —k or p =  1 — k,
(ii) ip =  — tan-1 ( r /2:), p =  0 or p — 1 ,
(iii) ip =  tan_1(2:/3r) +  tan-1 (z /r ), p =  0 and k =  1,
(iv) ip =  — tan_1(3r/z), p =  1 and k =  2.
The simpler solutions (i), (ii) and (iv) are almost immediately apparent by 
inspection of the appropriate equation, either (3.16), (3.17) or (3.18). In order 
to verify that (iii) is a solution of (3.17) with k =  1 we look for a solution of the 
form
ip — tan 1(l/o:$) +  tan 1(l/p£) (3.19)
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for certain constants a  and ¡3, then A =  tan ip becomes
A =  < /(h £ 2 -  1), (3.20)
where a =  a +  (3 and 6 =  a/3. On substitution of (3.20) into equation (3.17) with 
k =  1, we require that
2a(l+bx)[l+(a-b)x] =  [(a+l)-bx][b2x2+(a2-2b)x+l]+[bx+(a-l)][b2x2—2bx+l]
(3.21)
be satisfied identically where x denotes f 2. On simplifying this equation, we find 
that this may occur for non-zero constants a and 6, provided that
a2 =  46 +  a, 3a =  46. (3.22)
These give rise to the values a =  4 and 6 =  3, which in turn imply a =  3 and 
¡3 =  1, and therefore the solution (iii) is valid.
In fact equation (3.17) admits a general first integral and both solutions (i) 
and (iii) are special cases of this general solution when the arbitrary constant is 
set to zero. This integral, first derived by Hill and Wu [29], takes the form
(f tanx -  1)3(3£ tanx +  1) =  C(1 +  £2)3 (3.23)
where x  — tt/2 —ip—tan-1 (£) and C denotes the constant of integration. Equation 
(3.23) constitutes the only known first integral of equation (3.13) other than that 
given in Section 3.8. In order to verify this result in the present notation, following 
Hill and Wu [29] we need to introduce
T =  £ tan x  -  1 _________£_________
tan (ip +  tan-1 (£)) 1, (3.24)
from which we may deduce the transformation
A = (3.25)
[1 +  n i + i 2)]
where A =  tan^ and V =  T~l. On substituting (3.25) into (3.17) we obtain the 
separable equation
2(1 +  V)V'(1 +  £2) =  -<£(41/2 +  310, (3.26)
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which on integration yields precisely equation (3.23). Note however, that the 
result was originally derived in spherical polars and that the precise form of the 
transformation (3.25) would generally be difficult to construct in the absence 
of the known integral. In the following section, assuming that ip(£) is an odd 
function, we give an asymptotic expansion for ip(£) which we show in the final 
section of this chapter to provide a good approximation for small values of f  (—1 < 
£ < 1) and for a wide range of values of p and k.
3.6 Asymptotic series for V4C)
Prom the differential equation (3.16) for A(f), it is apparent that -A  satisfies the 
same equation as a function of — f , and therefore it is possible to assume that 
A(£) and ?/>(£) are both odd functions. Indeed, from the known solution (iii) we 
have from (3.20) with a =  4 and b =  3,
A(O =  - 4 £ { l + 3 £ 2 +  9£4 +  0 ( a } ,
while from the exact integral (3.23) we may deduce
A ( 0  =  <*< l + (y ) + 3(a+2̂ a + 2) (yV  + 0«8)
( 3.27)
(3.28)
where a  is related to the arbitrary constant C through the equation
o?(ct 4- 4)
(3-29)
noting that the special exact solutions (i) and (iii) arise from a =  0 and a = —4 
respectively.
Accordingly we seek an asymptotic solution of (3.16) of the form
A(O =  £ {a  +  /?f2 +  7 i4 +  0K6) } ,  (3.30)
for certain constants a, ¡3 and 7 . In the usual way we may deduce the following 
expressions for the determination of ¡3 and 7 ,
2k/3[(a +  1)(3 -  k) -  p] =  a2[k(a +  l ) 2 +  2kp(a +  1) +  2p(p -  1)], 
2ki[(ot +  1)(5 — k) —p] =  ap(p -  l ) ( o 3 +  4/3) -  k(h -  k)f32
-\-2ka(3[2a2 +  (2p +  5)cr +  (jp +  3)] (3.31)
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where a  is determined as a root of the quadratic equation
fc(l -  k){ct +  l )2 -  2pk(a +  1) -  p(p -  1) =  0. (3.32)
Thus a is obtained from
k(p +  h — l ) ±  [pk(p +  k — l)]i
f c ( l - f c )
(3.33)
which includes the simple exact solutions (i), (ii) and (iv) given in the previous 
section. For the exact solution (iii) and the general integral (3.23) which arises 
for p =  0 and k =  1 we find that (3.31) yields
or 3
P =  +  !)> 7 — a3(a +  +  2) ’ (3.34)
which agrees completely with the asymptotic expansion (3.28), noting that the 
quadratic equation (3.32) is trivially satisfied for all a. Alternatively if we look 
for a solution of (3.17) of the form (3.30) then with k =  1, the first term of (3.30) 
constitutes an asymptotic solution for any a, which reflects the relation (3.29). 
We observe that on making use of the quadratic equation (3.32) as an expression 
for p{p — 1) we may simplify the expression for ¡3 somewhat, thus
a2(a +  l)[(a  +  1)(3 — 2k) — 2p\ 
2[(a +  1)(3 — k) — p] (3.35)
However, the corresponding expression for 7 appears not to admit a similar ob­
vious simplification. In the final section, for a variety of values of p and k, we 
compare the exact numerical solution of (3.16) with the asymptotic expansion 
(3.30). However, A(£) is not necessarily an odd function and there may be so­
lutions of (3.16) not possessing an asymptotic solution of the form (3.30). One 
example of this is the new integral presented in Section 3.8. In the next section, 
we examine the special case p +  k — — 1, which permits one integration and en­
ables simple closed expressions to be determined for /(£ ) and g(£) in terms of ^ 
and C
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3.7 Special case of p  +  k  =  — 1
On addition of equations (3.11)i and (3.11)2 we obtain
/ '  , (p +  k)
1  + e ■f = g\
which in the special case p + k = — 1, clearly may be integrated to yield
/ ( 0
£
— 9(0  +  Ci,
(3.36)
(3.37)
where C\ denotes the constant of integration. Prom this equation and (3.12) we 
may deduce the following expressions for / ( f )  and g(f), thus
Ci(* + l)f
f ( 0  =  
9(0  =
[(fc +  1)(1 +  f 2) — k(sin^ +  f  cost/;)2] ’ 
Ci [(k +  l) f2 — k(sin'ip +  f  cos^ )2]
[(k +  1 ) ( 1  +  f 2) — k (sin ip +  f  cos?/;)2] ’
In terms of the spherical polar angle 6 defined by f  =  tan 0, these become
... .  CAk +  1 )  sin# cos# ... Ci k sin2(?/; +  #) — (k +  1 )  sin2 #
f(0 ) = . h f i ; 9(0 = - - - -
(3.38)
[kcos2(?/; +  #) +  1] ’ 1 [kcos2('ll; +  9) +  1] ’
and there are no non-trivial solutions arising from Ci zero, since the denominator 
never vanishes for k positive.
For the special case p + k = — 1, the differential equation (3.16) for À  =  tan?/; 
becomes
k(\ +  f)  |2f A'(l — Af) — (k +  2)(A — f ) ( l  +  A2) +  [(k +  1)A2 +  1] (A +  f)  j  
=  (k +  l)(k +  2 )f2(l +  A2)2, (3.40)
which in Section 3.10 we solve numerically and then determine / ( f )  and g(f)  
from equation (3.38). In the following section, we show that the case p — 1 and 
k =  2 admits a simple first integral for ?/;(f )  which is a new result.
3.8 New exact integral for p  =  1 and k  =  2
On changing the roles of f  and A in (3.18) we have
(A +  0
dÇ
d\
%(1 ~  gA)
( f c + l  +  A2) ’
(3.41)
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and on making the substitution  ̂=  Xu this equation becomes
\('\ _^[(1 k) A2 {k 1 )u — 3A2cj]
1 ^ d\ (k +  1 +  A2) *
In the special case when k =  2, this equation separates to give
Wl A-rj) —  ^(1 +  A2)( l  +  3u)
V JdX (3 + A2) ’
and a straightforward integration yields
u3 1
(1 +  3 u)2 C A(3 +  A2) ’
where C denotes the integration constant. On using £ =  Xu we obtain
£3 _  1 
(A +  3£)2 C(3 +  A2) ’





(1 -  C£3)A2 +  6£A +  3£2(3 -  C£) =  0, (3.46)
from which we may readily deduce
m  = -3?
{ l ± [ f ( l  + 3£2- C i 3)]1/2}
(3.47)(1 -  C£3) •
We observe that C =  0 gives rise to the simple exact solution (3.55) and that 
both roots are possible provided £ ^  C -1/3. In the event that C~1̂ 3 lies within 
the range of £, then only the negative root remains finite at £ =  C~1/3.
It is interesting to note that from (3.47) it is apparent that A(£) does not 
possess the simple asymptotic structure (3.30), since from (3.47) we have
A (0  =  - 3 i { l  +  C i3 ± f ^ j
1/2 r, 3 f2 C f  9£41 +  —  H----- ---------—
2 2 8
+  0 (£n /2 (3.48)
Prom (3.45) we see that if we replace A and £ by —A and —£ respectively then 
the integral remains unaltered only if the constant C is replaced by —C, so 
in this case A(£) is not necessarily strictly an odd function. More precisely if 
A =  A(£, C) then we have A(—£, — C) =  —A(£, C), which probably accounts for 
the more sophisticated asymptotic structure embodied in (3.48).
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Prom (3.12) we see that knowing ^ determines the ratio f/g, thus
9(0
m
=  - ( i  +  -(sinV> +  icosV ')2) , (3.49)
and therefore it remains only to determine either /(£ ) or g(£). Prom (3.11)i with 
k =  2 we require to integrate
df /-i - q 2 ¡\d£ +  A2^— =  — (1 +  2 cos w)~y — —
/ £ 1 +  A2y r
which becomes
df ' 3 \2
/
=  -  1 +
2 ( 1 -  c a
(3.50)
. 1 #
(1 +  C£3)( l  +  9£2) -  2C 2f 6 ±  18$2 I f  (1 +  3£2 -  a 3) ]1/2 J £ ’
(3.51)
and again we observe that only for the negative root does this integrand remain 
finite at £ =  C -1/3. We also note that although we can re-write both (3.47) and 
(3.50) in alternative forms, it serves no real advantage. For example, from (3.41) 
and (3.49) we have
dX 2d'tpd£
f
3 + A2>\ d£d\ _  (  1 -<£A
7T " — Zj
l +  X2 J d\ £ \ \ +  £ J (l +  A2) tan(-0 +  9) ’
where 6 =  tan~l {r/z) =  tan_1(£). Similarly, we might re-write (3.47) as
2
(3.52)
m  = - 3 ± (3.53)
where the functions a(£) and b(£) are defined by
« ( 0  =  i
1 -  C£/3\ 1/ 2 - £
2 \ ( 1 - C f )  + V 1 - C i 3 J j ’ 6®  2 1 / l  —C £ /3 \ 1/212 p f ^ c a _ U - ^ 3 )  Ì
(3.54)
but there is no real advantage in using (3.52) and (3.53) over (3.51) and (3.47) 
respectively. In the following section we examine a special solution of the exact 
integral we have discussed in this section. This special solution arises when the 
constant of integration C equals to zero. For this special solution, the integral 
curves (streamlines) can be readily obtained as well as simple analytical “approxi­
mations” for the particle paths. The streamlines and the validity of the analytical 
approximation are shown graphically.
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3.9 New exact solution for the case p = l  and 
k = 2
On substitution of C =  0 into equations (3.51) and (3.53) we may readily deduce 
/ ( f )  and A(f), thus
f ( 0  =  ^ “ 3(1 +  9 f2), A(f) =  - 3 f ,  (3.55)
where A denotes an arbitrary constant. Since tan(^(f)) =  A(f) and / ( f )  are 
known then we may easily obtain g(g) from (3.49) which is
p (0  =  -9 A ( l  +  r 2). (3.56)
It follows from the functional form (3.9), namely
w =  rP /(0 , v =  rpg(£), i!> =  h(g) Ç = r/z, {p =  1),
that altogether the solution becomes
u =  Az 9 +  — v =  —9Ar ( 1 +  — j , tamp =  —— (3.57)
which is a new result since none of the existing known solutions have the tan ̂  =  
—3r/z. This solution (3.57) is strikingly similar to that given by Hill and Wu
[3° ] ’ 2
u =  Az( l  + C j ,  v =  At (l + C j ,  tan ~  , (3.58)
and again this particular result applies only in the special case p =  1 and k =  2. 
The latter result is derived in Hill and Wu [30] for any k and it is an extension of 
that derived by Spencer [72] in the incompressible case when k =  1. Due to the 
simplicity of (3.57) we may formally deduce the integral curves from
dr A z / o  ̂ 2\ dz —QA, 9 0n—  =  A -  z2 +  9r2 , —  = -------(z2 +  r2),dt r2 dt r (3.59)
which we solve subject to r =  R and z =  Z at t =  0, where (R, Z) denote
material cylindrical polar coordinates. Prom (3.59) we can readily obtain the
standard first order homogeneous differential equation
dr __ z(z2 +  9r2) 
dz 9r(z2 +  r2) ’ (3.60)
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which integrates to give the integral curves
9r4 +  1 8 rV  + z4 =  9R4 +  18R2Z2 +  Z 4 . (3.61)
Denoting the right-hand side by B we may solve this as a quadratic equation to 
give
r2 =  —z2 +  (8z4 +  £ ) i /3 ,  (3.62)
which produces a positive value for r2 provided z4 < B. Now from this equation 
and (3.59)2 we obtain
dz
dt
- 3  A(8z4 +  B)i
and therefore
t =
- z 2 + {8zA + B)i / 3 
■f)2 +  (8r)4 +  B)i / 3
„ 1 > 2
(3.63)
d??.
3 AJz (8 t?4 + B)2
On making the substitution 2\f2if =  y D tanu this integral becomes
(3.64)
t = —  /\/2A Ju
W [ 2 s/2
cosec w — l )  sec to dw, (3.65)
12y  w V 3 ,
where w and W  designate the values of u at z and Z respectively.
We note that we are able to deduce an analytical expression for (3.65) if 
we approximate 2^/2/3 by unity. On making the half-tangent substitution s =  
tan(o;/2) the approximate integral becomes
1 /'tan(W/2) fa
t
12A. Jtan(u>/2) \/s(l T s) 
which can be readily evaluated to yield
6 At ~  tan 1 (tan(W /2))2 — tan 1 (tan(u;/2))2 ,
again noting that w and W  are defined respectively by
2 \ i o
tan re =  2 B




where B denotes the right-hand side of (3.61). Thus the approximate particle 
paths are obtained from (3.67) and (3.68) by means of the equation
(tan(W/2))^ -tan (6A t)
(tan(w /2))2
1 +  tan(6At)(tan(W/2)) 2
(3.69)
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Figure 3.1: Streamlines for the new solution for five values of B — 1/10,1,10,100 
and 1000.
where B denotes an arbitrary constant.
Figure 3.1 shows the streamlines defined by (3.61) or (3.62) for the five values 
of the constant B , namely 1/10, 1, 10, 100 and 1000. As with previously obtained 
exact solutions (see for example Hill and Wu [29]) the streamlines have finite 
values on the z-axis whereas the velocity components are singular. All the simple 
known exact solutions of the velocity equations (1.19) are singular on the z-axis. 
Figure 3.2 compares (3.65) and (3.67) for the special case of A =  l/12\/2 and 
for the two values of W, namely 0 and 0.2. Clearly (3.67) provides a reasonable 
approximation to (3.65). In the following section we present numerical results 
based on a numerical integration of equation (3.51).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of (3.65) and (3.67) with A =  1/12 \/2 and for W  =  0 
and 0.2.
3.10 Numerical results
In this section we illustrate graphically the various exact and approximate solu­
tions of the previous sections. Figure 3.3 shows the exact solution (3.23), valid 
for p =  0 and k =  1, for two values of the constant C. Only the asymptotes are 
shown for the case C — 0 and only the central branch is shown for the larger 
value of C. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show three terms of the asymptotic series (3.30) 
k =  1 and various values of p, as compared to the exact numerical solution ob­
tained from using a MAPLE V Runge-Kutta procedure. Evidently for £ in the 
range shown, these figures indicate that there is overall reasonable agreement. 
Figure 3.6 shows the behaviour for fixed p and two values of k. We note that 
for k =  2 there are two values of a arising from the quadratic equation (3.32). 
In order to check the convergence of the asymptotic series (3.30) we show in 
Figure 3.7 the behaviour of three and six terms of the series compared with the 
exact numerical solution. The values arising from using six terms are obtained 
using a standard MAPLE facility. Figures 3.4-3.7 indicate that the series (3.30)
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provides a reasonable approximation provided that £ is restricted to the range 
— 1 < £ < 1. Outside this range departures from the numerical solution increase 
with increasing £, as would be expected for such an approximation.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 relate to the special case p +  k =  — 1 discussed in Section 
3.7. Figure 3.8 confirms the validity of the three term asymptotic series for £ in 
the range — 1 < £ < 1 and Figure 3.9 shows the behaviour of /(£ ) and #(£) in 
the range for which the asymptotic series is valid. We observe that in the range 
shown two of the curves almost coincide, namely those for k =  1, p =  — 2 and 
k =  2, p =  — 3 (a =  2 — y/3) and for both situations we have /(£ ) ~  a£ and 
~  0. In addition, in this case /(£ ) is odd and g(£) even and we have used 
the value C\ =  1.
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 relate to the new exact solution described in the previous 
section. Figure 3.10 shows the variation of A(£) as determined by (3.47) and the 
exact numerical solution. We observe that the positive root admits a singularity 
while the negative root does not. Moreover, in the case under consideration 
m  0 for the negative root. In Figure 3.10 the arbitrary constant C has the 
value 1 for £ > 0 and - 1  for £ < 0. The corresponding variation in /(£ ) and <?(£) 
is shown in Figure 3.11 where /(£ ) is obtained by numerical integration of (3.51) 
and #(£) is then obtained from (3.49). The initial condition /(0  • 1) =  1 for £ > 0 
and / ( —0 • 1) =  1 for £ < 0 and we note that in this case /(£ ) is constructed to 
be even and #(£) is constructed to be odd.
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Figure 3.3: Variation of A(f) for the known general solution (3.23) for p =  0 and 
k =  1. The singular solution, A(f) =  — is also included.
P =  2 P = 4
Figure 3.4: Variation of A(f) for three terms of the asymptotic series compared
to the numerical solution for A; =  1 and p =  2, 3,4 and 5.
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Figure 3.5: Variation of A(f) for three terms of the asymptotic series compared 
to the numerical solution for k =  1 and p =  —2 ,—3 ,—4 and —5.
k =  1.
Figure 3.6: Variation of A(f) for three terms of the asymptotic series compared
to the numerical solution for k =  1 and 2.
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numerical
+ + + + + + + + asymptotic series (three terms) 
O o O O O O O O asymptotic series (six terms)
Figure 3.7: Comparison of A(f) for three and six terms of the asymptotic series 
solution with the numerical solution for k =  1 and 2.
Figure 3.8: Variation of A(£) for three of the asymptotic series solution compared
to the numerical solution for p +  k =  - 1  (k =  1 ,p =  - 2  and k =  2,p =  -3 ) .
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Figure 3.9: Variation of / ( f )  and #(f) for three terms of the asymptotic series for 
p +  k =  — 1 and C\ — 1 for k =  l,p =  — 2 and k = 2,p =  —3.
o
Figure 3.10: Comparison of numerical and exact (3.47) solutions for p =  1 and
k =  2 (C =  1 for f  > 0 and (7 =  - 1  for f  < 0).
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Figure 3.11: Variation of / ( f )  from (3.51) and g(£) from (3.51) for p =  1 and 




As discussed in Chapter 2, a local symmetry is a symmetry whose infinitesimals 
depend on independent variables, dependent variables, and derivatives of depen­
dent variables. If a symmetry has infinitesimals that depend on the integrals 
of dependent variables instead of their derivatives then that symmetry is a non­
local symmetry. It follows from these characteristics that the determination of 
infinitesimals of local symmetries at any point x  depends on whether w(x) is an­
alytic in the neighbourhood of x  but for nonlocal symmetries, at any point x, 
their infinitesimals depend on the global behaviour of w(x) due to their depen­
dence on the integrals of u(x). Examples of local symmetries are Point, Contact 
and Lie-Backlund symmetries. Potential symmetries are examples of nonlocal 
symmetries.
Bluman [4] and Bluman and Kumei [7] discuss applications of potential sym­
metries, including the construction of solutions of systems of partial differential 
equations which cannot be obtained through local symmetry methods, lineariza­
tion of nonlinear partial differential equations and the construction of solutions 
for boundary value problems posed for partial differential equations. In this 
chapter we present a conceptual framework for obtaining potential symmetries 
developed by Krasil’shchik and Vinogradov [34, 35, 36] and used by Bluman and
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his co-workers [4, 6, 7, 9] to solve many physically significant differential equa­
tions. The framework of Krasil’shchik and Vinogradov involves the replacement 
of at least one of the partial differential equations of the system by an equiva­
lent conservation law [6, 9]. That replacement will lead to the introduction of 
new auxiliary dependent variables which will give rise to a new auxiliary system. 
Then as shown by Bluman and his co-workers [4, 6, 7, 9] some of the local sym­
metries of the new auxiliary system turn out to be nonlocal symmetries of the 
original system. The framework for obtaining potential symmetries developed 
by Krasil’shchik and Vinogradov [34, 35, 36] is discussed in detail by Bluman 
and Kumei [7]. Here we present the part of that discussion which involves the 
formulation of equivalent potential systems. The other part of their discussion 
deals with finding potential symmetries and is similar to that already discussed 
in Section 2.5.
Consider a system of m partial differential equations P {x , u } with n indepen­
dent variables x  =  (x i,x2, ...,xn) and m dependent variables u =  (u^u2, ...,um) 
and suppose a partial differential equation of P {x , u } can be written in conserved 
form such that P {x , u } becomes
Qa(x ,u ,u (l),u (2), ...,u (i)) =  0, a =  1,2, ...,m -  1,
Qrn =  Di/‘ (x,u,u(l),u(2),...,u(' - l)) = 0, (4.1)
where D, is the total derivative operators as previously defined in (2.24),
D d d d
D* -  d J  _  +  Ui&H +  +  Uiilh- il du- ■ •’CfJji KJ Li C/LLi 1I2...I1
and denotes a set of coordinates corresponding to all partial derivatives of 
order l of w1, it2, um with respect to aq, x2)
Through (4.1)2 one can introduce n — 1 auxiliary dependent variables w  =  
(w1, w2, ..., ŵ n_1 )̂ and form an auxiliary system S {x , u, w } of m +  n — 1 partial 
differential equations given by
(x, u, U(1V 2), ..., u [l lj)(/-!)■ dw1 
dx2 ’
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/ a(x ,u ,u (l), u (2),...,u (i l}) = ( - l)a 1
/ n(x , u , u (l)lu (a),...,u (i" l)) = ( - 1  r - 1 
Oa(x , u , u (l), u (2), u (/)) = 0, a  =
<9u;a dwa 1 
_dxa+i 5xa_iJ ’ 
dwn~1 
dxn_ i ’
1, 2, m — 1.
1 < a < n
(4.2)
Since system P {x , u } is embedded in system 5 {x , u, w } then if (u (x ),w (x )) 
solves 5 {x , u, w } then u(x) solves P {x , u }; if u(x) solves P {x , u } then there ex­
ist some w (x) (not unique) such that (u (x ),w (x )) solves 5 {x , u, w }. It follows 
from this relationship between solutions of P {x , u } and those of 5 {x , u, w } that 
a symmetry of P {x , u } yields a symmetry of 5 {x , u, w } and, conversely, a sym­
metry of 5 {x , u, w } yields a symmetry of P {x , u}. In addition a point symmetry 
of 5 {x , u, w } could give rise to a potential symmetry of P {x , u }; conversely, a 
point symmetry of P {x , u } could give rise to a nonlocal symmetry of 5 {x , u, w }.
In the following section we apply the potential symmetry methods to the 
velocity equations (1.19).
4.2 Application of potential symmetry meth­
ods to the velocity equations
In this section we apply the potential symmetry methods to the velocity equations 
(1.19) and consequently, obtain the equivalent potential system (4.6) which leads 
to a single partial differential equation (4.7) that governs axisymmetric flow in 
kinematically determined regimes AB and EF previously discussed in Section 1.2. 
We also present the symmetries that are admitted by the potential system (4.6) 
and the governing equation (4.7).
The velocity equations (1.19)
&U i U 2 / n—— Y k -  cos *0 =  0, 
or r
1U ■ 2 I n—  +  k— sin -0 =  
oz r
du dv—  +  —  +  k -  sm2'ip =  0, 
dz or r
can be readily reduced to two equations through the elimination of i/j such that
(4.3)d u . u d v  ( dv du
dr +  r +  dz ’ V dr +  dz
<dudv _  
dr dz
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Equation (4.3)i can be written in conserved form
(4.4)
this is one of the steps of the algorithm that was developed by Krasil’shchik and 
Vinogradov [34, 35, 36] as previously discussed in this chapter. This conserved 







=  - rkv , (4.5)
which yields the equivalent potential system of (4.3), namely
dw
dz
— rku =  0, dw u- _ + r S  =  0,
dr
dv du\ 2 dudv
dr dz I dr dz
(4.6)
The potential system (4.6) can be readily reduced to a single equation by the 
elimination of u and v such that
/ d2w kdw d2w \ 2 d2w i  d2w kdw\ _  (4 7 )
\dz2 ^  r dr dr2)  drdz \drdz r d z )
The nonlinear second-order second-degree partial differential equation (4.7) is 
the governing equation for axisymmetric flow in kinematically determined regimes 
AB and EF. A special case of (4.7) is when k =  1 and it corresponds to incom­
pressible double-shearing and also applies to the axially-symmetric plastic flows of 
metals and granular materials [29, 44, 71, 72]. That special case was investigated 
by Parker [54] using the method employed in this chapter. In this section and the 
next section we investigate (4.7) for all k including k ^  1 which corresponds to 
the flow of compressible granular materials as have been studied by Hill and Wu 
[30]. Note that the definition (1.20) does not allow k to be negative. This turns 
out to be a major restriction on the determination of simple exact solutions for 
(4.7) as will be shown by some of the solutions we have obtained.
The symmetries admitted by the potential system (4.6) and the governing 
partial differential equation (4.7) were obtained by a symbolic manipulation com­
puter programme by Sherring [64] called DIMSYM which is written in REDUCE
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[58]. The potential system (4.6) admits a five-dimensional symmetry algebra with 
vector fields as follow
~ 5 d . d
G\ — r —— |- z—— h (k +  l)u;——, 
dr dz dw
d d d
G2 — r —— |- z—----- (k +  l)u—
dr dz du





dw ’ C 5
_d_
<92; ’ (4.8)
The first (4.8)1 and the second (4.8)2 vector fields correspond to invariance of 
(4.6) under simultaneous stretching of r, 2: and w in the first vector field and r,z,u  
and v in the second one. The third and fifth vector fields (4.8)3,5 demonstrate 
the invariance of (4.6) under translation in w and 2: respectively. The fourth 
vector field (4.8)4 corresponds to a superposed uniform axial velocity or rigid 
body motion which combines with a translation in v.
In using DIMSYM [64], we find the symmetry admitted by the governing 
partial differential equation (4.7) to be a five-dimensional symmetry algebra
X =  Gir—  +  (Ci 2: +  C5)—  +  (C2w +  C3 +  CArk+l)—-  (4.9)
with the corresponding vector fields,
d d d d
G\ =  r—— h z— , &2 — w——, G3 — — ,
dr dz dw dw




The algebras of vector fields (4.8) and (4.10) are similar and they both correspond 
to the same types of transformations such as stretching (G\ and C 2), translation 
(G3 and C 5) and the remaining vector field C4 is the rigid body motion. The 
similarity between vector fields (4.8) and (4.10) is expected because through the 
elimination of u and v from the vector fields (4.8) we obtain those in (4.10), and 
that follows from the formulation of the governing partial differential equation 
(4.7) from the potential system (4.6) in which the elimination of u and v was also 
implemented.
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Table 4.1: Commutators for vector fields (4.8)
[Gi, Gj] Gi G2 G3 Ga G5
G\ 0 0 — (k +1)0*3 0 0 5
g 2 0 0 0 (A; +  1)G4 - G b
G$ {k -+- l)6r3 0 0 0 0
g 4 0 — {k +  l)G"4 0 0 0
G*> G$ G$ 0 0 0
4.3 Optimal systems and symmetry reduction
In Section 3.3 we presented the optimal system (3.8) which we have used to obtain 
all the known functional forms and some new exact solutions of the velocity 
equations (1.19). The optimal system (3.8) was identified from a list tabulated 
by Patera and Winternitz [55] where four- or less dimensional symmetry Lie 
algebras are classified into equivalence classes according to their commutation 
relations. Since both (4.6) and (4.7) admit five-dimensional symmetry algebras 
then we cannot use the results in [55]. However, there are some other methods 
of obtaining optimal systems as presented by Olver [49] and Ovsiannikov [53]. 
In this section we use Olver’s [49] method to calculate optimal systems of one 
parameter symmetries admitted by (4.6) and (4.7).
The method by Olver requires commutators and adjoint representations of 
vector fields considered. Therefore, in order to get the optimal systems of one 
parameter of the vector fields (4.8) and (4.10), we need firstly to calculate their 
commutators and adjoint representations. The adjoint representation is calcu­
lated using the following Lie series
oo n
Ad(eeGi)Gj =  y - { A d G i ) nGj,
n=0 n'
— Gj ~ e\Gi, Gj] +  [G,, Gj\\ — ... (4.11)
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Table 4.2: Adjoint representation of vector fields (4.8)
Ad G 1 G2 Gz g 4 G§
G\ Gi G2 e^+^Gs G a e£G5
g 2 G\ g 2 g 3 e-i(*+l)£4 e£G5
Gz G\ — e[k +  l)Gz G2 Gz Ga g 5
Ga Gt G2 +  s{k +  1)Ga Gz Ga G§
Gz G\ — eGz G2 — eG$ Gz Ga G$
Table 4.3: Commutators for vector fields (4.10)
['Gi, Gj] G\ G2 g 3 g 4 Gz
G\ 0 0 0 (k + 1)Ga —Gz
g 2 0 0 -G a -G a 0
Gz 0 Gz 0 0 0
g 4 —(k + P)Ga Ga 0 0 0
G5 G5 0 0 0 0
where i , j  =  1, 2, 3,... . The commutators and adjoint representations of vector 
fields (4.8) are given by Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, and for vector fields 
(4.10) commutators and adjoint representations are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 
respectively.
Olver [49] developed a simple method of finding optimal systems of one param­
eter symmetry algebras. In general, this approach involves simplifying a general 
nonzero linear combination of the vector fields considered through judicious appli­
cation of various adjoint transformations. In the following we give an illustrative 
example of the method developed by Olver [49].
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Table 4.4: Adjoint representation of vector fields (4.10)
Ad G, G2 C3 G4
Gi Gi G2 C3 e-(k+l)eQ4 e£G5
G2 Gi g 2 e£G3 e£G4 G$
C3 Gì G2 — SG3 C3 G4 G$
g 4 Gì +  (k +  l)eG 3 G2 — eĜ G3 g 4 G5
G$ Gì — sG^ G2 C3 G4 G5
Example 1
Consider the general nonzero linear combination of the vector fields (4.8), 
namely
G =  CL\G\ +  0.2^2 +  U3G3 +  CI4G4 +  CI5G5, (4.12)
where ai, i — 1, 2,..., 5, are arbitrary constants, and subject it to various adjoint 
transformations with the aim of simplifying a* as much as possible. The adjoint 
transformations applied are based on the adjoint representation Table 4.2.
Firstly, suppose a\ ^  0 then without loss of generality we can assume that 
ai =  1 through scaling of G (4.12). It follows from the adjoint representation 
Table 4.2 that if we act on such a G by Ad(ek+^°3) , then the coefficient of G3 will 
cancel and thereby simplify G to G' such that
G' =  Ad{ek+lGs)G = G\ +  &2G2 ~\~ U4G4 +  U5G5, (4.13)
where af2,a '4 and af5 are scalars depending on a2,a3,a4 and a5. Now if we act 
on G' by Ad(ea2+1 ) then we can eliminate the coefficient of G5, leading ton
g4.
G" — G1 +  CL2G2 +  ÌÌ4G4, which can be finally acted by Ad(ea2(fc+1) ) to obtain
G = Gi +  aG2, = (4.14)
which cannot be further simplified by adjoint transformation. This implies that
any one-dimensional symmetry algebra generated by a G (4.12) with ^  0 is
equivalent to the subalgebra spanned by G'", (4.14).
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Secondly, suppose ai =  0 and a2 ^  0 then by scaling we can make a2 =  1 such 
that G (4.12) becomes G' =  G2 +  a3G3 + â Ĝ  +  a'5G5j and then acting on this
a!x
G' by Ad(e~k+iG4) we obtain G" =  G2 +  agG3 +  ag'Gs. If we act on such a G" by 
Ad(ea5G5), we can cancel the coefficient of G5, leading to Gm = G2 +  o!3 G3, for 
some a'g". Finally, Gm can be further simplified by the action of Ad(e£Gl), that is 
GIV — Ad(e£Gl)G"' =  G2 +  a' ê̂ k+v>£G3, and so, depending on the sign of ag", we 
can make the coefficient of G3 either +1, -1  or 0. Therefore any one parameter 
symmetry algebra spanned by G with =  0, a2 ^  0 is equivalent to one spanned 
by
G2 +  eG3, where e =  ± l ,0 . (4.15)
Thirdly, the remaining one parameter symmetry algebras are those spanned 
by G' =  G3 +  CI4G4 +  CI5G5, that is ai =  0,a2 =  0 and a3 ^  0, and by scaling 
<23 =  1. A simpler form of G' can be obtained if Ad(e£° 2) is acted on G\ leading 
to G" =  Gs +  a ^ e ^ ^ + b ^  +  a'/e6̂ ,  which is a scalar multiple of G" — \ e~ £G3 +
°5
+  G5. S o , G" can be further simplified by choosing a'! and a!l such
a 5 °
that the coefficient of G3 is either +1 or —1 (cannot be 0 because a'l ^  0), and 
the coefficient of G4 to be + 1, —1 or 0 because a'[ can equal to 0. That is, G" is 
simplified to
G'" =  (5G3 +  eG± +  G5, where ¡3 =  ± 1, e =  ± 1, 0, (4.16)
so that any one parameter symmetry algebra spanned by G (4.12) is equivalent 
to one spanned by (4.16) provided =  0, a2 =  0 and a3 ^  0. For the case where 
ai =  0, a2 =  0, a3 =  0 and a4 ^  0, G (4.12) becomes G' =  G4 +  a5G5. If we act 
on G' by Ad(e£Gl) we obtain G" =  G4 +  a^e£G3 which can be simplified to
G" =  G4 +  eG5, where e =  ± 1, 0. (4-17)
by making the coefficient of G5 equals to either + 1, - 1  or 0. Therefore, any one 
parameter symmetry algebra spanned by G (4.12), is equivalent to one spanned 
by (4.17).
Finally, for the case where a\ =  0, a2 =  0, <23 — 0, <24 — 0 and a5 ^  0, G (4.12) 
becomes G5. So, we have found the optimal system of one parameter symmetry
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algebras to be those generated by
r\ O r\
( / )  G\ +  0LG2 =  r —  +  2:—  +  (/c +
(  d d . 3 . d \
+ a X ¥ r + z d~z~{k +  l]ud ^ ~ {k +  1)vT v ) ' aG5R’
( „ )  C . + < 0 , - 4 +  4 - ( - =  +  « « £  H i  +  +  . ¿ ,  . - ± 1 , 0 ,
< " ' )  'JG> +  <G> +  G s - ' 5£  +  ' ( - (‘  +  1)l : + ’' “ l ; )  +  5 >
(J l.) G, +  < G , - - ( t + l ) | -  +  r**‘ 4  +  4 ,
W  G* =  ¿ -  (4.18)
Similarly, we have calculated the optimal system of one parameter symmetry 
algebras for the vector fields (4.10) to be those generated by
(0 G\ 4- olG2 +  e£r4 — r —— \- z —— I- olw—— f- er +̂1or Oz Ow
d
——, a £ 3ft, e =  =bl, 0, 
Ow
(ii) (3G2 +  G$ — (dw— h — , (d =  d=l, ow oz
(in) fdGs +  +  G$ =  fd—— 1- erk+1-̂ — h tt",Ow Ow Oz
(iv) f)Gi +  G5 = Ow Oz
(v) G5 =  (4.19)
The last part of this section will be on symmetry reductions of the potential 
system (4.6) using the optimal system (4.18), and the governing partial differential 
equation (4.7) using the optimal system (4.19). We know that (4.6) yields (4.7) 
as discussed in the previous section, so any solution of (4.7) should lead to a
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solution of (4.6) and vice versa. We present symmetry reductions of both (4.6) 
and (4.7) because some solutions are easier to derive from (4.6) while some are 
easier to obtain from (4.7).
The symmetry reduction we have carried out in this section is illustrated 
in the following example, using the first infinitesimal generator (4.18)i of the 
optimal system (4.18) to reduce the potential system (4.6) to a system of ordinary 
differential equations.
E xam ple 2
The infinitesimal generator (I) , (4.18)i,
„  d d d
G\ +  olG2 =  r—— H z —— b {k +  1)w~ dr dz dw
I d  d . v d
+ a [ r¥ r + Z y z - {k +  l)ud^
has the corresponding characteristic equations, 
dr dz d u dv
(k +  l)v-^- 
dv
dw
a e l ,
(a +  l)r  (a +  1 )z a(k +  l)u a(k +  l)v (k + l )w ‘ (4-20) 
The similarity variable and form can be obtained from the characteristic equa­
tion. That is, by solving the first equality we get the similarity variable
z (4.21)
and by solving the following equalities,
dr du dr dv dr
(a +  l)r a(k +  l)u (a + l)r a{k +  l)v ’> (a + l)r
we respectively get the similarity form of u, v and iu,
dw
(.k +  1 )w :
(4.22)
u =  r «+1 j ( 4),
— q ( f c+ l )
v =  r °+i g(£),
fc+1
w =  r a+1h(£), a ^ - 1. (4.23)
The application of the similarity forms (4.23) to the potential system (4.6) has 
reduced it to a system of ordinary differential equations, namely
+  /  — 0, {k +  1 )h +  (o! +  l)£/z/ +  (q +  1 )g — 0,
{ —(a +  l)£2f  ~ +  l)g +  (a +  1)£(/}2 +
4(a +  1 )$ V  { - a ( *  +  1 ) / +  (a +  l ) i / ' }  =  0.
(4.24)
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The systems of ordinary differential equations listed in Table 4.5 were obtained 
in the same way as the example above through the application of the optimal 
system (4.18). Prom solving the set of ordinary differential equations (4.24), we 
have found the general cases, k > 0, of solutions (1.24) and (1.25).
The system of ordinary differential equations (4.24) can be readily reduce to 
two equations
(a +  1 )£ / ' + ( k -  a ) f  -  (a +  1 )(?g' =  0
{ - ( a  +  1 )£2/ '  -  a(k +  1 )g +  (a +  1 )& '}2 +  (4.25)
4(a +  1 )£ V  {-a (fc  +  1 ) / +  (a +  ! ) £ / '}  =  0,
by the elimination of the dependent variable h given by
Oi +  1 Oi +  1
h = -------— f - - r —r9-(k +  1)£ k +  1 (4.26)
We have found that there are two values of a that yield exact solutions of 
(4.24), these are a =  0 and a =  . Firstly, let us substitute a =  0 into the
system of ordinary differential equations (4.25) and simplify it to
U ' +  k f - t  y  =  0, u '  +  g' =  0, (4.27)
from which we can readily deduce /  and g
(1 +  £2W 2 r
f  =  C l  y  , 9 =  - t f  +  J f  d£, (4.28)
h is given by (4.26). Prom the similarity forms (4.23) with a =  0, we have 
u =  / ,  v =  g and w =  rk+1h, and for the special case of k =  1, we have
u - £ v ) ,  £ =  - ,z
(4.29)
where C\ and C2 are arbitrary constants and f  =  J. The exact solution for the 
case k =  1 was found by both Lippmann [44] and Spencer [72], and it describes 
the plastic flow of granular materials through a smooth cone.
The second exact solution can be obtained when a =  this exact solution 
is not as obvious as the first one. The substitution of a =  into the system
u =  C1 v/r + ? v =  —Ci In
1 +  y i + ? + c2, w - - (
£
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(4.25) simplifies it to
£ V  -  (k + 1 )/ -  u '  =  0,
g2 +  2ZgJ -  2e f g  +  ?4/ ' 2 +  2£3/ V  +  £ V 2 +  4£2/< / =  0, (4.30)
which can be readily reduced to a single equation by the elimination of g using 
the relation,
9 = S I -  (4.31)
Equation (4.30)2 is satisfied identically while the remaining equation (4.30)i re­
duces to a first-order ordinary differential equation in / ,  namely
( k + e + i ) f + e e + i ) f = o ,  (4.32)
which can be easily solved. So, by integrating (4.32) we have / ,  and from (4.26) 
and (4.31) we have expressions for h and g respectively such that
f  =  C!
(£2 +  i f / 2
9 = -Ci
( e  +  i f /2 h = Ci (£2 +  l f / 2+1 (4.33)£k+l ’ * ~A k +  2 f + 2
The corresponding expressions for u, v and w are readily deduced from the simi-
larity forms (4.23), a =  7-^ , and they arek+2
U =  C\T
(£2 +  l ) fc/2 „  (<f  +  i y 2v =  —Ci r -------------- , w C irk+2 (£2 +  l f / 2+1 (4.34)£k+1 ’ “ A' £k ’ k +  2 £k+2
A special case of the solution (4.34) is when k =  1 which describes the flow of 
incompressible granular materials between concentric spherical surfaces and that 
was found by Lippmann [44, 45]. Note that the extension of solutions (4.28) and 
(4.34) to include the flow of compressible (k f  1) granular materials have not 
been investigated before except by the present author.
A governing equation for the system of ordinary differential equations (4.24) 
is given by
{ {a  -  k f  +  k(a +  1 )q -  a(k +  1 f q 2 +  (a +  1)£(£2 -  l)g ' } 2 -  (4.35)
4Ç {-k (a  +  1) +  a(k +  1 )£q +  (a +  l)Ç2q'}{(k -  a)q -  (a +  l)£g '} =  0,
where q =  g/f and h is given by (4.26), which can be shown to be satisfied by
both solutions (4.28) and (4.34).
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The second, (II), system of ordinary differential equations in Table 4.5 can 
also be readily reduced to a single first order ordinary differential equation, 
namely
{ - ( * + 2) / + + 1) + £( i  -  e ) f } 2+ 4£2 { - / + { - ( * + 1 ) / + ? / } = o,
(4.36)
where
9 =  ~e +  j .  (4.37)
Equation (4.36) can be solved for the case e =  0 such that
| f  k +  2 ±
w + l )
but unfortunately this solution is not physically meaningful in the present context 
since k as defined previously, in (1.20), is positive. For e ^  0, (4.36) has solutions 
for k positive which may or may not admit simple analytical formulae.
The third solution type , (III)  , in Table 4.5 is one of the solutions found by 
Lippmann [44, 45] which describes the extension, radial contraction and telescopic 
shear of a tube. Solution type number (IV) requires k to be less than 0 but 
according to the definition of k, (1.20), this is practically impossible. The last 
solution type, V, in Table 4.5 is the zero solution.
Now we consider the set of ordinary differential equations, (i) — (v), in Ta­
ble 4.6. An obvious reduction of the first ordinary differential equation, (i), is 
obtained by letting a =  0, leading to
(4.38)
{£(2f2 +  k)y' +  -  1 )y"}2 + 4?{y '  + &"}{(! -  k)y' + &/"} = 0, (4.39)
which is a quadratic in — p where
P =
—2f + k ±  2£y/-k ~ 1
W + V
(4.40)
Again, this solution is similar to (4.38), it has no application in flow of granular
materials because of the definition of k ,(1.20). Another special case arises from
solution type (i) in Table 4.6 is when a =  k +  1 because the similarity form w
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of (i) is undefined at that a. That means we have a different similarity form for 
that particular value of a.
So, by the substitution of a = k +  1 in to the infinitesimal generator (4.19)i 
we have
r ^ + z i + { { k + i ) w + e r M } - L ’ (44i)
yielding
£ =  r/z, w =  erk+1 lnr +  rk+1y(£), (4.42)
which are the similarity variable and the similarity form respectively. The substi­
tution of (4.42) into (4.7) reduces it to an ordinary differential equation, namely
{ { 2 e - K - 2 O y '  +  e { e - l ) y " - < k  +  \ ) f  +  Aii {y'{2 +  k) + iy"}{2y' +  iy " }  =  0.
(4.43)
If e =  0 then (4.43) becomes
y =  Ci
(£2 +  i f C  
Zk+2
d£, (4.44)
which will eventually yield solution (4.28).
The order of the first ordinary differential equation, (z), in Table 4.6 can be 
readily reduced by the substitution,
yielding
y =  exp { / Q d£}, (4.45)
{a(k - a +  1) +  £(2£2 +  k -  2 a)q +  £2(£2 -  1 )(q' +  g2) } 2 +
4£4{(a  +  l)g  +  £(?' +  ?2) } { (a  +  1 -  k)q +  £(g' +  g2)}  =  0, (4.46)
where a ^  k +  1. Similarly, the order of the second ordinary differential equation 
(ii) will also be reduced if the substitution for y in (z) is also applied, yielding
{/?2 +  -  -  g2 -  g '}2 +  4/3g{/?g -  - /? }  =  0. (4.47)r r
The rest of the ordinary differential equations (zzz), (iv) and (v) in Table 4.6 are 
solved and listed as follow
(in) q =  ±2\J—t{k +  1) J dr, q =  JL,
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(iv) y =  ±
2(3^f=k=l M  . CirK̂ z -I- ~  x -rfc+1 r7
r  + k +  1 r  + c *>fc + 2
(v) i/ =  T ^ r * +1 +  C4, (4.48)
where CuC2,C3 and C4 are arbitrary constants and the rest of the parameters 
are as defined in Table 4.6. Solutions (ii) and (iv) are discussed in detail by 
Hill and Wu [30]. Those solutions describe the extension, radial contraction and 
telescopic shear of a tube and was also analysed in detail for frictionless granular 
materials by Spencer [71]. Note from our calculations we show how the restriction 
on k, (1.20), has led some exact solutions to become complex solutions.
4.4 Reduction using direct substitution meth­
ods
Bluman and Kumei [7] classify and discuss in detail two methods of symmetry 
reductions. These methods are invariant form and direct substitution methods. 
So far, we have only applied the invariant form method in our calculation but 
in this section we introduce the direct substitution method. The invariant form 
method involves finding of similarity variable and similarity form through inte­
gration of a characteristic equation. In the previous section, we have done an 
example using the invariant form method and obtained the similarity variable 
(4.20) and the similarity forms(4.21). On the other hand, the direct substitu­
tion method does not involve any integration to find invariants but the reduction 
of variables is done through direct substitutions of invariant surface conditions 
(2.36) and their differential consequences. The direct substitution method is a 
very useful tool in solving differential equations especially when a characteristic 
equation of a symmetry cannot be integrated.
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The potential system,
k y2
W r  r '
r y2 +  1
_ k k y
wz 0, wzz wrr H wr -b 2 - ~wz =  0,
r r y1 +  1 (4.49)
where subscripts are partial derivatives, is derived from the velocity equation 
(1.19) by letting
u =  r kwz, v = —r kwr, tan 4> =  y, (4.50)
where both the introduced dependent variables w and y are functions of (r,z). 
The symmetries admitted by the system (4.49) turns out to be exactly the same 
with that admitted by the governing partial differential equation (4.7) in the 
previous section. Therefore, the optimal system (4.19) remains unchange but in 
this section we apply only the first two members of the set, namely
(0




dw ’ ex. E 3̂ , e =  dbl, 0,
(ii) PG2 +  G$ — +  — , (4-51)
where a  6 3?, ¡3 =  ±1 and e =  ±1, 0.
The two invariant surface conditions that will be used in this section are given 
by
R(r, w, y)wr +  Z(r, z, w, y)wz -  W (r, z, w, y) =  0,
R(r, 2:, w, y)yr +  Z(r, z, w, y)yz -  Y (r, z, w, y) =  0, (4.52)
where R(r,z,w,y), Z (r ,z ,w ,y),W (r,z ,w ,y)  and Y(r,z,y,w)  are the infinitesi­
mals of r, 2,u;, and y respectively. In terms of the variables of Equation (2.36), 
& =  R(r,z,w,y),Z2 =  Z(r,z,w,y),r]1 -  W (r,z,w ,y)  and rf =  Y(r,z,w,y). 
Consider the first generator (i), (4.51) 1. The infinitesimals are
R =  r, Z = z, Y =  0, W = aw +  erk+\ (4.53)
and by substituting them into the invariant surface conditions (4.52) we readily 
obtain expressions for wz and yz such that
w
wz — ex---- b e-
rk+1 r
-----wr Vz =  ~ y r •z
(4.54)
z
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In differentiating (4.54)i with respect to r we obtain an expression for wrz, and 
with respect to z we have one for wzz and they are,
j,k yj y
wrz =  e(k +  1)-----h (a — 1)— -----wrr,z z z
1
wzz =  — {a(a  -  1 )w +  e(a -  k -  2)rk+1 — 2(a -  1 )rwr +  r2wrr. (4.55) 
zl
Now, we may eliminate all derivatives of w with respect to z in (4.49), giving rise 
to a system of ordinary differential equations with r as the independent variable 
and z as a parameter,
e(k +  l ) r fc+1 +  erk+1y2 -  r2(y2 +  1 )wrr +
r{(a  — 1 )(y2 +  1) +  ky2)wr — kay2w =  0,
—erk+1{(k — o l  +  2 )(y2 +  l)r  +  r(r2 -  z2)(y2 +  1 )wrr +
[2(1 -  a)r2 +  kz2](y2 +  1 )wr +  a[(a -  1 )(y2 +  1 )r +  2kzy\w =  0. (4.56)
The system (4.56) can be further reduced to a first order system of ordinary 
differential equation by solving for wrr in the first equation and then using it to 
eliminate wrr in the second equation. This leads to
» ,  -  (4-57)
where
Px =  erfc+1((l -  a)r2 +  (k +  l )z 2) -  2erk+2kzy +  ( { - a  + k +  1 )r2 +  z2)y2 
- a r 2( - 1 +  a)w +  a ( ( - a  +  k +  l) r 2 -  kz2)wy2 -  2akrzy,
Q i = r  {(1  -  a){r2 +  2:2)(1 +  y2) +  k(ry -  z)2}  ,
Equation (4.57) can be used to eliminate wr and wrr from the system (4.56) and 
that leads to an expression for yr,
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where
p2 =  erk+1(( 1 -  a)r2 + (k +  l )z2) -  2kerk+2zy +  erfc+1(r2(l -  a +  k) +  z2)y2 -  
ar2(—1 +  a)iu +  a ( ( l  -  a +  /c)r2 -  kz2)wy2 -  2akrzwy
Q2 =  2kr(r +  zy)(ry -  z).
So, by using the method of direct substitution we have reduced the system (4.49) 
to a system of first order ordinary differential equations with r as the independent 
variable and z as a parameter. We may also take z as the independent variable 
and r as a parameter by using (4.57) and (4.58) to respectively eliminate wr 
and yr from the system (4.54) and having two first order ordinary differential 
equations involving yz and wz.
Now consider the second generator (u), (4.51)2. The infinitesimals of r, z,w 
and y of this generator are respectively given by
R =  0, Z =  1, W  = (3w, Y =  0. (4.59)
By the substitution of the above infinitesimals into (4.52) we obtain
wz -  /3w =  0, yz =  0, (4.60)
which shows that y is independent of r.
The substitution of (4.60)i into (4.49) yields
r (y2 +1 )wr-  kwy2 =  0, rw„(y2 +1) -  k{y2 + l)wr -  (¡{fry2 + 0r +  2 ky)w =  0,
(4.61)
which is a system of ordinary differential equations with r as the independent 
variable and treating z as a parameter. The system (4.61) can be readily reduced 
to a single equation,
(k +  f32r2)yA +  2k(3ry{y2 +  1) -  2kryyr +  (32r2 +  (k +  2¡32r2 +  k2)y2, (4.62)
by the elimination of wr and wrr in (4.61). The expression for wr is readily 
obtained from (4.61)i, namely
kwy2
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System of ordinary differential equations 
c, k G 3̂  (A: > 0), o: G iift, ¡3 =  dzl, 6 =  dzl, 0.
(I)
£ =  -   ̂ z ’— c*(A: + l)
u =  r «+i f(£),
— oc(k +1)
v =  r «+i 0(f),
fc+1
w =  r«+! h(f), 
ce 7̂  —1.
+  /  =  0, (& -+■ 1 )h +  (o; +  1 )£h' +  (a +  l)g =  0,
{ - ( a  +  1 )£2/ '  -  a(k +  1 )g +  (a +  1)?9' } 2+
4(a +  l ) £ V { -a ( f c  +  1 ) / +  (a +  1 )? / '}  =  0.
(II)
£ =  i
w =  r - *“ 1/^ ) »
v =  r _fe_10(f), 
u; =  e In r +  /¿(f).
i 2h' +  f  =  0, e +  g +  £h' =  0,
{ - f 2/ ' - ( f c  +  l)3 +  if f '}2+
4 e V {- ( fc  +  l ) /  +  ^ / '}  =  0.
(HI)
«  =  /( r ) ,
v =  —(A: +  l)e2:
w =  z(erk+1 +  ¡3) 
+h(r).
f(r) =  er +  /dr_fc, 
h =  — / rkg dr,
p(r) =  ± / {y + ^ ( /d A  erfc+1)dr j  .
(IV)
U= f(r), 
v — (*+1)2 
+g(r),
rk + lz
w =  L-rJL 
+h(r).
/  =  7, h =  - / r fc0 dr, 
g — ±.~ey/—k — lr  +  c, e 7̂  0.
(V)
u =  f(r), 
v =  g(r), 
w =  h(r).
Trivial solution with f  — g = h — 0.
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System of ordinary differential equations 
k G 3̂  (A: > 0), cr E 3̂ , ¡3 = i l ,  e =  =tl, 0,
(0 £ =  l ̂ z>
£rw
W =  k-a+l +
ray(0-
{a(fc -a+l)y + £(2f2 4- k - 2a)y' +  £2(f2 -  l)t/"}2+  
4£4{(a +  1 )y' +  &/"}{(« +  1 -  k)y' + &/"} =  0,
ol ^  k H- 1.
(a) w — e(5zy(r). {(32y +  £y' -  i/'}2 +  4(3y'{(3y' - £/%/} =  0.
(in) w =  z(fi +  erfc+1) 
+ 2/(r).
{fy ' -  2/"}2 +  4e(/c +  -  £/?} =  0.
(iv) =  @zrk+1 
+y(r).
{^2/' — y"}2 +  4/?2(/c +  l)r2fc =  0.
£ II *5 y" ~ rV' =
Chapter 5
Non-classical symmetry and 
compatibility methods
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, engineers, scientists and mathematicians are increasingly aware 
of the importance of finding exact solutions to test their theories and mathemat­
ical models. In doing so, most likely it is necessary to solve differential equations, 
but unfortunately there are not many systematic methods used in the literature 
applicable to all differential equations. Most of the methods in the literature 
are limited and targeted to solve certain differential equations only. Many meth­
ods involve an “ad hoc” approach where a different “trick” is required for each 
different differential equation. This is why Lie’s [39, 40, 41, 42] methods have 
become increasingly exploited. These methods are systematic, because once the 
algorithm is developed, then there application is not a problem. The algorithm 
remains unchanged whether one is dealing with linear or nonlinear equations, or 
a single or a system of differential equations. The conceptual framework that Lie 
introduced has hardly change for more than a hundred years. However, in recent 
years some developments to the Lie symmetry methods have enabled many peo­
ple, for example [5, 38, 50, 51, 52, 53], to solve physically important equations 
that were previously in the literature for a long time. These new developments,
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namely “nonclassical symmetry methods” , are used in this chapter.
Bluman and Cole [5] and Ames [1] have independently introduced the non­
classical symmetry methods and since then many people, for example Levi and 
Winternitz [38], Olver and Rosenau [50, 51], have applied them and they have 
obtained new exact solutions to differential equations that have been previously 
investigated with other methods. Non-classical methods are much harder and 
more complicated than classical methods and nearly all computer manipulation 
programmes , for example [64, 47, 26], are written specifically only to calculate 
classical symmetries. So, for this we have written our own programme to calcu­
late the non-classical symmetries admitted by the velocity equations (1.19) and 
we have found some nonclassical symmetries which were not previously known. 
These nonclassical symmetries are not yet fully investigated but may prove useful 
for checking the validity of the double shearing theory.
We also present a new method which we believe to be applicable to the veloc­
ity equations. We call this method the “compatibility method” which is totally 
based on compatibility conditions, such as vrz =  vzr,urrz =  urzr — uzrr, etc. 
We have been motivated to formulate this method after studying Clarkson’s [13] 
direct methods . The direct methods yield some new exact solutions to many 
partial differential equations including Boussinesq , Schrodinger, Zabolotskaya- 
Khokhlov and Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations [13]. Remarkably, the direct method 
does not involve group theory, yet Levi and Winternitz [38] found that solutions 
obtained by Clarkson for Boussinesq equation can also be found through nonclas­
sical methods. Most of the calculations in this chapter are presented on Maple 
V [12] print outs, and are placed in the appendices because they contain a lot of 
long equations involving so many terms.
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5.2 Application of nonclassical symmetry meth­
ods to the velocity equations
In this section, we discuss some of the results from the computer program pre­
sented in Appendix B. The program is written in MapleV [12] and we have specif­
ically written it to find the nonclassical symmetries that the velocity equations 
(1.19) admitted. However, the program can be easily modified to suit any other 
differential equation. The program in Appendix B is divided up into eleven parts 
and each part is labelled as Step 1 to Step 11. We have done this so that each 
step in the program can be identified by its step number and that makes it easier 
to refer to a particular part of the program. The program is simple and easy to 
follow and the algorithm we have used is discussed in Section 2.5.
In Appendix B, the first four steps mainly deal with the application of the 
infinitesimal generator to the velocity equations. In Step 2, the infinitesimal 
generator is applied to the velocity equations and in Step 3, the extended in­
finitesimals, namely UR,UZ,VR  and VZ  are introduced deriving from the 
invariant surface conditions. These two steps must be accurate to ensure correct 
results. In Step 5 of Appendix B, five of the six derivatives, namely ur,uz,vr, vz 
and yz, are eliminated and only yr is left whereas in classical symmetry methods 
(Appendix A), three derivatives are not eliminated, namely uz,yr and yz. This 
leads to a big difference in the number of equations in the determining equations 
in Appendices A and B. That is, more uneliminated derivatives leads to more 
coefficients or equations to solve as shown in the comparison of Step 6 of both 
Appendix A (classical methods) and Appendix B (nonclassical methods). In Ap­
pendix A, we have seventeen equations compared to six equations in Appendix B. 
However, although Appendix A has more equations in its determining equation, 
those equations are linear partial differential equations and much easier to solve 
than those six nonlinear partial differential equations in Appendix B.
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Consider the velocity equations (1.19),
,2
ur -f- k u
r{y2 +  1)
=  0, vz +  k uy
r{y2 + 1 )
— 0, uz T vr -(- 2k uy
r(y2 +  1) =  0, (5.1)
where tan^ =  y then the corresponding invariant surface conditions (2.36) are 
given by
Rur +  Zuz — U =  0, Rvr +  Zvz — V =  0, Ryr +  Zyz — Y =  0, (5.2)
where the infinitesimals R, Z, U, V and Y  are all functions of (r, z, u, v, y). In non­
classical symmetry methods the velocity equations are augmented with the in­
variant surface conditions, this leads to the elimination of five derivatives, namely 
ur, vz and vr from the velocity equations and uz and yz from the invariant surface 
conditions as shown in Step 5 of Appendix B. The only derivative that has not 
been eliminated is yr, and by equating its coefficients to zero we have six deter­
mining equations as listed in Step 6. Those determining equations are nonlinear 
and complicated but fortunately the second invariant surface condition (5.2)2 can 
be applied to simplify them. The derivatives (vr and vz ) in the second invariant 
surface condition (5.2)2 are eliminated using the expressions for vr and vz in the 
velocity equations (5.1), and that leads to the expression for the infinitesimal, 1/, 
in Step 7 of Appendix B, namely
kuy2Z2 +  y2UR +  rRU +  kuR2 +  2 kuyRZ 
r(y2 +  1 )Z
(5.3)
The substitution of the expression (5.3) into the the determining equations yields 
an equation which can be solved explicitly for U such that
tt ku(y2ZZy +  2 yZZy +  RRy)
T(y2 + 1  )Ry ’ 1 ■ j
as presented in Step 8 of Appendix B. The substitution of this expression (5.4) 
for U into the determining equation leads to a simple relation between the in­
finitesimals R and Z, namely
yZy +  Ry — 0, (5.5)
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which can be solved to obtain expressions for infinitesimals R and Z, namely
R =  —yQy +  Q, Z  =  Qy. (5-6)
where Q(r,z,u,v,y). The substitutions of R and Z into the determining equation 
yields an expression for the infinitesimal Y  which is given by,
Y  =  i (yQr ~  Qz)- (5.7)
The remaining equation from the determining equation is a first order partial 
differential equation, namely
-  y( 1 +  y2)Qy +  kuQu +  kuyQv -  ryQz -  rQr +  (1 +  k +  y2)Q =  0. (5.8)
The infinitesimals V (5.3) and U (5.4) can be also expressed as,
_  kuQ kuyQ .
U r(y2 +1) ’ r(y* +  l ) ’ l ' j
by the elimination of expressions for R and Z (5.6). The remaining equation (5.8),
is a six dimensional first order partial differential equation and its corresponding
characteristic equation is given by
dr dz du dv _  dy _  d Q
r ry ku kuy y( 1 +  y2) (1 +  k +  y2)Q




(■y2 +  l ) fc/2
F(x,p, q, 5), (5.11)
where
x =  —(y2 +  1) ~  r2cosec2î/;,
y4
p =  z +  r/y =  z +  r cot ip,
uy =  u (sin ^ )fc,
^ (1 + y 2) k/ 2
kuyk f  (1 +  y2)k/2 , , , ,  . .u  f1  -------t1—  dy =  v + k (smî/j)
yk J
(5.12)
s =  v + (1 +  y 2) k / <
d ÿ
cos^ (sin ï/j)1*





x  =  {-yQ y+Q )~ôz+Q y~
kuyQ d  ̂y Q r  Q z  & ^
dz r(y2 +  1) du r(y2 +  1) dv 2 dy
where Q is given by (5.11), is a new symmetry and also a very general one. Special
cases of Q will give rise to a number of new non-classical symmetries which will 
be fully investigated in the future.
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5.3 Application of compatibility methods to the 
velocity equations
The compatibility method is based on the compatibility conditions,for example 
urz =  uzr,vrrz =  vrzr =  vzrr, etc. A very general variable U(r, z,u ,v,y)  is 
introduced into the velocity equations (1.19) such that
u
ur +  k
r(y2 +  1)
=  0, uz =  U(r,z,u,v,y),
vr +  U(r, 2, u, v , y) +  2k =  0, vz +  k- Uy 0. (5.14)
r(y2 +  1) ‘ 'V (y 2 +  1)
The main reason for introducing U(r, 2, w, u, y) is to get a more symmetrical 
system in which the compatibility conditions, urz =  uzr and vrz =  vzr can be 
readily deduced.
It follows from differentiation of (5.14) that
2uyyz -  (y2 +  1)U 
r(y2 +  1) ’
r(y2 +  1 )Ur -  kuUu -  { r(y2 +  1 )U +  2kuy}Uv +  r(y2 +  1 )yrUy
r(y2 +  1) ’






kuy{y{y2 +  1) +  ky -  2ryr}
r2(y2 +  l ) 2 ’
then by the application of the compatibility conditions urz =  uzr and vrz =  v_ 
we eventually obtain the following long expressions for yr and yz,
Fi
(5.15)
yr G i ’
(5.16)
where
Fi =  2k2u{uy2 +  kuy3 +  uyb +  ry4 +  2ry2U + rU} -  2r2ku(y2 -  1 )(y2 +  1 )2Ur +
2k(y2 +  1 )ru(ry3U +  ryU +  kuy2 -  ku)Uu +  kr2(y2 +  1 )3UUy +
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2kru(y2 +  1 ){ry4 — rU +  kuy(y2 — 2)} +  2 kr2uy(y2 +  1 )2UZ — 
r2(y2 +  1 )3(ry2U + rU +  2kuy)UvUy -  kr2u(y2 +  1 )3UyUu,
G i =  4k2ru2y2 +  2kr2u{y2 -  l)(y2 +  l ) 2t/y -  r3(y2 +  1)4£/2,
and
where
_Vz — n ) 
^2
(5.17)
F2 =  2k2uy(y2 +  l)f7 +  2kruy(y2 +  l ) 2[/r -  2k2u2y(y2 +  1 )UU -  
2kuy{y2 +  1 ){r(y2 +  1 )U +  2kuy}Uv -  rkuy2(y2 +  1 fU vUv +  
ky{y2 +  l ) 2(ii)/3 +  2ry2U +  kuy +  uy +  2rU)Uy +  r2(y2 +  1 )4UyUz +  
r2(y2 +  1 )4UUyUu<
G2 =  Ak2ru2y2 +  2kru(y2 -  1 )(y2 +  1 )2Uy -  r2(y2 +  1 )4Uy .
The calculation above is presented in more detail in Appendix C. Note that 
compatibility methods above do not involve any of the Lie group theories so any 
solutions of y should be able to be recovered from (5.16) and (5.17) no matter 
whether it is an invariant solution or not.
The next step to do with equations (5.16) and (5.17) is to find some expressions 
for U that satisfy both equations and since U depends on five variables we may 
have a lot of special cases to look at and that is yet to be investigated. One 
simple example of this is to assume that U is depending on r and z only and that 
simplifies (5.16) and (5.17) to
Vr =  
Uz
2 k2u2y3(y2 +  k +  1) +  2kru(y2 +  1 )2{kU +  ryUz} — 2kr2u(y2 +  l)(y4 +  1)
4k2ru2y2
(y2 +  l){rUr(y2 +  l) +  kU} 
kuy (5.18)
which can be expressed as a single equation using the compatibility condition
Vrz =  Vzr • An expression for this compatibility condition is presented in Step 9
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of Appendix C together with an example for the case when U is independent of 
u , v and y.
Appendix A M aple program for classical symmetries
#In the Appendices A, B and C, programs are written specifically for 
the velocity equadons (1.19) but they can be applied to any other 
differential equation with some suitable changes to the variables used 
in these programs. The following program is written in MAPLE V 
[12] to construct classical symmetries admitted by the velocity 
equadons(1.19). The program in this appendix is written to calculate 
‘determining equation’ with few ‘interaction’ with the user, but in 
solving of the determining equation, the user must ‘interact’ with the 
computer. Especially, in reassigning the infinitesimals to exclude 
variables that they are independent of, during each step of the 
calculation. This reassigning is done through solving of partial 
differential equations (PDEs) in the determining equation. In classical 
symmetry methods, these PDEs are linear and in many cases easy to 
solve, as shown by Step 6 of this program. Note that the system of 
partial differential equations {eql,eq2,eq3} we use here is another form 
of the velocity equations (1.19) with 
tan(psi)= y;
t a n ( \ j / )  = y
#We have only shown some of the outputs because it will be too long if 
all the outputs are shown. The ones that are NOT shown are being 
suppressed with colons.
> # A  PROGRAM  IN MAPLE V TO CONSTRUCT CLASSICAL  
SYM M ETRIES OF THE VELO CITY EQUATIONS (1.19).
#Partial differential equations are written in a way so that ‘ur’ 
represents the partial derivative of u with respect to r, ‘vz’ is the partial 
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eq2 := vz +
A u y2 
r (y2 + 1)
> eq3:=vr+uz+2*k*u*y/(r*(yA2+l));
k u y
eci3 := vr + uz + 2 ----- :-------
r ( r +  1)
> #
> #
> # STEP 2
> #
#Application of the appropriate INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR to 







invi :=(-R(r, z, u(r,z), v(r,z), y( r, z ) ) A u y2 - R(r, z, u(r,z), v(r, z), y(r,z))Aw 
+ U(r, z, u(/\z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) A' ry2 + U(r, z. u(/\ z), v(/\ z), y ( / \z ))  Ar
- 2 Y(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(/\ z)) k u y r  + UR i2 y4 + 2 £//? r\v2 + I//? r2) / ^ 2
( r +  i r )
> inv2:=factor(OP(eq2));
inv2 := - (R(r, z, u(r, z ), v(r, z ), y(r, z )) k it y4
+ R(r, z, u(r, z), v(r,z), y(r, z)) A' u y2 - U(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) A' ry4
- U( r, z, u( r, z ), v(r, z ), y( z ) ) A' r y2
-2  Y(r, z, u (r,z), v(r,z), y(r, z))  k u y r - VZ;-2/  - 2 VZ r  y2 - VZr2) / { r  
( r  + 0 ”)
> inv3:=factor(OP(eq3));
inv3 := (-2 R(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z ) ) k u  y3
- 2 R(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) A' u y 
+ 2 U(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) Ay3 r 
+ 2 U(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z )) Ay r
- 2 Y(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) A u r y 2
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+ 2 Y(r, z, u(r,z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) k it r + U Z r  v4 + 2 UZ r y 2 + U Z r  
+ V R r y 4 + 2VRi2 y2 + VR r ) / ( r 2 { f  + 1 )2)
> #
> #
># === == ===========================================
> #  STEP 3
> #
#The extended INFINITESIMALS for derivatives ur, uz ,vr and vz, 
namely UR, UZ, VR and VZ are now calculated using the invariant 
surface conditions (IS 1, IS2, IS3). Note that no derivative of y appears 
in the velocity equations so we do not include the expressions for the 





IS1 := U(r, z, u(r, z), v(r,z), y(r, z ) ) -  R(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) — u(r, z)dr J
Z(r, z, u(r, z), v (/\z ) , y(r, z)) — u(;\ z) 
oz
>  IS2:=V(r,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r,z))-R(r,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r,z))*diff(v(r,z),r) 
-Z(r,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r,z))*diff(v(r,z),z);
i d '
752 := V(r, z, u(r, z). v(r, z), y(r, z)) - R(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) - v ( r , z )dr






75i := Y(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(/\ z)) - R(;\ z, u(;\ z), v(/\ z), y(r, z))
_9
dr y (r,z )
- Z(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) ^ y ( r ,U
> UR:=factor(diff(ISl,r)+R(r,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r,z))*diff(u(r,z),r,r)+Z(r
,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y (r,z))*diff(u(r,z),z,r)) ;
U R:= D ^U )(r, z, u (r ,z ) ,  v (r ,z ) ,  y ( r ,z ) )
y
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+ D3(i/)(r , z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z))
+ D ( U)(r, z, u( r, z ), v(r, z ), y( r, z ) )
+ D (£/)(/% z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(/\ z))
'  a






'  a A
u(rf z)
ar y
D J(/?)(r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z))
/
- D3(R)(r,  z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z))
V
or
r d '  
u(r,z)
dr J
D4[R )(r, z, u(e, z), v(r, z ) , y ( r , z ) )
-  u(r, z ) I D s(R)(r, z. u(r, z), v(r, z). y(r, z))
a
- u(r ,Z)
r - v ( r , i )
or
f d





— u(/-, z) 
V ẑ
D {{Z)(i\  z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, - ))
D3(Z)(r, z, u(r, z), v(r,z), y(r,z))









UZ:=D2(U)(r , z, u(r, z ), v(r, z), y(r, z ))
+ D}( U)(r, z, u(r,z),  v(r,z), y(r,z))
+ D4(U)(.r, z, u(r, z), v(;\ z), y(r, z))




- V ( '- , Z )
a





Dn(R)(r, z, u ( r ,  z ) , v ( r ,  z ) , y ( r ,  z ) )
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(d  ^
r - u ( r . z )
{dr






D3(R )(r , z ,  u ( / \  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
r a  A
—  U ( r ,  z)
oz
D4(R )(r,  z ,  u ( r ,  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
u ( r , z )
u ( r , z )
D 5 ( / ? ) ( r ,  z .  u ( r ,  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
Dn(Z)( r ,  z ,  u ( r ,  z ), v ( r ,  z  ), y (  r ,  z  ) )
V
a





D}(Z)( r ,  z ,  u ( r ,  z ), v (  r ,  z ), y( r ,  z ))
a





- u i r . z )
f d
—  u ( r ,  z )
D , ( Z ) ( r ,  z ,  u ( r ,  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
3 z J







> VR:=factor(diff(IS2 ,r)+R(r,z,u(r,z),v(r,2 ),y(r,z))*diff(v(r,z),r,r)+Z(r 
,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r,z))*diff(v(r,z),z,r));
VR := £>,( V ) ( r ,  z ,  u ( r ,  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
+  £ > , ( V ' ) ( r , z .  u ( r , z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) .  y ( r ,  z ) )
+  D , ( V ' ) ( r , z ,  u ( r , z ) ,  v ( r . z ) ,  y ( / \ z ) )
+  £ > , (  V ) (  r, z, u (  r ,  z  ) ,  v (  z  ) ,  y (  r ,  z  ) )
3r
u(r.z)
r -v (r .z )dr
-ry('-.z)dr
a ^
- v ( r , z )
vdr
a
- v ( r . z )
3r
£ , ( / ? ) ( / %  z.  u ( r ,  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
Z>3(A )( r, z. u( r, z ). v( r, z ), y( r, z ) ) —  u ( r , z )
dr
-  D 4 ( / ? ) ( r ,  z ,  u ( r ,  s ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
V
0/
v ( r ,  z )
y
^ v ( r , z )
xo/*
r - v ( r ,  z)
D5(R ){r,  z ,  u ( / \  z ) ,  v ( r ,  z ) ,  y ( r ,  z ) )
a
a ; y(r ’ z)
0Z y
D 1(Z )(r ,  z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y (r f z ) )
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(d  A 
r-v(r .z)  
oz
3
- v (r ,z )
Z)3(Z)(r, z, u(/\ z), v(r, z), y(r, z))




— v(r ,z )





VZ := D2( V)( /*, Z, u( r, z ), v( r, z ), y( /\ z ) )




+ D(V) (r ,  z, u(;•, z), v(r, z). y()\ z))










T -v (r .z )
>  •
 ̂a
- v ( r , z )  
vor
' a  ^
- v ( r , z )
D,(R)(i\  z. u(/\ z), v(r, z), y(r, z))





'I  g l v( ''’ z >
Dt(R)(r,  z, u(/\ z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) 
£>,(/?)(;•, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r,z))  
£>,(Z)(r,z. u(r,z), v(r,z). y(r,z))  
D^(Z)(r, z, u(r.z), v(r, z), y(r, z))
dz
a
- v(r ,z }
a
- y ( r , z )
“  u (r,z) 
oz
- D4(Z)(r , z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z))
r d





D^(Z){r, z, u(r, z), v(r, z), y(r, z)) — y(r, z)i -
U z
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> #  STEP 4
> #  •
#Extended infinitesimals {UR,UZ,VR,VZ} are now eliminated in Step 
2 using those expressions in Step 3. In this elimination, two 
expressions for the derivative of dependent variables appear, for 
example, the derivative of u with respect to r is writte as 4ur in Step 1 
but in Step 3, it is expressed as ‘diff(u(r,z),r)\ So, in this step we 
replace the derivatives involving ‘diff so that all derivatives from this 








u(/\ z ) :=u
v( i\ z ) := V
y(r,z)  :=y
> for i from 1 to 3 do:aaa.i:=factor(aa.i):od:
> #
> # STEP 5
> #  . .
#In this step, three derivatives {ur,vr,vz} are eliminated using the
velocity equations (1.19). THIS IS THE STAGE WHICH 
DIFFERENTIATE CLASSICAL AND NONCLASSICAL 
SYMMETRY METHODS. That is, in here the invariant surface 
conditions are not included but they are included in nonclassical 
methods which resulted in more derivatives being eliminated in the 
nonclassical methods. This can easily seen by comparing this step and 




u r :=  ----- --------
r (y + 1) .
> vr:=-uz-2*k*u*y/(r*(yA2+l));
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vr := -uz - 2
A u y
r ( r  + 1 )
> vz:=-k*u*yA2/(r*(yA2+l));
_ k u y2 
V""~” r (y 2+ 1)
> #
> #
> # STEP 6
> #
#There are three derivatives left {yr,yz,uz}, and there coefficients 
equated to zero. This leads to 17 equadons in the following 
DETERMINING EQUATIONS (ccl,cc2,... ,ccl7).
>  #
> for i from 1 to 3 do:bba.i:=expand(aaa.i):od:
> var:={yr,yz,uz};
var := {y/\ yz, uz }
> for i from 1 to 3 do:co.i:=coeffs(bba.i,var,tr.i):od:
> for i from 1 to 3 do:nn.i:=nops([co.i]);od;
nnl 5
nnl := 5 
nn3 :=7
> for i from 1 to nnl do;cc.i:=factor(col[i]);od;
ccl :=D4(Z)(r, z, //, v,y)
cc2 := (y4D x{U){r,  z, u, v, y) /2 - 2 £>4( t/)(r, z, //, v, y) A' « y3 r 
+ U(r, z, «, v, y) Ay2 r -D^U){r ,  z, ¿/, v, y) A u r y 2 
+ A u D X(R)(r,  z, «, v, y) r y 2 + 2 y2 D{{U){r,  z, i/, v, y) r2
- R(r, z, u, v, y) A u y2 - 2 D4( U)(r , z, w, v, y) A u y r
- 2 A2 u2 D4(R)(r , z, u, v,y)y-2Y(r, z, m, v, y ) k u y r
- D (R)(r,  z, u, v, y) A2 ¿/2 + t/)(r, z, w, v, y) r2 - R(r, z, u, v, y) A u
- D (U)(r t z, u, v , y ) Aw r + A u Dl(R){r,  z, w, v,y) r + U(r, z, w, v,y) A
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cc3 := (d  (i/)(r, z, «, v, y) ry2 + * u D5(/?)(/\ z. v, y) + Z>5( i/)(r, z, //, v, y) r ) /( 
(y2 + 1 ) r)
cc4 := - (y2£>4(i/)(r, z, v, y) r + D{(Z)(i\ z, «, v, y) ry2
- 2 Z)4(Z)(r, z, //, v, y) kuy+ku D4(R)(r, z, u, v, y) + D{(Z){r, z, zz, v, y ) r 
+ Z>4(i/)(r, z, //, v, y) r- £>3(Z)(r, z, //, v, y) A « ) / ((y2 + 1 ) /*)
cc5 := -Z)5(Z)(/\ z, zz, v,y)
> for i from 1 to nn2 do;cc.(i+nnl):=factor(co2[i]);od;
cc<5 :=D?(7?)(/\ z, //, v, y)
cc7 := - (-y4 Z>,( V)(rf z, z/f vf y) r2 - A* « y4 D,(Z)( ;\ z, zz, v, y ) r + R( /\ z, //, v, y) k u y4 
+ Z>4(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) A2 ir y4 - U(r, z, zz, v, y) Ay4 r 
+ y4 £>4( V)( r, z, zz, v, y ) A zz /* + 2 y3 A2 zz2 Z)4( 7? )( r, z, zz, v, y )
- 2 y3 £>2(tf )(/\ z, zz, v, y) ku r - k u y2 £>2(Z)(r, z, z/, v, y) r
- 2 y2 £>,( V)( r, z, zz, v, y ) r  - U( r, z, zz, v, y ) A y2 r + R( r, z, zz, v, y ) A « y2
+ D4( V){r, z, zz, vt y ) A zz y2 r - 2 £>,(/?)( r, z, zz, vf y ) A zz y r
- 2 Y( r, z, zz, v, y ) A // y r-DA V)( r, z, zz, v, y ) z~) / ( r  (>“ + 1 ) )
cc8 := (y2 Z>5( V)(/\ z, zz, v, y) r + A zz y2 £>5(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y)
+ 2 D5(/?)( r, z, zz, v, y) A zz y + D${ V)( r, z, u, v, y) /•)/( (y2 + 1 ) r)
cc9 := - (-£>3( V)(r, z, zz, v, y ) r y2 - r D^R)(/\ z, zz, v, y ) y2 
+ y2 A u D4(R)(i\ z, zz, v, y) - y2 £>3(Z)(z\ z, zz, v, y ) A zz
- 2 D_(R)(r, z, «, v, y) A zz y - DA V)(r, z, u, v, y) r - r D W (r , z, zz, v, y))/(
(y2 + 1 ) r)
cc7(̂  :=D5(R)(i\ z, //, v, y)
> for i from 1 to nn3 do;cc.(i+nnl+nn2):=factor(co3[i]);od;
cell := -Z>3(Z)(r, z, uy v, y) - D4(/?)(r, z, zz, v, y) .
cc72 := - (-2y2DAU)(rt z, iu vf y) r  - 2 y2 D {̂V){r, z, //, v,y) ;2
- y4 77)(r, z, zz, v, y) r  - y4 Oj( V)(r, z, //, v, y) r2 - 2 u k Y(r, z, w, v, y) r
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+ 2 R(r, z, «, v,y) k u y  + 2 Y(r, z, w, v, y) A'« y2 r - 2 U(r, z, w, v ,y) k y 3 r
- 2 U(r, z, w, v, y ) k y r  - £>2(i/)(r, z, w, v, y ) r  - V)(r, z, //, v, y ) r2
+ 2 R(r, z, v, y ) A « y3 + y4 Z>4( i/)( r, z, «, v, y ) A it r 
+ Z>3( Y)(r, z, v, y) k u r - k u  y4 D{(Z){r , z, //, v, y) r
- Z)2(/?)(r, z, w, v, y ) A h ry2 - A u y2 Dj(Z)(r, z, //, v, y) r
+ £>3( V)(r, z, w, v ,y ) A u r y 2 + 2 £>4( V)(r, z, m, v,y ) k u y  r 
+ 2 £>4( V)( r, z, //, v, y ) A // y3 r + £>4( i/)( r, z. //, v, y ) A // y2 r
- 2 Z)J(/?)(r, z, m, v, y) k u y r - 2  D{(R)(r , z, //, v,y) A u y3 r 
+ A2 /r y2 D3(Z)(r, z, //, v, y ) + 5 A2 //2 Z>4(R)(r, z, //, v, y ) y2 
+ 2 £).(/?)(/% z, //, v, v) A2 /r v + 2 A2 ir y3 D (Z)(/*, z. w, v, v)3 • # * 4  ’
- Dz( R )(r, Z, //, V, y ) A u  r ) / ( / 2 (y2 + 1 )‘ )
cc75 := (y2 Z>5( V)(r, z, //, v, y) /* + A it y2 £>5(Z)(r, z, //, v, y)
+ 2 Z>5(7?)(r, z, //, v, y) A it y + £>s( V)(r, z. //, v, y) r ) / ( (y2 + 1 ) r)
ccl4 := i/)(r, z, //, v, y) ry2 + A // D^{R)(r% z, //, v, y ) + D̂ ( U){r , z, w, v, y) r ) /(
(y2 + 1 ) r)
ccl5  := (-£>.,(Z)(/\ z, //, v,y) ry2 + D 3(U)(r , z, //, v,y) ry2 + Dl(/?)(r, z, m, v,y) ry2
- D4( V)(r, z, w, v, y ) r y2 - 4 Z>4(/?)(/•, z, u% v, y) A u y - Z>2(Z)(r, z, w, v, y ) r
+ £>3( £/)(/% z, //, v, y) r + D^RXr ,  z, //, v, y) r - Z)4( V)(r, z, //, v, y) r ) / (
(y2 + l ) r )
celò := Ds( )( ;\ z, //, v, y ) 
cc77 := -Z)5(Z)(/-, z, //, v, y)
> NN:=nnl+nn2+nn3;
NN:= 17
> # STEP 7
#The number of equations in STEP 6 can be greatly reduced by 
reasigning the Infinitesimals to exclude all the variables they are 
independent of. From this step onward the user of the program has to 




R := (r, z. //, v, y) -> Rl(r, z)
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proc(f:(equation,algcbraic.proccdurc,sct,Ust.array})... cnil '
> Z:=(r,z,u,v,y)->Zl(r,z);readIib(D);
Z := (r, z, //, v, y) Z l(/\ z)
proc(f:(equation,aIgcbraic.prnccdurc.set.list.array})... end
> U:=(r,z,u,v,y)->Ul(r,z,u,v);readIib(D);
U := (/', z, //, v, v) Ul(r, z, //, v)
proc(f:(equalion.algcbraic.procedure.sct.Ust.iirrnyJ)... end
> V:=(r,z,u,v,y)->Vl(r,z,u,v);readlib(D);
V := ( r, z, v, v) -» V1 ( r, z, //, v)
proc(f:fcquation,algcbmic.proccdiirc,sct.list.arrayJ)... end
> for i from 1 to NN do:cca.i:=factor(cc.i):od:
> #  .
>#================================================
> #  STEP 8
> #
# Solving the determining equations in STEP 7 is fairly straight 
forward. Through continuous reassigning of the Infinitesimals we have 
obtained the following solutions.
> #
> Ul:=(r,z,u,v)->al;!:u;readlib(D);
U1 := (r, z, //, v) —> al  u
proc(f:(eqmtion,algcbraic.procedure.setjist,array})... end
> Vl:=(r,z,u,v)->al*v+a2;readIib(D);
VI := ( /\ z, u, v) —> al  v + a2
proc(f:(equation,algebraic,procedure,set,list,array}) ... end
> Rl:=(r,z)->bl*r;readIib(D);
R1 := (r, z) —> bl  r
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proc(f:(equation,algebraic,proccdure.sct,list,array})... end
> Zl:=(r,z)->bl*z+b2;readIib(D);






> #THE INFINITESIMALS ARE 
> #
> R:=(r,z,u,v,y)->bl*r;
R := (/’, z, //, v, y) bl r
> Z:=(r,z,u,v,y)->bl:f:z+b2;
Z := (r, z, //, v, y) bl  z + b2
> U:=(r,z,u,v,y)->al*u;
U := (r, z, //, v, y) //
> V:=(r,z,u,v,y)->al*v+a2;
V := ( r, z, v, y ) —> al  v + r/2
> Y:=(r,z,u,v,y)->0;
Y:= 0
#The following command is used to check the infinitesimals (solutions) 
above.
> #





#The following program is written in Maple V [12] to calculate nonclassical 
symmetries admitted by the velocity equations(1.19). Most of the outputs in Steps 
1 to 4 in this program are suppressed because they are exactly the same as those 
Steps in Appendix A. In Steps 5 to 11, only some of the outputs are shown 
because it will be too long if all the outputs are presented. The system of partial 






> #A PROGRAM IN MAPLE TO CALCULATE NONCLASSICAL
> «SYMMETRIES OF THE VELOCITY EQUATIONS(1.19)
>#================================================
> # STEP 1
> #
#Partial differential equations are written in following form, for example, 4ur’ is the 
partial derivative of u with respect to r, ‘vz’ is the partial derivative of v with 




eql := itr +
r (y 2+ 1)
> eq2:=vz+k*u*yA2/(r*(yA2+l));
k u v2
eql  := vz + ----- -------
r ( v 2+ l )
> eq3:=vr+uz+2*k*u*y/(r*(yA2+l));
k u y
eq3 := vr + uz + 2 --------:----




> # STEP 2
> #
#Application of the appropriate INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR to the velocity 
equations {eql,eq2, eq3). All the outputs in this step are suppressed because they 
are exactly the same with those in Appendix A (Step 2).
> #







R( r.z. u( r, z), v( r,z), y( r,z)) r)+
Z(r.z.u(r.z). v(r.z),y(r,z))
U( r.z, u( r,z), v( r,z),y( r.z)) *diff{f,u)+
V(r.z.u( r.z). v( r,z).y( r.z)) *diff(f,v) +
Y(r,z,u(r,z), v( r,z),y( r,z))*dif/lf,y)+ UR*dijJlf,ur)+







> # STEP 3
> #
#The extended INFINITESIMALS for derivatives ur,uz ,vr and vz, namely 
UR,UZ,VR and VZ are now calculated using the invariant surface condition. Note 
that no derivative of y appears at this stage. Again, all the outputs in this step are 















,z,u(r,z),v(r,z),y(r ,z))*diff(v(r ,z),z,z)): ■
> #
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> # = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = := = = = = = := = =
> # STEP 4
#
#Extended infinitesimals {UR,UZ,VR,VZ} are now eliminated.
#We realise that at this stage, we have two expressions for the
# derivative of dependent variables due to the substitutions of the 
#expressions for infinitesimals. For example, the derivative of u 
#with respect to is written both as ‘ur’ and ‘diff(u(r,z),r)\ So, we
# change the ones with ‘diff so that we have only one way
# of writing derivatives.
> #




u(r, z) := u 
v(/\ z):= v 
y(r,z) :=y
> for i from 1 to 3 do:aaa.i:=factor(aa.i):od:
> #
>#=================================================
> # STEP 5
> #
# THIS IS THE STEP WHICH DIFFERENTIATE CLASSICAL 
#AND NONCLASSICAL SYMMETRY METHODS.
#That is, if we are using classical symmetry methods then we do NOT 
#include the invariant surface conditions (see Appendix A), but 
#here invariant surface conditions are included because we are 
implementing nonclassical symmetry methods. Note that in doing so, 
#two more derivatives (uz and yz) can be eliminated whereas in 





r (y2 + 1 )
> uz:=U(r,z,u,v,y)/Z(r,z,u,v,y)-R(r,z,u,v,y)*ur/Z(r,z,u,v,y);
U(r, z, u, v ,y )  R(r, z, u, v ,y )  ku
Z(r, z, u, v ,y )  r ( y 2 + 1 ) Z (r , z, u, v, y)
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> vr:=-uz-2*k*u*y/(r*(yA2+l));
> vz
U(r, z, Uy v, v) R(r, z, u, v, y) ku ku y
vr := ---------------------------- ---------------------------- 2 ----- -------
Z(r, z, u, v, y) r (y2 + 1 ) Z(r, z, v, y) r (y2 + 1 )
k*u*yA2/(r*(yA2+l));
k u y2 
r(y2+ 1 )
> yz:=Y(r,z,u,v,y)/Z(r,z,u,v,y)-R(r,z,u,v,y)*yr/Z(r,z,u,v,y);
Y(r, z, u, v, y) R(r, z, u, v, y) yr
yz :=----------------—  --------------- :——
Z( r, z, iu v, y ) Z( r, z, u, v, y )
> #
> #
> # STEP 6
> #
#The only derivative left is yr ( partial derivative of y with respect
# to r).The rest of the derivatives are eliminated using those 
#expressions in STEP 5. This leads to the big reduction in number 
#of equations in the determining equation. For example, here we 
#have only six equations (ccl,cc2,...,cc6) but in Step 6 of Appendix A 
#we have seventeen equations (ccl,cc2,...,cl7) in that determining 
#equation. Since infinitesimals are independent of yr
# then we can equate coefficients of yr to zero. This leads to the
# following six DETERMINING EQUATIONS (ccl,cc2,... ,cc6).
> #  “
> for i from 1 to 3 do:bba.i:=expand(aaa.i):od:
> for i from 1 to 3 do:co.i:=coeffs(bba.i,yr,tr.i):od:




> for i from 1 to nnl do;cc.i:=factor(col[i]);od;
ccl : =  ( D j C U ) ( r ,  z, //, v, y) r  Z ( r ,  z, m , v, y)**
+ D <:> //, v, y )  '̂2 R (A  v, y) Z(r, z, v, y )
+ 2 D  ( Z ) (r ,  z, //, v, y ) R(r, z, «, v ,y )  A'2 r y Z ( r ,  z, m, v ,y )
- D i(Z ) ( r ,  z, m, v, y) R (rf z, //, v, y ) /: // r Z (r , z, «, v, y )
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- A2 u2 D4(R)( i\ z , », v, y) R(/\ z, », v, y)  Z(/\ z, », v, y )
- y4 Z>4( U){i\ z, » , v, y ) U(r, z, », v, y) r2 Z(r, z, », v, y )
- yz D3( £/)( r, z, », v, y ) A' u r Z( r, z, », v, y )"
- E>4( £/)(>*, z, »> v, v) RO, z, », v, y) k a r Z(r, z, //, v, y )
- £>4( £/)(/*, z, », v, y) R(r, z, », v, y) A' » r Z(r, z, //, v, y) y2
■ ( Z )( r, z, », v, y ) R( r, z, », v, y ) k u r Z( r, z, », v, y ) y2
■ 2 Y (r ,z ,i/,v , y ) k u y r Z (r, z, », v, y )~ - R(r, z, /a v, y ) k u  y2 Z(r, z, », v, y)‘
- 2 D4( U)(r, z, //, v, y) U(r, z, u, v, y) r  Z (r, z, //, v, y ) y2
" ^ 4( ^ )(  »* v, V’ ) U( r, z, », v, y ) n  Z( /\ z, », v, y )
+ U(r, z, » , v, y) A’ r Z(r, z, », v, y )“
+ 2 D4(Z )(r , z, », v, y ) U(r, z, », v, y)~ r  y2
+ k u D{(RXr, z, », v, y ) r Z(r, z, », v, y)~
+ D4(Z)(r, z, », v, y ) U(/\ z, u, v, y ) ‘  /2 y4 
+ 2 y2 £>4( Z)( r, z, v, y ) U(r, z, », v, y ) R( r, z, », v, y ) k u r 
+ kuD^RXr,  z, », v ,y )rZ (r , z, », i\y )~y2 
+ D i( U X n z , », v, y ) z-2 Z( r, z, », v, y )2 y4 
+ 2 Dj( i/)(r , z, », v, y) r2 Z(r, z, », v, y )2 y2
- £>3( £/)(r, z, », v, y) A » /• Z(/\ z, », v, y ) ‘
- Z>1(Z )(r , z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) Z(r, z, », v, y)
- 2 £>4( UX r, z, », v, y ) A » y r Z( r, z, », v, y )2
- 2 Z)4(£ /)(r, z, », v, y) k » y3 r Z(/\ z, », v, y )2
+ U( r, z, », v, y ) k r Z(r, z, », v, y )2 y2 - R( r, z, », v, y ) A' » Z(r, z, », v, y )2 
+ 2 Z>4(Z )(r , z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) A » y r Z(r, z, », v, y)
- D i(Z )(r , z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) n  Z(r, z, », v, y) y4
- A u D4{R X r, z, », v, y ) U( r, z, », v, y ) /• Z( r, z, //, v, y )
- A u D4(/?)(r, z, », v,y) U(r, z, », v ,y) rZ (r, z, », v ,y )y 2
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+  2  y 3 D  ( Z ) ( / \  z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) £  zz r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )
+  2 Z ) 4( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  R ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  A’ zz r  
+  D 3 ( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  A zz U ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  y 2 
+  D 3 ( Z ) ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  A w  U ( r ,  z , zz, v , y ) r Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )
+  D 4 ( Z ) ( r ,  z , zz, V, y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y Y  r  
+ 1> 4( Z ) (  r , z, //, v , y  ) R (  r , z , zz, v , y  ) “ A2 zz2
-  2  A2 zz2 Z)4( )( /\ Z, zz, V, V ) y  Z (  r, Z, zz, V, y  ) “
- 2  ¿ ^ ( Z X r ,  z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  z2  Z ( / \  z, zz, v, y )  y 2
-  D 3 ( R ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y  ) A2 zz2 Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) ^ j / ( z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) “ z2  ( y 2 +  1 ) “ )
c c 2  : =  - (-Z > 5 ( U ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  r  Z ( z \  z, zz, v , y ) y 2
+  Z>5 ( Z ) ( z * ,  z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  r y 2 + D 5 ( Z ) ( r , z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  r
-  D 5 (  U ) ( i\  z, zz, v, y )  z* Z ( z \  z, zz, v, y )  +  Z>5 ( Z ) ( z \  z, zz, v, y )  R ( z \  z, zz, v, y )  A zz
- A zz D 5( / ? ) ( z\  z , zz, v, y )  Z ( z \  z, zz, v , y ) ) / ( Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  ( y 2 +  1 ) r )
> for i from 1 to nn2 do;cc.(i+nnl):=factor(co2[i]);od;
c c 3  : = -  ( - D 3 ( R ) ( r , z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) ‘  z2
2 -, 2
-  2  Y (  r, z , zz, v, y  ) A zz y  r  Z (  r, z, zz, v , y  ) +  R (  r, z, zz, v, y  ) A zz y~ Z (  r , z, zz, v, y  )
2 -,
- U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  A r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  y
+  A zz D 4( / ? ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z , zz, v, y )  r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  y 2
- D 3( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  A zz U ( z \  z, zz, v , y )  r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  y 2
- £>.,( V ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  z2  Z ( r ,  z , zz, v, y ) “
- £>3( K ) (  r , z , zz, v , y  ) R (  z\ z, zz, v, y  ) A zz r  Z (  r, z, zz, v , y  ) y 2
- D 5 (  V ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  Y ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  i 2  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  y 4
-  2  £>5 ( V ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  Y ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  z2  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  y 2
- Z>0( / ? ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  R ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  A zz r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y  )
- D ^ ( R ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) R ( r ,  z, zz, v , y  ) A zz r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y  ) y 2
- y 4 D  ( R ) ( r t z, zz, v , y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y  ) Y ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  ;2
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- A u r  z, », V, y) r Z(r, z, », v, yT
*>
- k u y4 D ( Z)( r, z, », v, y ) r Z( r, z, », v, y )~
- D (R)(rt z, », v, y ) U(r, z, », v ,y ) r  Z(r, z, », v ,y)
2 T T- D3( )( r, Z, », V, y ) R( r, z, », v, y ) A" » “
- Z)3( V)( r, z, », v, y ) R( r, z, », v, y ) A' » r Z( r, z, », v, y )
+ D4( V)( r, z, », v, y ) k » y~ r Z( r, z, », v, y )"
+ D4( V)( /\ z, », v, y) » y4 r Z(r, z, », v, y )‘
- 2 Dn(R)(r, z, », v, y ) £ » y r Z(r, z, », v, y T
- 2
- 2 yJ Do(/?)(r, z, », v, y) A’ » r Z(r, z, », v,y)
- 2 £>3( /?)(;*, z, », v ,y) U(r, z, », v,y)~ ;2 y2
- D5(/?)(r, z, », v ,y) U(r, z, », v ,y ) Y(/\ z, », v ,y) r2
- 2 D<;(/?)(r, z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) Y(r, z, », v, y) /2 y2
- D (R)(r\ z, », v, y) R(r, z, », v, y) A' » Y(r, z, », v, y) r
- £> (/?)(/% z, », v, y) R(r, z, », v, y) A u Y(r, z, », v, y) ry 2
- A u y2 £>s(Z )(r, z, », v, y) Y(r, z, », v, y) r Z(r, z, », v, y)
- A » y4 D ( Z)( r, z, », v, y ) Y( r, z, », v, y ) r Z( r, z, », v, y )
- 2 z, », v, y) U(/\ z, », v, y) r2 Z(r, z, », v, y) y2
- 2 D (/?)(/*, z, », v, y ) R(r, z, », v, y) A2 » 2y Z(r, z, », v ,y)
- 2 y2D^(R)(r, z, », v ,y) U(r, z, », v ,y) R(r, z, », v ,y) A» r 
-2  y3 D^(R) ( r, z, », v, y ) U( r, z, », v, y ) A » r Z( r, z, », v, y )
- 2 D (/?)(r, z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) R(r, z, », v, y) A ». r
- 2 £> (/?)(r, z, », v, y) U(r, z, », v, y) A » y r Z(r, z, », v, y )
+ Z)4(Z )(r, z, », v, y ) A2 m2 y4 Z( r, z, », v, y f
- 2 £>(/?)(/% z, », v, y) A » y Y(r, z, », v, y ) r Z(r, z, », v, y )
- 2 £> (/?)(;% z, », v, y) A » y3 Y(r, z, », v, y) r Z(r, z, », v, y) 
-y 4 D2(/?)(r, z, », v,y) U(r, z, », v ,y ) r  Z(r, z, », v ,y)
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- £>3( V)(r, z, u, v, y) U(r, z, it, v, y ) n Z(r, z, u, v, y)
" d3( V)(r, z, u, v, y) U(r, z, «, v , y) r  Z(r, z, w, v, y) /
‘ 2 £>3( ^)(r, z, it, v, y ) U(r, z, ¿/, v, y) r2 Z(r, z, u, v, y) y1
- A;( V)(r, z, w, v, y) Y(r, z, u, v, y) r  Z{r, z, it, v, y)
- y2 E>3(Z)(r, z, u, v, y) k2 u2 R(r, z, u, v, y) Z(r, z, u, v, y)
+ y2 k2 u2 D4(R)(r, z, u, v, y) R(r, z, u, v, y) Z(r, z, it, v, y)
~ y4 ^ 2( ^)(r, z, u, v, y) r  Z{r, z, it, v, y)“
+ y4 k u D4(R){r, z, it, v, y ) U(r, z, it, v, y) r Z(r, z, it, v, y )
- U( r, z, it, v, y ) k r Z( /\ z, it, v, y f  y4
- D3(R)(r, z, it, v,y) U(r, z, u, v ,yf  r  y4
- y4 £>3(Z)(r, z, u, v, y) k u U(r, z, it, v, y) /• Z(r, z, it, v, y)
~ _ 1
- 2 r  D2( V)(r, z, it, v, y) r  Z(r, z, u, v, y)“
+ R( r, z, u, v, y ) k it y4 Z( r, z, u, v, y )“
+ 2 y3 k2 u2 D4(R)(r, z, it, v, y ) Z(r, z, u, v, y )“ jj (Z(r, z, u, v, y )“ r2 (y2 + 1 )“)
cc4 := - (y2 D5(Z)(r, z, u, v, y) k u Z{r, z, it, v, y)
+ y2 Ds(R)(r, z, u, v,y) U(r, z, it, v, y) r 
+ D5( V)( r, z, it, v, y ) r Z( r, z, u, v, y ) y2 
+ 2 D5(R)( r, z, u, v, y )kuy Z( r, z, u, v, y )
+ D5(R)(r,z, u, v, y) U(r, z, u, v, y) r + £>5( V)(r, z, it, v, y) r Z{r, z, u, v,y)
+ D5(R)(r, z, it, v, y) R(r, z, u, v,y) k «) R(r, z, u, v,y)/(z(r, z, it, v ,y f
(y2 + 1 ) r)
> for i from 1 to nn3 do;cc.(i+nnl+nn2):=factor(co3[i]);od;
cc5 := - z, u, v, y) U(r, z, u, v,yY r
2+ D3(Z)(r, z, it, v, y) U(r, z, it, v,y) r
+ y4 D (R)(f\ z, it, v , y)  U ( r ,  z ,  it, v,y)~ r
+  4 D4(R)(r, z, u, v,y)  R (r, z, u, v, y )  k2 u2 y Z(r, z, it, v,y)
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+  2 D^(R)(r, z, u, v, y) A2 try Z (/\ z, zz, v, y ) ‘
+ 5 k2 u2 D4( R)(r, z, zz, v, y) y2 Z(/\ z, zz, v, y ) ‘
- 2 Z)2( £/)('*, z, zz, v, v) /“ Z(r, z, zz, v, v)‘  V2
- D 3( i/)(r , z, zz, v, v) U(r, z, zz, v, y) r  Z (r, z, zz, v, y) /
+ 2 y2 Z>3(Z )(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, it, v, y)" r2 
+ D5(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) R(/\ z, zz, v, y) A' zz Y(/\ z, zz, v, y ) r
+ ^)5(Z')(r, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz Y(r, z, zz, v, y ) r y2
+ A2 zz2 y2 D3(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) Z(/\ z, zz, v, y)‘
- A zz y2 D{{Z)( /*, z, zz, v, y ) r Z(r, z, zz, v, y)"
- A zz ZP2(/?)( /•, z, zz, 1», y ) r Z( z, zz, v, y )"
- D j( K)( /*, z, zz, v, y ) z2 Z( r, z, zz, v, y )“ y4
- 2 V )(/\  z, zz, v, y) z2 Z (r , z, zz, v, y ) ‘  y 2
- D^RXr,  z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v ,y) z2 Z(r, z, zz, v,y)
+ D̂ ( Z)( z\ z, zz, i\ y ) R( z\ z, zz, v, y ) A zz r Z( z\ z. zz, v, y )
+ Z>3( V)(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r Z(r, z, zz, v, y)‘
-, 2 
+ D4( U){ r, z, zz, V, y) A zz y  r Z( r, z, zz, v, y )
- D 3( i/)(r , z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r Z(r, z, zz, v, y )
- 2 £>5( i / )( /', z, zz, v, y ) Y( r, z, zz, v, y ) r  Z( r, z, zz, v, y ) y2
+ y4 D4( U)(r, z, zz, v, y ) A zz r Z(r, z, zz, v, y )‘
- 2 U( r, z, zz, v, y ) A y r Z( r, z, zz, v, y )“
+ D4( V)(r, z, zz, v, y) R(/\ z, zz, v, y) A zz r Z(z\ z, zz, v, y )
+ D { V)(r, z, it, v, y) R(r, c, zz, v, y)  A zz r Z(r, z, zz, v, y ) y2
- y4 £>,( U){ r, z, zz, v, y ) r  Z( r, z, zz, v, y )‘
+ Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) U (z » ci zz, v, y ) / Z( r, zz, v, y )
+  Z ) , ( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  U (z \  z, zz, v, y  ) r  Z(r, z, zz, v , y) y4
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+ 2 D^(Z)(i\ z, u, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) r  Z(r, z, zz, v, y ) y2 
+ Z)4( V)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(z% z, zz, v, y ) z2 Z(r, z, zz, v, y)
+ 2 y2 Z)3(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y ) R(z% r, zz, v, y) A z/ r
+ 2 D3(Z)(r, z, zz, v ,y)U(r, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A u r
- £>i(/?)(r, z, z/, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) r2 Z(z\ z, z/, v, y ) y4
- 2 Z) (/?)(r, z, w, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) r  Z(/\ z, ¿a v , y) y2
- Z)5( i/)(r, z, zz, v, y) Y(r, z, z/, v,y) /2 Z(r, z, zz, v,y)
- Z>5( i/)(;\ z, zz, v, y) Y( r, z, ẑ , v, y) r  Z(r, z, zz, v, y) y4
- Z),( i/)(r, z, zz, v, y) /“ Z(/\ z, zz, v, y )2 - £>j( V)(/\ z, zz, v, y ) /2 Z(r, z, zz, v, >T
- A' « £>5( )( z, zz, v, V ) Y( /*, z, //, v, y ) r Z( r, z, zz, v, y )
- Dj(R)(r,  z, zz, v, y ) R(/\ z, zz, v,y) A zz rZ(/\ z, //, v,y)
2 - , - ,
+ £> (7?)(/\ z, /a v, v) R(/\ z, zz, v, y) A- zr
4 '
■> -, -,
+ Z>3( Z)( r, z. zz, V, y) R( r, c, zz, v, y ) A- //-
- 2 U( r, z, zz, V, y ) A y3 /• Z( r, z, zz, v, y )2 + 2 R( r, z, zz, v, y ) A u y Z( r, z, zz, v, y )“ 
. + 2 Y( z\ z, zz, v, y ) k zz y2 r Z( /*, z, z/t v, y )2
- 2 u A Y( z\ z, zz, v, y) r Z( z\ z, zz, v, y )2 + 2 R( r, z, zz, v, y ) A u y3 Z( r, z, u, v, y )"
- £>t (/?)(/*, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r Z(r, z, z/, v, y) y2
- y4 A zz D1(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) r Z(r, z, zz, v, y)‘
*■>
+ y2 D3( V)( r, z, zz, v, y ) A u r Z( r, z, z/, v, y )“
+ y2 D^(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r Z(r, z, z/, v, y)
+ y4 D (Z)(r , z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y )‘ z2 
+ 2 D (R)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r 
+ 2 D (/?)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) R(r, z, zz, v, y) A zz r y2 
+ 2 y2 D4( V)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y) z2 Z(r, z, zz, v, y )
+ y4 D ( V)(r, z, zz, v, y) U(r, z, zz, v, y ) z2 Z(r, z, zz, v, y)
- D3( i/)(r, z, zz, v, y ) U(z\ z, zz, v, y ) z2 Z( r, z, zz, v, y )
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+  4 D  (R)(r, z, zz, v, y )  U ( / \  z, zz, v , y )  k u y r Z ( r , z, zz, v, y )
+  4  D 4 ( R ) ( r , z, /a  v, y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  A' zz y 3 r  Z ( r ,  z , zz, v, y  )
- 2  ( / ? ) ( / * ,  z, //, v , y )  A' u y  r Z ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) “
- 2  ( / ? ) ( / * ,  z, zz, v, y  ) A' zz y 3 r Z (  r, z, zz, v, y )
+  Z>5( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, v )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  Y ( / \  z , za v, y )  r 2 
+  Z>5( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  Y ( / \  z, zz, v, y )  r 2 /
+  2  £>5( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y  ) U ( r ,  z , zz, v , y )  Y ( r ,  z, w, v, y  ) r  y2
- y 2 A' u  D 5 (  R  )( z, zz, v, y  ) Y (  r , z, zz, v, y ) r  Z( /•, z, //, v, y  )
- y 2  k  zz D 0( R ) { r ,  z, zz, v, y )  /* Z ( / \  z, zz, v, y )~
+  2 Z>4( V )(  r , z. za v, v )  A' zz y  r  Z (  r, z, za v, y  ) “
+  2 £>4( V )(  z\ z, z/, v, y  ) k u  y 3 r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) “
+  2  Z>4(7 ? ) (  r , z, za v, y )  U ( r ,  z, za v , y ) ‘  /“  v2
- 2  £>3( £ / ) (> \  z, zz, v, v ) U ( / \  z, z/, v, y )  /“  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  y2
- y 2 £>3( i / ) (  /% z, zz, v, y )  R ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  A' zz r  Z( r, z, zz, v, y  )
+  2  Z>4( Z ) ( /*, z, z/, v, y ) A~ z/2 y3 Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y  ) “ j / ( Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) “ z2 ( y 2 +  1 ) “ )
cc6 := ( y 2 Z>5( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v , y ) R ( r ,  z, zz, v , y )  /•
+  y2 D 5 ( Z ) ( r ,  z, zz, v, y  ) A' u  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) ‘
2 -,
+  £> ( V ) {  r, z, zz, V, y  ) r  Z (  r, z , zz, v, y  ) y~
+  y 2 D S ( R ) ( r, z, zz, v, y  ) U ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) r  Z ( r ,  z, zz, v, y  )
- £><.( i / ) (  /*, z, zz, v, y  ) R ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  r Z ( r , z, zz, v, y ) y 2
*■)
+  2 D  ( ) (  /*, z, zz, v, y  ) A' zz y  Z (  r , z, zz, v, y  )"
+  D 5 ( Z ) ( r , z, zz, v, y )  R ( r ,  z , zz, v, y ) * ” A'm 
+  D 5 ( Z ) ( r , 2, zz, v, y )  U ( r ,  z, zz, v, y )  R ( r ,  z, zz, v, y ) r
- Z)5( U)( r, z, zz, v, y  ) R (  r, z, zz, v, y  ) r  Z (  r, z, zz, v, y )
+ D5(V)(r,  z, zz, v, y) r Z (r , z, zz, v ,y )“
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+ D (R)(r% z, u, v, y) U(rf z, u% v, y ) r Z(r, z, //, v, y) 




Z(/\ z, w, v, y)‘
> #
> # STEP 7
> #
# Note that the infinitesimal of v, namely 
#V(r,z,u,v,y) can be obtained using the remaining invariant 
#surface conditions with vr and vz arê  already given in 
#Step 5. The other two invariant surface conditions for u and y 
#are already included in STEP 5.
> #
> VV:=factor(Z(r,z,u,v,y)*vz+R(r,z,u,v,y)*vr);
W  := - (z (r , z, it, v, y f  k u y2 + R(r, z, //, v, y ) U( r, z, u, v, y) r y2 
+ R(r, z, it, v, y) U(r, z, u, v, y) r + R(r, z, //, v, y)“ £ «
+ 2 R(r, z, it, v, y ) k u y  Z (r, z, u, v, y ))/(> ' (y: + 1) Z( r, z, u, v, y ))
> for i from 1 to NN do:cca.i:=factor(cc.i):od:
> for i from 1 to NN do:ccca.i:=factor(numer(cca.i)):od:
> V:=(r,z,u,v,y)->VV;readIib(D);
V:=(r,  z, u, v,y) W
proc(f:(equation,algebraic,procedure.army,list,set})... end
> for i from 1 to NN do:ccb.i:=factor(ccca.i):od:
> for i from 1 to NN do:ccc.i:=factor(ccb.i):od:
> #
> #  STEP 8
> #
# NOTE that the expressions for ccc3 and ccc4 from
# the previous step are sometimes interchanged but the expression 
#that we are supposed to use in our calculation for U(r,z,u,v,y) in 
#the following step is the simpler expression of the two.
> #
> UU:=solve(ccc4,U(r,z,u,v,y));
UU (y2 D5(Z)(r, z, u, v, y) k u Z(/% z, u, v, y
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+ 2 £>5(R)(r,  z, zz, v, y ) A u y Z(r, z, zy, v, y)
+ DS(R ) (r, z, zy, v, .v) R( t\ z, zy, v, y ) k u) / (
V2 D 5( R  ) (  r, z, zy, v, y ) r +  D s ( R  )(  r, z, zz, v, y ) r)
> U:=(r,z,u,v,y)->UU;readlib(D);
U := (r, z, zz, v, y) -> UU
proc(f:(equation.algebraic.procedure,array,list,set}) ... end
> for i from 1 to 6 do;ccd.i:=factor(ccc.i);od;
cedi := (D i(Z )(r, z, zy, v, y) r y4 Ds(R)(r% z, zz, v ,y) D5(Z )(r, z, zy, v, y)
+ D4(Z )(r, z, zy, v ,y ) k uy4 D5(Z) ( i\ z, zz, v,y)~
+ 2 Dj(Z )(r, z, zz, v, y) ry 3 £>5( /?)(/*, z, zz, v, yT
+ 2 D4(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) A' zz y3 £>5(/?)(r, z, //, v, y) £>5(Z)(r, z, zy, v, y) 
+ D l(Z)(r, z, zy, v, y) rD 5(/?)(r, z, zy, v ,y )y 2 D$(Z)(r, z, zy, v,y)
- A' Z(r, z, zy, v, y) D5(R)(r , z, zz, v, y) V2 I>5(Z )(r, z, zy, v, y)
- D3(Z )(r, z, zy, v, y) A'zy D5(/? )(r , z, zz, v, y) y2 Z>5(Z )(r, z, zy, v, y)
+ k u D4(R)(r> z, zz, v, y) Z>5(/?)(r, 2, zz, v, y) y2 D5(Z)(r, z, zy, v, y)
- R(r, z, zz, v, y) y2 D5(R)(r, z, zz, v, y )‘
+ D j( /? )(r, z, zz, v, y ) r D 5(R)(r, z, zz, v, y )“ y2
- 2 A Z(/\ z, zy, v, y ) D5(/?)(r, z, zy, v, y )“ y
- 2 Y( r, z, zy, v, y ) y r £>5( /? )( r, z, zy, v, y )‘
+ 2 D 1(Z )(r, z, zz, v, y) r D^R)(r,  z, zz, v, y )“ y 
-2  Z)3(Z)(/*; z, z/, v, y ) A zy £>5(7?)( z\ z, zy, v, y )~ y 
+ D 1 (/? )( /*, z, zz, v, y ) r Z>5( /? )( r, z, zz, v, y )“
- R(;\ z, zz, v, y) Z>5(/?)(r, z, zz, v, y X
- Z>3(/?)(r, z, zz, v, y) A zy D5(R)(r, z, zz, v, y f
- kD5(R)( r, z, zz, v, y f  R( r, z, zz, v, y ) ) Z( r, z, zz, v, y )2 A u j  
Ds(R)(r, z, zz, v, y )“
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[D (Z)(/\ z, zz, v, y) v + D (R)(r, z, u, v, v) j Z(r, z, u, v,y) ku
ccd2 := — ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D5(R)(r, z, u, v,y)
ccJ i := u D4(R)( i\ z, zz, v ,y )y 3 Z>5( /? ) ( /% z, zz, v ,y) D^Z)(r,  z, zz, v,y)
- D3(Z)(r,  z, zz, v, y) /: m j3 Ds(R)(r, z, zz, v, y) D^Z){i\ z, it, v, y)
- D2(R)(r, z, zz, v,y) rD 5( /?)(/•, z, zz, v, y ) y3 Z>5(Z )(r . z, zz, v,y)
+ y3 D2(Z) ( i\ z, zz, v, y ) r /)5(/?)(r, z, zz, v,yX
+ D3(R)(r,  z, zz, v, y) k it y3 Z>5(Z ) (r, z, zz, v, y X
- kZ(r,  z, zz, v, y) D5(/?)(r, z, zz, v, y )y 3 Ds(Z)(r, z, it, v, y)
- R( r, z, u, v, y ) y3 DS(R)( r, z, it, v, y T
- y3 Z>4(Z)(/% z, zz, v, y) k u A .(/?)(/% z, //, v, y )“
+ 2 D3(R)(r, z, it, v, y) /: u y2 D5(R )(/•, z, zz, v, y) D^{Z)(r, z, u, v, y)
- 2 k Z( r, z, zz, v, y ) Z)5(/?)( r, z, u, v, y )“ y2
- 2 D3(Z)(r, z, zz, v, y) £ zz y2 Z>5(/?)(/; z, u, v, y)~
- D2{R){r, z, z/, v, y) rD 5( /?)(;*, z, //, v, y )y  D^{Z){r, z, it, v,y)
- R(r, z, u, v,y) y D5(R)(r, z, u, v, y ) ‘  - kD5(R)(r, z, it, v, y )“ R(r, z, zz, v, y )y  
+ y D 2(Z)(r, z, zz, v,y) r £>5( /?)(/•, z, zz, v, yX
+ 2 Y(r, z, zz, v, y ) r D5(/?)( /*, z, zz, v, y )“ j Z( r, z, zz, v, y )“ y £ zz j 
D$(R){r, z, zz, v,yX
ccd4 := 0
cor/5 := - (-£>,(/?)(r, z, z/, v, y) r Z(/\ z, zz, v, y) £>5( /?)(;-, z, zz, v, y )“ y2
2
+ 2 Z>5(/?)(/% z, //, v, y )“ y Z(/-, z, z/, v, y) R(r, z, u, v, y)
- Ds(R)(r , z, z/, v, y )3 Y(r, z, z/, v, y) r
+ 2R (r , z, u, v, y) y3 Z(r, z, it, v, y ) D5(/?)(r, z, u, v, y )2
- D2(R)(r, z, u, v,y) rZ(r,  z, it, v, y) D ^^X r, z, it, v , y f
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- D5(R)(r, z, u, v, v )3 Y (r , z, u, v, y )  r y2
+ 4 ky2 Z (r ,  z, u, v ,y )“ £>5( / ? ) ( r, z, « , v, y ) “
■ 2 Y ( r , : , u ,  v ,y )  /* Z(/\  z, « , v ,y )  £>5( R)(i\ z, /a v ,y T  
- y 4 D l( Z ) ( r ,  z, u, v ,y )  r Z (r ,  z, ¿a v, y )  £>5(tf )(/\ z, /a  v , y ) ‘
- y 2 £>i( Z ) ( r ,  z, /a  v, y )  r Z ( r ,  z, /a v, y  ) Z>5( /?)(/% z, //, v, y ) ‘
- 2 Dn(Z)(r, z, za v, y )  r Z (r , z, za v, y ) Z>5( /? ) ( r ,  z, za v, yT y 3 
+ 2 Y (r , z, u, v, y )  y 2 r Z (r , z, za v, y )  D^{R){ry z, za v, y)‘
+ £>4( )( z, //, v, y ) A u D5(R)(  r, z, za v, y ) “ y 2 Z( r, z, //, v\ y )
+ D4(R)(r, z, za v, y ) A' zzy4 D5(Z)(r, z, za v, y ) ‘  Z(/\ z. za v, y )
+ 2 D 4(Z ) ( r ,  z, za v, y )  Azzy3 Z (r , z, za v, y )  D${R){r, z, u, v,yT 
+ 2 D3(R)(r, z, za v, y ) A u y Z ( /*, z, za v, y )  Z>5( /? ) (r ,  z, u, v, y ) “
+ 5 D 3( Z ) ( r ,  z, za v, y )  A u Ds(R)(ry z, u, v, y ) ‘ y 2 Z (r , z, za v, y )
-  2 £ > s ( Z ) (  r, z, / / .  v, y )  Y (r , z, za  v, y )  r D f ( / ?  ) (r , z, za  v, y ) “  y 
+ Z>3( Z ) ( r ,  z , - za  v, y )  A zv y 4 D 5(Z ) ( r ,  z, za  v, y ) ‘  Z(/\ z, za v, y )
- 2 D 5( Z ) ( r ,  Z, za V, y )  Y (/\ z, za v, y )  rDs(R)(r, z, u, v , y )  y 3
- Z>5( Z ) (  z\ z, /■/, v, y ) “ Y ( r, z, »a v, y ) r £>5( /? )(  r, z, za v, y ) y 2 + 4 
D 3( Z ) ( r ,  z, //, v, y )  A z/y3 £>5( Z ) ( r ,  z, //, v, y )  Z (r , z, za v, y )  Z>5( /? ) (r ,
- Ds(Z){r, z, u, v, y T  Y (r , z, za v,y) r D5(R)(r, z, u, v , y ) y 4
- 2 D  (Z )( /\  z, /a  v, y )  r Z (r , z, //, v, y ) £>5(/? )(/\  z, za v, y T y
+ D{{R){r, z, u, v, y ) r Z (r , z, « , v, y) D5(R)(r, z, //, v, y ) y 4 Z>5(Z ) ( r ,
- D^(Z)(r, z, u, v, y )  /’ Z (r , z, //, v, y )  D 5( /? ) ( r ,  z, «, v, y ) y 2 Z>5(Z ) ( r ,
- D , ( Z ) ( r ,  z, /a  v , y )  /• Z (r , z, « , v, y )  D 5( /? ) ( r ,  z, w, v , y )  y 4 D 5( Z ) ( r ,
+ 2 kyZ(r, z, u, v, y )  D 5( /? ) ( r ,  z, « , v , y ) “ R (r , z, //, v , y )
+ 2 A y 3 Z (r ,  z, /a v , y T  Ds(R)(ry z, u, v, y) Ds(Z)(rt z, u, v, y )
u, v, y)
. JA v,y) 
w, v,y) 
v,y)
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+ D{(R)(r, z, u, v, y) r Z(r, z, u, v, y) D5(R)(ì\ 
j Z(r, z, u, v, v) k u D5(R)(r> z, u, v, y)~
u, v, y) .v2 D5(Z)(i\ z, u, v, v)
ccd6 := - (D 5(Z )(/ \  z, u, v , y )  y  + Ds(R)(r, z, u, v, y ) ) “ Z ( r ,  z, u, v, y )  R ( r ,  z, u, v, y )  
k u I [D5(R)(r, z, u, v, y ))
> #
>#================================================
> #  STEP 9
> #
#R(r,z,u,v,y) and Z(r,z,u,v,y), the infinitesimals




R:=(r, z, u, v, y) -> -y £>5(<2)(/\ z, u, v, y) + Q (z , //, v, y)
proc(f:{equon'on.algcbmic.pmccdurc.nrrny.hsi.sctj)... end
> Z:=(r,z,u,v,y)->D[5](Q)(r,z,u,v,y);readlib(D);
Z := £ » ,(2 )
proc(f:(equation.algebraic.procedure.array.list.set)) ... end
> #  STEP 10
> #
#We have found an expression for Y(r,z,u,v,y), the 
#infinitesimal of y and it is given by YY.
#Note that expressions for cce 1 and cce2 are not fixed 
#but this is not a problem because one of the two 
#expressions is equal to zero and the non-zero expression 
#is the one which is used in the following calculation.
> #
> for i from 1 to 6 do;cce.i:=factor(ccd.i);od;
ccel := {-k u y £>4( g)(r, z, u, v, y) + y3 Z>5( Q){r, z, u, v, y) - y2 Q(rf z, //, v, y)
+ ry2Dl(Q){r, z, u, v,y) - 2 Y(r, z, m, v,y) y r + r D^QXr, z, u, v,y) 
+ y Dt.(Q)(r, z, U, V, y) - Q(r, z, w, v, y) - £z/ D3(Q)(r, z, u, v,y)
- * Q(/\ z, w, v, y)) £>5(Q)(/\ z, a, v,yT k u
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cce2 := 0
cce3 :=y (-A u y2 £>4(Q)( r, z, u, v, y ) + r y2 Z>2( 2  X r, z,u,v,y)
-kuy  £>?(Q)(r, z, it, v,y) +y4 D5(Q)(r, z, u, v, y ) - y3 Q( z ,  u, v,y) 
+ r D̂ ( Q )( r, z, u, v, y ) + y2 Z)f( 2  )( s. w, v, V ) - y Q( r, ^ ^ v, y)
- Ay QO, z, //, v, y) + 2 Y(r, z, «, v, y) r) D$(Q)(r, z, z/, v,yX Aw
:= 0
cc£5 := D5(Q){r, z, //, v,y)“ (ry3 D{{Q)(r, z, it, v,y) + 2 y4 D5(Q)(r, z, //, v,y)
- 2 y3 Q( r, z, //, v, y ) + r £>,( 2  )( r, z, u, v, y ) + 2 y2 £>5( Q )( r, z, //, v, y )
- 2 y Q( r, z, //, v, y ) + r y D{ ( Q )( i\ z, //, v, y ) + /* y2 Ẑ2( 2  )( ̂  ^ ^ v )
- 2 A' y Q( z, u, v, y ) + 2 Y( r, z, w, v, y ) r -2 kit y2 D4( 2 )( ^ ^ ^ >' )
-2 kuy D?( 2 )( /*, c, z/,v,y)-2Y( /; z, //, v, y ) y2 rj k it
cce6 0
> YY:=soIve(ccel,Y(r,z,u,v,y));
YY := 1 ( -A-1/ y Z>4( 2 )( r, z. u, v, y ) + y3 £>_,( 2  )( r, z. u. v. y ) - y2 Q( r, z, u, v, y )
+ r. >- D ( Q )( r, z, a, v, y ) + r £>, ( Q )( r, -, v, y ) + y D,( 2 )( r, z. «, v, y )




> for i from 1 to 6 do;ccf.i:=factor(cce.i);od;
cefi := 0
ccf2 0
ccf3 := (y2 + 1 ) (y3 B^Q){r, z, u, v,y) -y2 Q(r, z, u, v, y) +y D5(Q){r, z, m, v,y) 
+ rD2{Q)(r, z, it, v,y)y - k it y D4(Q)(r, z, it, v,y) - Q(r, z, «, v,y)
- A' // D3(Q)(r, z, it, v, y ) - A Q(r, z, //, v, y) + rDx(Q)(r, z, u, v, y))
D5{Q)(r,z,u,v,yY ku
ccf4 := 0
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ccf5 := (y2 + 1 ) ( y3 £>,.(Q)(r, z, iu v,y ) - y2 Q(r, z, «, v, .v) + V £>5( 2 )(r, z, //, v, v) 
+ r D̂ (Q)(i\ z, //, v,y) y - k u y D4(2 )(A z, «, v, y) - Q(A z, u, v, v) 
-ku.D3(Q)( r, z, m, v, y ) - £ Q( /', z, w, v, y ) + r D{ ( Q )( r, z, //, v, y ) )






INFINITESIMAL GENERATORS are further simplified.
#The infinitesimals RR, ZZ, UU, VV and YY are all 
#expressed in terms of Q(r,z,u,v,y).
#The remaining equation (REMeqn) is a linear 
#first order partial differential equation and it is 
#solved in Section 5.2 of this thesis.
> #
> RR:=simpIify(R(r,z,u,v,y));
RR := -y Ds( Q)(/\ z, //, v, y) + Q( A z, u, v, y )
> ZZ:=simpIify(Z(r,z,u,v,y));
ZZ:=D5{Q)(r , z, m v,y)
> UU:=simplify(U(r,z,u,v,y));
UU:=
k u Q(r, z, m v, y) 
r ( y 2+ 1)
> VV:=simpIify(V(r,z,u,v,y));
W  := -
y Q(a z, //, v, y) k u 
r( y2 + l)
> YY:=simp!ify(Y(r,z,u,v,y));
y y  :=  i  ( -Jfc « y Z>4( 2  )( A z, //, v, y ) +  y3 £\.( Q )( r, z, //, v, y ) - y2 Q( r, z, u, v, y )
+ /-y2 T>j(2)(^ z, m, v,y) + rDl(2)(/’, z, //, v,y) + y £>5( 2 )(a z, w, v,y) 
- Q(a z, t/, v,y) - k u D3(Q)(r, z, //, v, y) - k Q(r, z, u, v, y))/(ry)
> #  .
> REMeqn := -yA3*((D[5])(Q))(r,z,u,v j)+ y A2*Q(r,z,u,v,y)-y*((D[5])(




REMeqn := -y3 £>5( Q )( z, //, v, y ) + y 2 Q( r, z, //, v, y ) - y £>5( 2 ) (  /\ z, w, v, y )
+ kuyD4(Q)(r, //, v, y) -rD2(Q)(r u, v, y ) y + A « £>3( Q )( r, z, //, v, y )
+ k Q(r, z, w, v ,y) - r D j(2 ) (r , , w, v, y) + Q(/\ m, v, y)
> #
> #
#THE REMAINING EQUATION (REMeqn) IS USED 
#TO SIMPLIFY YY YIELDING EQUATION YYS. 
> #
> QQ:=soIve(REMeqn=0,Q(r,z,u,v,y)); 
QQ := - (■-v3D}(Q)(/•, z.u,v,y)-yDs(Q)(r, :
- r D 2(Q )( r, z, u, v, y ) y + k u D̂ { Q )( r,
w, v, y ) + k u y D (Q)(i\ z, w, v, y ). - 4 •
, //, v, v) - r D^(Q)(r, z, //, v, y ) ) / (
y2 + A + 1 )
> YYS:=simplify(subs(Q(r,z,u,v,y)=QQ,YY));
YYS :=- -D 2(Q)0\ iu v, y)
>
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> # STEP 1
> #
#VELOCITY EQUATIONS







r (y2 + 1)
uz := U
> vz:=-k;f:uif:yA2/(r;!:(yA2+l));
k  u  y 2
'  /■ ( y 2 + l )
> vr:=-U-2ii;kii:u:{cy/(r:!:(yA2+l));
vr := - U - 2










dr :=  proc(J)
difjìf, r)+di/Jlf, u ) *ur+diff(f,y) *yr+ 




dz :=  proc(f)
di£f(f,z)+difM  u) *uz+dijf(fy) *yz + 
d ifflf U) *( Uz+Uit *uz+Uv -  + Uy *yz)
end
> #
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> #
>#============= === === == === === === == === === =
># STEP 3
> #
#Operate the differential operators on the velocity 
#equations in STEP 1 to get expressions for urz 
#uzr, vrz and vzr.
> #
> urz:=factor(dz(ur));
k ( U y2 + U - 2 it y yz)
" / - ( r + D 2
> uzr:=factor(dr(uz));
uzr := - (
-Ur r y  - Ur r + Uu k u + Uv U r y~ + Uv U r + 2 Uv k u y - Uy yr r y~ - Uy yr r 
)/( '■  (v~ + I ))
> vrz:=factor(dz(vr));
vrz := - (2 ky3 U + 2 k y U - 2 k it yz y2 + 2 k it yz + Uz r _y4 + 2 Uzr y2 + Uzr 
+ Uu Ur yA + 2 Uu U r y2 + Uu U r - Uv k it y4 - Uv k it y2 + Uy yz r y4
+ 2 Uy yz r y: + Uy yz r )/ [ r (y2+ 1)”)
> vzr:=factor(dr(vz));
k u y ( y3 + y + ky -2 yr r) 
vzr ----- :— :---- 1--------:------ :------




> # STEP 4
> #
#Apply die COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS.
#That is, urz=uzr and vrz=vzr
> #
> coml:=factor(urz-uzr);
coml := - (k Uy~ + k U - 2 k u y yz + Ur r y4 + 2 Ur r y2 + Ur r - Uu k u y2 - Uu k u 
- U v U r y 4-2 UvUry2- Uv U r -2 Uv k uy* -2 Uv k uy + Uyyrry4 
+ 2 Uy yr r y2 + Uy yr r )/(/• ( y2 + 1 )2)
> com2:=factor(vrz-vzr);
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com2 := - (2 r k y3 U + 2 r k y U - 2 r k u yz y2 + 2 r k u yz + Uz r2 y4 + 2 Uz t2 y2 
+ Uzn + Uu U r  y4 + 2 Uu U r2 y2 + Uu U t2 - r Uv k u y4 - r Uv k u y2 
+ Uyyzr2 y4 + 2 Uy yz r  y2 + Uy yz r  + k u y4 + k u y2 + k2 y2 u -2  k u y yr r)
/ ( ^ c y  + i r )
> #
> #
> #====== ==================^ ==============
> # STEP 5
> #
#Use the results from STEP 4 to find yr and yz 
> #
> for i from 1 to 2 do;coma.i:=factor(numer(com.i));od;
cornai := -k Uy2- k U  + 2k u y yz - Ur r y4 -2 Ur r y2 - Ur r + Uu k u y2 + Uu k u 
+ Uv U r y4 + 2 Uv U r y2 + Uv U r + 2 Uv k u y3 + 2 Uv k u y - Uy yr r y4 
- 2 Uy yr r yr - Uy yr r
coma2 := -2 r k y3 U - 2 r ky U +2 r k u yz y2 -2  rk u yz - Uz r2 y4 - 2 Uz r2 y2 - Uz r2
- Uu U /“  y 4 - 2 Uu U i2 y2 - Uu U i2 + r Uv k u y4 + r Uv k u y 2 - Uy yz r2 y4
- 2 Uy yz r  y 2 - Uy yz i2 - k u y4 - k u y 2 - k2 y2 u + 2 k u y yr r
>  yyza:=soIve(comal,yz);
yyza := - ^ (-k U y2 - k U - Ur r y4 - 2 Ur r y2 - Ur r + Uu k u y2 + Uu k u + Uv U r y 4
+ 2 Uv U r y2 + Uv U r + 2 Uv k u y3 + 2 Uv k u y - Uy yr r y4 - 2 Uy yr r y2
- Uy yr r)/ ( k u y )
> coma2a:=factor(subs(yz=yyza,coma2));
coma2a := - j  ( 2 k2 u2 y5 + 2 k2 u2 y 3 + 2 k? y 3 u2 + 2 r k2 y4 U u + 4 r k2 y2 U u
+ 2Uzr2y5 k u + 4 Uz i2 y3 ku + 2 Uz i2 k u y + 2 Uu U r  y5 k u 
+ 4 Uu U i2 y 3 k u + 2  Uu U i2 k u y + 2 r Uv k2 u2 y5 -2 r Uv k2 u2 y 3
- 4 k2 u2 y 2 yr r - 2 r2 y6 k u Ur -2 r  y 4 k u Ur + 2 r2 y 2 k u Ur + 2 r y4 k2 u2 Uu 
+ 2 i2 y6 k u U v U + 2 r  y 4 k u Uv U -2 r  y2 k u Uv U - 2 r  y 6 k u Uy yr
. 2 r  y 4 k u Uy yr + 2 r  y2 k u Uy yr + 2 r k2 u U +2 r  k u Ur - 2 r k2 u2 Uu
- 2 r  k u Uv U - 4 r k2 u2 Uv y + 2 r2 k u Uy yr + Uy y6 r  kU + 3 Uy y4 r2 k U 
+ Uy y* t3 Ur + 4 Uy y 6 i3 Ur + 6 Uy y 4 13 Ur - Uy y 6 r  Uu k u
- 3 Uy y 4 r  Uu k u - Uy y* r3 Uv U - 4 Uy y° t3 Uv U - 6 Uy y 4 13 Uv U
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-2  Uy y1 r  Uv k u - 6 Uy y5 i2 Uv k u + Uy2 y8 /'3 yr + 4 Uy2 y6 r3 yr 
+ 6 Uy2 y4 r3 yr + Uy i3 Ur + Uy2 i3 yr + 3 Uy y2 r  k U + 4 Uy y2 r3 Ur 
- 3 Uy y2 r  Uu k it - 4 Uy y2 r3 Uv U - 6 Uy y3 r  Uv k u + 4 Uy2 y2 r3 yr 
+ Uy J2  k U - Uy r2 Uu k u - Uy i3 Uv U -  2 Uy r  Uv k it y )/ (k u y)
> yyra:=soIve(coma2a,yr);
yyra := - ( 2 kr u2 y5 + 2 k2 u2 y3 + 2 k3 y3 u2 + 2 r k2 y4 U u + 4 r k2 y2 U u 
+ 2 Uz r  y5 k it + 4 Uz t~ y3 k it + 2 Uz i2 k u y + 2 Uu U i2 y3 k u 
+ 4 Uu U i~ y3 k u + 2 Uu U /“  k u y + 2 r Uv k2 u2 y3 - 2 r Uv k2 u2 y3
- 2 r2 y6 k it Ur - 2 r  y4 k u Ur + 2 r2 y2 k it Ur + 2 ry4 k2 u2 Uu
+ 2 r  /  k it U vU +2 r  y4 k u Uv U - 2 r  y2 k u Uv U + 2 r k2 u U 
+ 2 n  k it Ur - 2 /• k2 it2 Uu -2  r  k u UvU- 4 r k2 u2 Uv y + Uy y6 /- k U 
+ 3 Uy y4 r~ k U + Uy y8 13 Ur + 4 Uy y° t3 Ur + 6 Uy y4 13 Ur - Uy y6 r2 Uu k it
- 3 Uy y412 Uu k u - Uy y813 Uv U - 4 Uy y6 r3 Uv U - 6 Uy y4 r  Uv U
- 2 Uy y7 /-  Uv kit - 6 Uy y5 r  Uv k u + Uy t3 Ur + 3 Uy y2 r2 k U
+ 4 Uy y~ i3 Ur - 3 Uy y212 Uu k u - 4 Uy y213 Uv U - 6 Uy y3 12 Uv k u 
+ Uy r  k U - Uy r  Uu k u - Uy r  Uv U - 2 Uy r2 Uv k it y ) / (  Uy2 r
- 4 k2 u2 y2 r - 2 r2 y6 k u Uy - 2 r  y4 k it Uy + 2 r  y2 k u Uy + 2 r  k u Uy 
+ Uy2 y813' + 4 Uy2 y6 r3 + 6 Uy2 y4 i3 + 4 Uy2 y2 13 )
> yyz:=simplify(subs(yr=yyra,yyza)); 
yyz := ( 2 k~ U y3 u + 2 k U y7 r Uy + 6 k U )3 r Uy + 6 k U y3 r Uy + 2 k U y r Uy 
+ 2 k~ U u y + 2 Ur r y3 k it +4  Ur r y3 k u + 2 Ur r k u y - 2 Uu k2 u2 y3
- 2 Uu h  ir y -2  Uv U r y5 k it - 4 Uv U r y3 k it - 2 Uv U r k it y -4  Uv k2 u2 y4
- Uv k u y8 r Uy - 3 Uv k u y6 r Uy - 3 Uv k it y4 r Uy - Uv k u y2 r Uy
- 4 Uv k~ ir y~ + Uy y8 k u + 3 Uy y6 k u + Uy y6 k2 it + Uy y8 Uz i2 
+ 4 Uy y6 U zr + 6 Uy y4 Uz t2 + i/y y8 Uu U r2 + 4 Uy y6 Uu U i2 
+ 6 Uy y4 Uu U r2 + 3 Uy y4 k u + 2 Uy y4 k2 it + 4 Uy y2 Uz i2
+ 4 Uy y2 Uu U r2 + Uy k it y2 + Uy k2 y2 u + Uy Uz r  + Uy Uu U r)/ (-U y2 r  
+ 4 k~ ir y~ + 2 r y6 k u Uy + 2 r y4 k u Uy -2  r y2 k u Uy -2  r k it Uy - Uy2 y8 r2
- 4 Uy2 y° r  - 6 Uy2 y4 r  - 4 Uy2 y2 12 )
>  yyr:=simplify(yyra);
yyr := ( 2 k2 u2 y5 + 2 k2 u2 y3 + 2 k3 y3 u2 + 2 r k2 y4 U it + 4 r k2 y2 U u + 2 U z r y 5 ku 
+ 4 U zr  y3 ku + 2 Uz i2 k u y + 2 Uu U r  y5 k u + 4 Uu U r2 y3 k u
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+ 2 Uu U r  k it y + 2 r Uv k2 u2 y5 -2  r Uv k2 ir y3 -2  r  y6 k u Ur
- 2 r2 y4 k u Ur + 2 r  y2 k it Ur + 2 r  y4 k2 u2 Uu. + 2 r2 y6 k u Uv U
+ 2 r  y4 k u Uv U -2  r  y2 ku Uv U +2 r k2 uU + 2 r  ku Ur-2  r k2 u2 Uu
- 2 r2 k u Uv U - 4 r k2 u2 Uv y + Uy y6 i2 kU  + 3 Uy y4 r2 k U + Uy y8 r3 Ur 
+ 4 Uyy6 i3 Ur + 6 Uy y4 t3 Ur - Uy y6 r  Uu. k u - 3 Uy y4 r  Uu k u
- Uy y* i3 Uv U - 4 Uyy6 r3 Uv U - 6 Uy y413 Uv U - 2 Uyy1 r2 Uv k u
- 6 Uyy5 r2 Uv k u + Uy i3 Ur + 3 Uyy2 r2 k U +4 Uyy2 13 Ur
- 3 Uy y2 r  Uu k u - 4 Uy y2 13 Uv U - 6 Uy y3 r2 Uv k u + Uy r2 k U
- Uy r  Uu k u - Uy i3 Uv U - 2 Uy r2 Uv k u y )/ {r { -U f  n  + 4 k2 u2y2 
+ 2 r y6 k u Uy + 2 r _y4 k u Uy - 2 r _y2 k it Uy -2  r k u Uv - Uv2 y8 r





#Simplify the expressions for yr and yz 
#nyz=numerator of yz, dyz=denominator of yz 
#nyr=numerator or yr, dyi-denominator of yr 
> #
> nyz:=numer(yyz);dyz:=denom(yyz);
nyz 2 k~ U y3 u + 2 k U y1 r Uy + 6 k U y5 r Uv + 6 k U y3 r Uv + 2 k U y r Uv 
+ 2 k~ U u y + 2 Ur r y5 k it + 4 Ur r y3 k it + 2 Ur r k u y - 2 Uu kr it2 v3
- 2 Uu k2 it2 y -2  UvU ry5 k it -4  Uv U r y3 k u - 2 Uv U r k it y - 4 Uv k2 u2 y4
- Uv k u y8 r Uy - 3 Uv k u y6 r Uy - 3 Uv k it y4 r Uv - Uv k u y2 r Uv
- 4 Uv k2 it2 y2 + Uy y8 k it + 3 Uy y6 k u + Uy y6 k2 it + Uy y8 Uz r  
+ 4 Uy y6 Uz r- + 6 Uy y4 Uz r2 + Uy y8 Uu U t2 + 4 Uv v6 Uu U r2 
+ 6 Uyv4 Uu Ur2 + 3 Uyy4 ku + 2 Uyy4 k2 u + 4 Uyy2 Uz r2
+ 4 Uy y2 Uu U r2 + Uy k it y2 + Uy k2 y2 it + Uy Uz r  + Uy Uu U r
dyz -Uy2 r  + 4 k~ ir y  + 2 ry6 k it Uy + 2 ry4 k u Uy -2 r y2 k it Uy -2  r k it Uy 
- Uy2 y812 - 4 Uy2 y6 r  - 6 Uy2 y4 r2 - 4 Uy2 y2 r2
> nyr:=numer(yyr);dyr:=expand(denom(yyr));
nyr := 2 k2 u2 y5 + 2 k2 u2 y3 + 2 k3 .y3 it2 + 2 r k2 /  U u + 4 r k2 y2 U u + 2 Uz r2 y5 k u 
+ 4 Uz r  y3 ku + 2 Uz r2 k it y + 2 Uu U r  y5 k it + 4 Uu U r2 y 3 k u
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+ 2U u U rku y  + 2 r Uv k2 ir y5 - 2 /• Uv k2 ir y3 - 2 r  y6 k u Ur 
. 2 r y 4 k u Ur + 2 r  y2 k u Ur + 2 r y4 k2 ir Uu + 2 r2 y6 kuUvU 
+ 2 r2 y4 k u Uv U - 2 r  y2 k uUv U +2 r k2 u U + 2 r  k u Ur-2 r k2 u2 Uu 
- 2 r 2kuUvU-4rk2u2Uvy + Uy y6 r k U  + 3 Uy y4 r k U +  Uy y813 Ur 
+ 4 Uy v6 i3 Ur + 6 Uy y4 A Ur - Uy yfl r  Uu k it - 3 Uy y4 r2 Uu k u 
-U yys i3 UvU -4 Uy y6 r3 Uv U - 6 Uy y4 r3 Uv U - 2 Uy y1 r2 Uv k u
- 6 Uy y5 r  Uv k u +  Uy i3 U r+ 3 Uy y2 r k U  + 4 Uy >“ i3 Ur
- 3 Uy y  r  Uu k u - 4 Uy y' r3 Uv U - 6 Uy y3 r2 Uv k u + Uy r2 k U
- Uy r  Uu k u - Uy i3 U v U -2 Uy r2 Uv k u y
dvr := -Uy2 i3 + 2 r  v6 k u Uy - 6 Uy2 y 4 i3 - 2 r  k u Uy + 2 r  yJ k u Uy - 4 Uy y~ i3
- 2 r  y2 k u Uy - Uy2 y 8 ;-3 - 4 Uy y6 13 + 4 k2 ir y2 r
> #
> #
> # STEP 7
> #
SFuiiher sim plification o f  expressions for yz and yr, 
#by grouping together terms involving the same 
#derivative o f  U.
>#
> vrb:={Uu,Ur,Uv,Uy,Uz};
VI-b : =  { Ur, Uu, Uv. Uy, Uz }
> aal:=coeffs(nyr,vrb,trl);aa2:=coeffs(dyr,vrb,tr2);
aal := 2 k2 u2 y5 + 2 k2 u2 y? + 2 k3 y 3 ir + 2 r k2 y4 U u + 4 r k2 y2 U u + 2 r k2 u U,
-2 j~ k u - 2 /“  y4 k it + 2 t~ y~ k u + 2 r~ k u,
4U  r  y3 k u + 2 U r  k u y + 2 r y4 k2 ir + 2U r  y5 k u - 2 r k2 u\ 2 r k2 u2 y5
_ 2 r ir u2 y3 + 2 i~ y4 k u U - 2 r  y2 k u U - 2 r  k it U - 4 r k~ u~ y 
+ 2 r  y6 k u U, 3 )/4 r k U  + y6 r k U  + r  kU + 3 y2 r2 k U,
2 j2 ys kn + 4 ,2 y 3 k it + 2 r  k it y, -2 y7 r  k u - 4  y213 U - 6 r  y 3 k it - y 8 r3 U
- 4 y6 r3 U - 6 r2 y5 /: it - 13 U - 6 y4 r3 i /  - 2 r2 /: u y,
-3 /~ y2 /: // - 3 r  y4 k u - r  y6 k u - r  k it, y8 r3 + 6 y4 r3 + 4 y2 r3 + 4 y6 r3 + i3
act 2 := 4 k2 it2 y2 r% 2 r  y4 k u - 2 r  y2 k it - 2 z-2 A' z/ + 2 /2 y6 k it, 
-r3 - 6 y4 z-3 - y8 z“3 - 4 y6 r3 - 4 y 2 r3
> bbl:=coeffs(nyz,vrb,tzl);bb2:=coeffs(dyz,vrb,tz2);
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bbl := 2 k2 U y3 u + 2 k2 U u y  2 r y5 k u + 4 ry3 k u + 2 k u y i\ -2 Ar u2 y3 -2  lr u2 
-2 U r  v5 k u - 4 U r y3 k u - 4 k2 ir y4 - 4 k2 ir y  -2  U rk u y, 6 k U y5 r 
+ 2 r k y U  + 2 k U y 1r + b r k y3 U +3 k it y4 + 2 y4 k2 it + y6 k2 u + y8 k u 
+ 3 y6 k u + k2 y2 u + k u y2, -k u y8 r - r y2 k a - 3 k u y6 r - 3 r k u y4, 
y8 r2 + 4 y6 r  + 4 r  y2 + r  + 6 r  y\
6 y4 U r2 + 4 y2 U r  + y8 U r  + 4 y6 U r  + U r2
bb2 := 4 k2 u2 _y2, -2 r y2 k it + 2 k it y6 r + 2 r k u y4 -2  r k it,
- r  - v /“ - 4 y  r -  6 r  y4 - 4 r  y
> for i from 1 to 2 do;na.i:=nops([aa.i]);od;
mil 9
mil := 3
> for i from 1 to 2 do;nb.i:=nops([bb.i]);od;
77/?/ := 8
77/72 := 3
> for i from 1 to nal do;aaa.i:=factor(aal[i])*trl[i];od;
acuii := 2 k2 it ( A' 11 y3 + y5 it + y3 // + U r y4 + 2 Ur y2 + U r)
acuì2 := -2 7-  k it (y - 1 ) (y + 1 ) ( y  + 1 )“ Ur 
aaa3 := 2 k ( y  + 1 ) /• it ( r y3 U + r y U + k it y21 k u ) Uu 
aaa4 := 2 k ( y  + 1 ) r it ( U r y4 - U r + k it y3 - 2 kit y ) Uv
acui5 := 72 k U (y2 + 1 )3 Uy 
ciuciò :=2 r  k it y ( y2 + 1 )“ Uz 
acui7 := - r  ( y  + 1 )3 ( U r y  + U r + 2 k it y ) i/v i/y 
:= - r  k it (y2 + 1 )3 Uy Uu 
act a 9 := r3 ( y  + l )4 Uy Ur
> for i from 1 to na2 do;aab.i:=factor(aa2[i])*tr2[i];od;
a cibi := 4 k2 it2 y2 r
aab2 := 2 7-2 A' it ( y - 1 ) ( y + 1 ) ( y2 + 1 )“ Uy 
aab3 := -r3 (y- + 1 )4 Uy2
> for i from 1 to nbl do;bbb.i:=factor(bbl[i])*tzl[i];od;
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bbbl := 2 k2 U u y (y2 + 1 )
bbbl := 2 k u y r (y2 + 1 T Ur 
bbb3 := -2 k2 u2y ( f + l ) U u  
bbb4 := -2 k u y (y2 + 1 ) ( U r y2 + U r + 2 k u y) Uv
bbb5 := k y (y2 + 1 )“ (y3 u + 2 U r y2 + u y + k u y + 2 U r) Uy 
bbb6 := -/*y2 k it (y2 + 1 )' Uv Uy 
bbb7 := r  (y: + 1 )J i/v {/; 
bbbS := t/ ( r  + 1 /  Uy Uu
> for i from 1 to nb2 do;bbc.i:=factor(bb2[i])*tz2[i];od;
bbcl := 4 k2 ir y2
bbc2 := 2 rk u (y - 1 ) (y + 1 ) (y2 + 1 )2 f/y 
bbc3 := -/2 (y2 + 1 )4 Uy2
> #
> # STEP 8
> #
#Final expressions for yr and yz
> #
> yr:=sum(aaa.(m+l),m=0..8)/sum(aab.(m+l),m=0..2);
yr := ( 2 À'2 li ( A'm y3 + y5 // + y3 u + U r y4 + 2 Ur y2 + U r)
- 2 i2 k u (y - 1 ) (y + 1 ) (y2 + 1 )2 Ur
+ 2 k (y2 + 1 ) r u ( r y3 U + ryU  + ku y2 -k it) Uu
+ 2 k ( y2 + 1 ) r z/ (U r y4 - U r + k it y3 - 2 k it y ) Uv + r  k U (y~ + l)  Uy 
+ 2 r2 k it y (y2 + 1 )2 Uz - z*2 (y2 + 1 )3 ( U r y2 + U r + 2 k u y) Uv Uy
- ?2 k u (y2 + 1 )3 Uy Uu + r3 (y2 + 1 ) i/y Ur')
4 k2 it2y2 r + 2 r  k u (y - 1 ) (y + 1 ) (y2 + 1 )" Uy - 13 (y" + 1 ) U y)
> yz:=sum(bbb.(n+l),n=0..7)/sum(bbc.(n+l),n=0..2);
yz := (2 k2 U u y (y2 + 1 ) + 2 k u y r (y2 + 1 )“ Ur - 2 k2 u2 y (y2 + 1) Uu 
-2  k uy (y2 + 1 ) (U r y2 + U r + 2 k u y) Uv
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+ ky  (y2 + 1 )" ( v3 u + 2 U ry1 + u y + k uy + 2 U r) Uy 
- ry- k u (y2 + 1 )3 Uv Uy + r  (y2 + 1 j* UyUz + U r  (y2 + 1 )4 Uy Uu)/{ 




> # STEP 9
> #  ’ '
#Special case of YR and YZ where Uy=Uv=Uu=()
> #
> yrl:=subs(Uy=0,Uv=0,Uu=0,yyr);
yrl := — (2 k2 u2 v5 + 2 k2 u2 v3 + 2 k? v3 ir + 2 r k2 y4 U it + 4 r k2 v2 U u 
. 4 ’ ’ ' . ’ ’
+ 2 U zr y5 k u + 4 Uz i2 y3 k u + 2 Uz r  k u y - 2 r  y6 k u Ur - 2 r  y4 k u Ur
+ 2 r2y2 k u Ur + 2 r k2 it U + 2 r k  u Ur)/(r k2 u2 y2)
> yzl:=factor(subs(Uy=0,Uv=0,Uu=0,yyz));
1 ( y2 + 1 ) ( Ur r y2 + Ur r + k U)
yzl := ~ -------------------- :----------------------









comp3a := - ~ ( 2 r  Urr k uy1 + 2 r2 Urr k u r1 + 4 r  Urr k 11 v5 -2  k2 U _r u
+ 2 k2 a y7 U rr+ 4 k2 u y' Ur r + 5 r' y8 Ur - 2 k2 11 y7 U - 2 r2 k u Un y4 
+ 2 r k  u Urz y8 + 2 r k  u Un y6 - 4 ;• k2 u Uz y4 - 4 k2 u y5 U -2 r k2 u Uz y2 
■ + 8  r k  y2 U Ur + 2 n  k U Ur - 2 r k2 u Uz ys - 2 r  k u y1 Uzz -2  r k  u y1 Uzz
-4  r k  u ys Uzz - 2 r  k u Un y2 +10 r- y6 U r  + 3 r k2 y- jj2 + r1 y10 Ur 
+ 10 i3 y4 Ur + r k2 U2 + 5 r' y2 Ur + i3 Ur + 8 r k  y6 U Ur + r k2 y6 U2 
+ 12 r k y 4 U Ur + 3 r k2 y4 U2 + 2 k21, y3 U rr+ 2 r  k y8 U Ur)/( k2 u2 r y4 ) 
> comp3b:=factor(comp3a);
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comp3b ( y2 + 1 )’  ( i3 v6 Ur + 2 r  k u Urz V4 + 3 r3 y4 Ur + 2 r  
4 ' '
-2  k2 U y3 u - 2 r2 k u y3 Uzz + 2 k2 it y3 Ur r + 2 r  Urr k it y3 - 
- I r k 2 u Uz y2 + 4 r2 k y2 U Ur + 3 r3 y2 Ur + r k: y2 U2 + r3 U 
+ rk2 U2)/ (ry4k2 u2)
> comp3c:=numer(comp3b);
comp3c -(y2 + 1 )“ ( r  y6 Ur + 2 r  k u Urz y4 + 3 r  y4 Ur + 2 r  k y 
-2  k2 U y3 u - 2 r  k u y3 Uzz + 2 k2 u y3 Ur r + 2 r  Urr k u y3 - 2
- 2 r k2 u Uz y2 + 4 r: k y2 U Ur + 3 r y2 Ur + r k: y2 U: + i3 Ur 
+ rk2 U2)
> comp3d:=comp3c/(vA2+l)A2;
comp3d := -r  y6 Ur - 2 r  k u Urz y4 - 3 r  y4 Ur - 2 r  k yJ Lr + 2 1 
+ 2 r k  it y3 Uzz - 2 k2 u y3 i/r r - 2 /- Urr k u y3 -r 2 r2 k it Urz y 
+ 2 r k2 u Uz y2 - 4 r  k y2 U Ur - 3 r  y2 ¿7/-2 - r k- y- 6': - r  i.;/“
- r  A-2 U2
> #
#Equate coefficients of u and y to 0 
#because this special case U is 








y2> y4> y6> y2 y3 u, y4 u
> for i from 1 to m do;eq.i:=factor(cof[i]);od;
eql:= -r (Ur r + k U)2 
eq2:= -r (Ur r + k U) (k U + 3 Ur r) 
eq3:= -r2 Ur (3 Ur r + 2 k U) 
eq4:= -r3 Ur2
eq5:= 2 k r (Urz r + k Uz) 
eq6:= -2 k (r k Ur - kU - r2 Uzz + r2 Urr); 
eq7:= -2 r2 k Urz
#  I t  s e e m s  f r o m  e q l  to  e q 7  t h a t  th e  o n l y  p o s s i b l e  s o l u t i o n  is U  =
: ky4 U Ur
2 r k u  Urzy2 
r  + 2 r  k U Ur
A U Ur 
! /- k u Urz y2 
: + 2 /- k U Ur
U Ù  it
- 2i 2 kU Ur
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